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Part III REALIZED CC~E~IBNS OF THE PARl’NERS~P 
Contributions that can be masured .in concrete terPB are clearly at. the 
heart of any study of the impact of technological innwatlons arising from 
research. Reflecting the &portance of plant breding in CGUR institutions, 
the first contributions addressed in this Part are those associated with 
germplasm. ‘While the centers have been demonstrably inrportant in the 
development of modem varieties9 they are by no mems the only actors in the 
scene. There are many research institutions in both the industrial and the 
developing countries that have been involved in the developsent of’k@mved 
varieties and other related innovations. Indeed, the centers work closely 
with national agricultural reseamh systems to inprove theirmandate crops, 
_.. 
Aspects of the story of tiern varieties, especially:of rice and wheat@ 
have been told often and fKMa my perspectives. The first. chap.ter of’thdas 
Part, however, deals more broadly with all the significant plant iaprownent 
. ..‘ programs at centers. So far as possible the spre& of modem varieties is 
documented (chapter 6) and associated with the consequential changes in 
productivity and output. -In the later chapters (beginning in &apter 7’) .the 
consequences of technological innovations other than modem varieties are 
addressed. 
The complex issues of the distribution of benefits of tezhnologitzal 
knnovations are addressed in chapter 8. These distributional questions cover 
the earnings of labor, land and capital and the gecgrsphic, s&Me gconaic 
and nutritional dimensions of the distribution that have-attraztd the 
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attention of critics of: agrd;;cultural .tinovatioas. Much attention has been 
addressed to the production side of agric%ltUre. There is a need for esore 
concern for the consumer beneficiaries of changing agrioulturaP productivity, 
Increasing nmbers of cons-rs in the lower incos~ areas of the world are 
olustered in large urban aggregates9 so the provision of food to these dense 
populations which have no .direet access to agricultural production demands 
serious attention. 
SCXW of the other ianportant but diveme products of the centers are 
also reviewed in chapters 9# IO e and 11 even though sczae involve dimensions 
that are difficult to quantify. The first is in the broad area of 
/“- ; 
“, ‘. ._ 
enhanoent of human capital, The centers are all engaged in training 
programs of scw sort although not all identify their activities that raise 
human capital as training per x* However they may be identified, the nunber 
1’ 
of people who have received scme assistance in their professional. development 
now runs to more than l'PIOOO; over 90 percent are men. They are nearly all 
working in partner &Lntrieso most of .thes~ 2n the research center23 from whence 
they departed for their traintig. This topio has been the subject of an 
intensive investigation by consultants to the TAC in a study parallel to the 
present one? and their main findings are drm tcgether in chapter 9. 
The.’ final two wproductsw reviewed in thk~‘~ Part concern institutional 
changes discussed in chapter 10 and, in chapter 11 n policy mtters. Amom 
institutional arsangesx?ntse,the key issue to consider is the capacity of 
national prograins to engage in agricultural reseaxc?h and to deliver the 
results to the taxget population. There are alrnost as %nany variations of. 
institutional structure and organization as there are countries, and there is 
much to &earn from comparative analysis of their.experiences. Indeed* ISNAR 
* 
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is addressed to such learnme and to exteneion of things that are found to 
work. 
The final topic considered in this Part conoems research on policy for 
the agricultural and food sectors. Of’ eourseo IFPU has this as its mandate, 
but all the other centers are concerned to WIN!! extent with policy nterttesa%, 
despite their restricted caity foci and the%r Daeaw~ emphases on l,otg-tern 
biological research. 
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6 PUNT MATERIAL3 
6.9 Introduction 
The variety-related accomplishments of the collaborative research 
between the CGUR.centers and agricultural researchers in developing countries 
are addressed in this chapter. TheGextent of varieties released@ their 
spreadD their breeding, their effect on food production and its stabflityS and 
their contribution to&creased agricultural productivity are examined, 
,,.-- , Matters relating to germplasm m% are taken up in chapter 12. 
6.2 Collaborative Research in Varietal Development 
Several joint~products.can be identified as resulting from the 
collaborative work of’the international centers and the national programs.on 
varietal development: (a) varieties obtained from one country and supplied as 
promising materials by an international center to researchers in another 
country, (b) varieties developed and made avaiEabJe by-centers; (~1 vari&fes 
_. 
‘. selected by national programs from crosses made by and selected as promising 
.._ materials by an international center, (dI,varieties selected by national 
programs from crosses made at an international center and supplied to a . 
country as eakly generation.segregating~,material, (e) varteties resuBAng~ from 
crosses made by nationa.l.scientists from parent material supplied (perhaps fn 
part) by an internatfonal denter, with selections made by ~nationals~&entistsr 
and <f! varieties resulting from more complex cooperation such as crosses msde 
by either international centers or national researchers with evaluation and 
selection made by both in alternating generations from materials shipped back 
and forth between a center and a national program. While all these and 
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pos&I.bly some other kinds of genetic material may be relate&to centers* 
varieties developed independently by national programs from crosses with one 
or more center parents are not center-related in the sense used here. 
It is the intention in this study, to use wcenter~relatedw or wcenter- 
derived” to designate varieties develop+ by processes (a) thrmgh (dlo but 
full information about all varieties is not always avaifabfe, FurthemreP 
because of the many possible ways in which germplasm from a center and a 
national<-program may be combined, evaluated and selected8 it is impossible to 
quantify the contributions of national programs as distinct from centers. For /- c. 
example@ the Brazilian rice variety CNA 7 was introduced from India as IET 
2881 where it had been produced from a cross of T 141 with IR 665-l-175-3. A 
Brazilian maize synthetic. ‘BR 105, was developed in the early 1980s by EMBRAPA 
from germplasm o+iginating in the Caribbean and selected in Thailand by 
CIMMYT. Increasingly, national programs are taking over more of the 
collaborative process of plant improvement. Every effort has been made in 
what follows to designate as wcenter-relatedw varieties only those inwhich 
centers’ had a direct hand, i.e.* those described in (a) through (dl’. 
6.2.1 Naming varieties 
According to a dictionary definitionr .a. my is a recognized, 
genetically homogeneous group of’plants-of less than species rank. Farmers 
andtplant breeders (sometimes one*and the:same) use wvarietyw to refer to:.a 
group of plants that are recognize&as having a set of inherited 
characteristics differentiating them from other sets of the same crop and 
which have been given a name and are approved for eultivationl either by 
custom or by some duly constituted authority. 
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A m is a set of plants of a crop of a less homogeneous nature 
than a variety, but still similar9 which has been recognized by custom or 
.tradition. Land races are sometimes highly heterogeneous and are nomaf%y 
found in agricultural systems isolated from interchange with other systems. 
Farmers and lay persons sometimes call these varieties, while plant breeders 
and geneticists usually prefer the term land race or “primitive form”. 
u are small sets of plants in the intermediate stages of varietal 
development, Because of the nature of plant breeding, lines are less 
,.-, homogenous than varieties, and therefore provide scope for selecting 
individual plants with performance superior to that of other individuals in 
the same line. 
Cultiva is used as a more specific’term than variety or.,land racer to 
identify a homogeneous set of plants cultivated as a crop. The word also has 
a more technical meaning related to official description and registration in 
some countries. 
‘.. 
A m is the result of a cross between two different cultivars. In 
conanon user hybrid denotes a special type of variety produced through crossing 
inbred lines; seeds of a hybrid must be produced each year by making the same 
crosses O Conventional varieties‘are produced by:creating. a hybrid and then 
selecting from successive generations until uniform offspring are produced. 
Varieties of cross-pollinating or out-breeding crops such as maize may consist 
of various kinds of population mixtures or composites of genotypes. 
While varieties may acquire recognition through informal processesc in 
today’s world( for all practical purposes, they must be named. The act of 
CH .6 : 8/g/85 
naming indicates approval by the naming authority that the varfety is suitable 
for cultivation under certain conditions. Depending on the availability of 
information and resoumesr and the extent of control by the authority, the 
specification of the conditions for which a variety is suitable may be rather 
general or quite specific, 
Most countries grant the authority to nama varieties to national variety 
registration boards (sometties wseed boardsn) but@ In som large countries. 
state or provincial seed boards may have the authority to name varieties, 
Seed boards usually require the individual or institution proposing cultivars 
for naming to provide evidence of performance and some minimal quantity of 
“breeder’s seedw to permit evaluation of performance and to provide the basis 
. “i 
for subsequent multiplication. 
Most CGUR canters do not name varieties although, for example, until 
1975 IRRI did name varieties that were used within the Philippines and 
elsewhere. Seed boards in many countries use the designations of plant 
breeders as names for varieties where they are suitablee or choose some name 
that indicates the institution or organization responsible for developing the 
--.. 
variety e For example* CSH-1 designates coordinated sorghum hybrid lo the 
first hybrid sorghum developed by the All-India Coordinated Sorghum Improve- 
ment Progranwe. Similar%ye many countries use an. abbreviation of the center 
designation when they name~aenter-related varieties while others choose 
unrelated names o 
6,2.2 Time requiremsnts for varietal development 
Plant breeding is a tlswcoasuining proaess (Figure 6.1). It starts with 
collection of existing varieties, breeders lines, mutant stocks and land 
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Figure 6.1 
STAGES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF CROP VARIETIRS 
Collection and characterization of gewplasa 
(1 to,4 years) 
Selection of land race germplasm or other breeding material 
(1 to 3 years) 
I 
Generation of segregating lines through crossfng 
(l.season) 
1 Screening segregating lines against stresses 
(5 'to 7 seasons) 
i Selection 0 elite lines 
(2 to 4 seasons) 
i 
Preliminary and a&anced yield testing 
(2 to 4 seasoas) 
I 
* 
Mstribution In International trials 
(1 to 3 seasons) 
.Per%od.requfred for development: 6 to 14 years 
5 
races; these are.studied and examined for useful characteristics. Then pairs 
of cultivars are crossed to produce Fl hybrids (the first generation). The _ . 
Fqs are planted and harvested to give F2 seed9 which in turn is planted to 
give the F3 generation, and so forth. Sometimes the Fq is backcrossed to one 
of the parents or to another cultivar. Each time a new generation is grown* 
the plant breeder has an opportunity to observe the reaction of the crop to 
whatever set of circumstances exists or is created,, If a particular 
generation is grown during a droughty season that kills most individual plants 
but through which some survive, the individual surviving plants have a greater 
degree of resistance to or tolerance of drought. These early generations 
“segregate” in their reaction to particular stresses because each individual 
plant has a different combination of genes. Subjecting the plants to the same 
stress for a number of.generations .ensures that only those resistant to that 
stress will survive. , 
Plants are purposively subjected to a series of stresses, Ike.@ 
“screened” against insectsr plant dis,eases@ aeid or alkaline soil conditions8 
or other factors9 in order to observe their reactions, Depending on the 
genetic dominance or recessiveness of a characteristic, resistant plants may 
be identified by screening over a number of generations (dominant), or.in a 
single generation (recessive). 
The process is time consuming because one season is required to grow 
each complete generation, and because screening for differentcharacters~is 
normally carried out sequentially0 although seed lots can be divided and 
subjected to different stresses at the same time. In addition, most important 
plant ,characters are controlled by many genes. Thus, drought resistance is a 
complex characteristic to which many plant mechanisms such as leaf stoma 
I-- 
1.: 
: 
6 
reactions, leaf wax composition, root density and 
After identifying several lines that each carry a 
characteristicl additional crossing and selection 
several desired genes into a variety that,has the 
root length@ all contributed 
gene for one desired. 
is required to combine the 
necessary characteristics. 
The breeding process can be speeded up somewhat by growing alternate 
generations of a normally rainfed crop with irrigation in the “of’i” season0 in 
a greenhouse. or by rotating through different climatic .areas. This also 
subjects the generations to different sets of.growing conditions, which 
naturally affects the combination of genes in the resulting selections. 
After five to seven generations of screening, the best remaining lines 
are selected as elite lines and subjected to preliminary yield testing, which 
requires a greater quantity of seed than for selection in the,early 
generations. If a line is good enough it goes on to advanced yield testing, ’ 
and then perhaps to an international or multilocational national yield trial. 
-Advanced lines may be entered in wobservational trialsw in a number of 
locations so that plant breeders outside the originating station may observe 
: 
performance under local conditions. By the time a variety is named, it has 
1.:. 
been evaluated for many characters by a number of plant breeders and others. 
Additional time is required.for national authorities to test and 
evaluate the suitability -of received materials for their individual conditions 
(Figure 6.21. Normally.they evaluate.materials.in a preliminary way (often as 
part of an international nursery), Promising materials go on to advanced 
trials and then to farmersP fields. The process may be cut short somewhat by 
evaluating earlier in farmers V fields. but only a relatively few lines can be 
evaluated in farmers’ fields because farmers are naturally more interested in 
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Figure 6.2 
STEPS II\1 TESTING WFflE:‘I IE:S BY WIIONC\L F’ROGRHMS FLRIOk 70 
RELEASE 
Preliminary national trial5 
(2 to 4 seasono) 
I 
-Advanced nati onal tr i al s 
( 2 to 4 seasens) 
I 
Farmers ’ 4ie3d tests 
(2 to 4 seasons) 
il 
Consideration by varietal release authority 
F’er- i od r eql-li t:ed Sor test i. no and rel ease: 3 t.o 6 wars _..... -.._.-_.----.-- ----------------~---------------------~.---.- 
. 
growing crops and 
than acting as & 
running their own infomal trials of materiakand practices 
facto directors of,experiment stations; Testing under 
farmers’ conditions is more. expensive .for national authorities than on 
experiment stations because it involves additional travel ‘and supervision 
costs. Three to six years usually elapse between first evaluation and release 
of a new variety. 
A minimum of six years may be required -between initiation of germplasm 
collection and identification of promising lines from it. Where highly 
.,_--. .., seasonal rainfall or temperature regimes restrict evaluation to only one cycle 
. .._ each year the process may take up to 14 or even more years. Three to six 
years may be needed for evaluation in a country that carefully examines 
materials obtained from outside sources. Even where cultivars are simply 
collected and supplied to national researchers for evaluation and local 
testing, sevebal years elapse between the beginning of a program and the 
naming of varieties by countries. The research that led to the release of 
CfMMyT wheats in the mid-1960s began 28 years earlier in Mexicocand elsewhere. 
IRRI was fortunate that its cross of a semi4warf rice from Taiwan with a high 
quality tropical variety from Indonesia produced IR8 within five years, but . 
-co.. 
such good luck is unusual. Researchers in Thailand started working with 
Rockefeller Foundation scientists to develop improved maize in 1959. The 
first variety was released in 1969 but it was not resistant to downy mildew. 
Not until 19’75 was the first resistant variety released. Where a crop is not 
receiving much research atten&ionD -even.direct transfers take time. Chile 
began research on chickpeas with materials imported from the U.S.A. in 1976; 
the first variety was launched in 1983. 
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Centers that began breeding programs in the late 1960s and early 1970s 
on field beans, cassavar cowpease chickpeas, tropical sorghum, peari millet 
and tropical pastures had to begin by collecting germplasm and determining how 
the existing varieties could be improved. The base of knowledge and collected 
ge lasm on which to build was small in these cropst so it is not surprising. 
that the early products are Just being named by countries in the early 1980s. 
Ten years after IRRI began@ countries other than the Philippines had named 10 
lines developed at PRRX as varieties. Fifteen years after CIAT began its bean 
programl 20 varieties had been named by country programs. Fifteen years after _ 
IITA began its cowpea research@ 21 of its varieties had been named by country ‘- 
programs. Thus, it is clear that, by 198S9 the CGIAR centers9 including those ...“’ 
that started later than CIMMXT and IRRI, are indeed seeing the fruits of their 
varietal development work accepted by developing countries and their farmers. 
Rates of farmer adoption are influenced by several biological~attributesr 
including the different rates of potential multiplication associated.with the 
var.&us methods of propagation used for different orops, 
Since the late 1QipOs~ an ever-growing number of lines of crops.have been 
developed by the centers, distributed through international varietal testing 
programs for evaluation by national authoritiesl and named by national seed 
-“boards s .An increasing number of national programs are obtaining segregating 
‘i .-..-- 
lines- from centers and doing their own screening, selection and yield testing. 
Because the seed‘boards are independent and are located in couritries 
throughout the world, it is impossible to have information about .all the 
varieties namede but a sumnary of information about those known to have been 
named as of mid-1984 is presented in Table 6.1. Because the table shows 
numbers of varieties released by countries, and not number of germplasm lines9 
Lit reflects, multiple,-counting of. lines released by .more than .one .:country . 
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Table 6.1 Number of ‘CG1A.B center related varieties released by 
national authorities im developing countries through 1983” 
Crop 
Barley 
Number of varieties named by countries in 
Africa Asia Latin Middle East Total 
~ America & North Africa 
0 2 0 8 10 
Beans, field 4 2 90 0 96. 
Cassava -26 5 32 .O 63 
Chickpeas 0 1 0 ‘2 3 
. ..- 
., Cowpeas 14 2 12 1 29 
-_ Maize 61 49 126 2 238 
Pasture species 0 0 12 0 12 
Pearl millet 5 3 0 0 8 
Pigeonpea 5 2 0 0 7 
Potatoes 3% 16 12 2 61 
Rice 3% 140 12’9 2 302 
Sorghum 33 18 .5 0 ‘.,3 1 
Sweet potatoes 6 0 0 0 6 
Triticale 2 2 7 0 11 
Wheat, bread 40 44 114 66 26.4 
Wheat, durum 
82085 
a Ex,cludee varieties :developed .from crossesmade ‘by national ::ptograms from 
--‘sources similar to those used by the tent’ersB 
9 
It is evident from-the table that research on the various mandate crops 
has reached different stages. Countries have evaluated and released large 
numbers of wheat and rice varieties. Their spread is discussed in section 
6-3, A smaller number of maize, cassavao field bean@ potato and cowpea 
varieties have been named, along with a few of chickpea, pearl millet0 sorghum . 
and some pasture species, 
This is not to suggest a larger role for.the centers than they have 
played. Many national research systems have developed and released improved 
varieties independently of the centers. in addition to those developed in 
cooperation with the centers. For example, there are 52 varieties in a list 
of improved rice varieties named by Indonesia; of these 18 are directly 
center-related and are counted in the listing of Table 6.1. A similar effort 
has been made to exclude varieties of other crops only distantly related to 
the centers. 
6.2.3 Center=-related maize varieties 
Based on materials supplied from the centers. over 200 maize varieties 
have been developed and released by national authorities in 41 countries, 
American countries, but countries in Asia , Most of these were named by. Latin 
and.Africa have named about’5Cin 
.d’ _ 
I.. 
each region D One particular’ group of lines 
called wTuxpenow has been of~special value in, obtaining disease resistance for 
lowland tropical-areas; the discovery and incorporation of streak resisL!ce 
into advanced maize lines by ETA has been important for maiie production in 
African countries. It is estimated that the center-related varieties are 
being grown on over 6 millionha in developing countries, including Costa 
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Rica, Brazil, Ecuador,Mexicor Guatemala, HondurasI Ghana, Tanzania* Nigeria9 
China9 India, Burma and Thailand. 
Even though these releases have been made, the maize research of the 
centers has had less impact on production of foodgrain than has wheat or rice 
research, raising the question of why. At least four factors contribute. 
First, maize is grown under a great diversity of conditions in.the developing 
world, and any individual variety is adapted to only a narrow range, ‘T2ms.a 
great many individually adapted varieties xwst be developedp and these can 
,,-’ , ,. only effectively be adapted by local researchers, This contrasts with 
irrigated wheat and lowland rice which are.grown in fairly hornogenous 
environments. Second, in the developing world. maize is grown in many 
eountcies S unlike rice which is concentrated ‘in ‘Asia D ,and ‘wheat whtch is 
concentrated. in the’PndoXangetic plain. the Middle East and North Africa. 
Thus international.maize researchers must forge a greater number of 
institutional.links than must wheat or rice workers in order to reach the.same 
proportion of national maize workers. Third, while. it might appear that :a 
large-backlog of plant improvement existed for maize before.the-centers 
. .._ 
started, in fact, the prior research was addressed largely to yellow dent 
types, while people in developing countries who eat maize mainly use white 
flint types. Fourth, because the improved maize populations from CIMMTT and 
IITA have no univer&al.physical charaeteristic;sueh.as mmi-dwarf stature0 
their crosses with local varieties and their adoption by farmers is much less 
apparent-than was true for semi-dwarf:wheat.and-cioe. 
Despite these problems, there has been considerable use of center- 
related maizes both directly and in national breeding programs. Reflecting 
the widespread nature of maize production, national researchers in most of the 
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countrycase studies commented on the contribution of center-related maize 
gewplasm. 
Researchers in Brazil reported on 12 released maize varieties that had 
been selected from crosses made with germplasm from CT&MT or from CXMMTT 
populations since the late 1970s (Homen de Melo 1985). About half of these 
contained Tuxpeno genes9 and most were cited for their resistance to downy 
mildews. or other diseases, as well as resistance to lodging. 
Qne was cited as drought reskant. Each was recosWnded for certain states 
or portions of states. Brazilian maize breeders have developed many more 
;ff- 
varieties unrelated or more remotely related to center-supplied germplasm. 
Researchers in Guatemala have produced nine varieties and three hybrids 
from CIMMYT-supplied germplasm (Stewart 1985). Nine of these have been 
released since 1478, A high quality protein variety9 Nutricta, has been 
released and is being grown on about 500 ha, National plant breeders have 
also,selected varieties for.the hzghlands where no imported materials seemed 
to work. 
National scientists of Costa Rica estimate that 10 to 15 percent of the 
1984 maize area was planted to TIC0 V-1 Mejardo and Diamantes 8034p two 
‘i.2 
varieties developed .by ’ the _ Ministry ,of- Agriculture from materials supplied by 
Cm (Stewart 1985) e 
In the Sierra region of Ecuadorp the activities of the Andean maize 
Improvement Agreement involving CPMMTT and several countries of the region 
have resulted in the identification, testing, release and adoption of 
. varieties for farmers. Because they are developed locally, they are highly 
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adapted, and varieties have already been launched that have-been adopted by 
farmers (Posada 19851, 
Zimbabwe has an advanced maize breeding program of its own9 which 
started in 1930 and@ in 1949, released the first conxnercial hybrid maize 
produced outside the United States (Billing 1985a). A significant achievement 
of that program was the release of the widely grown 15O-day hybrid gR52~ based 
on two local parents. Subsequently. 130-day hybrids have been released0 -Some 
material from CfhMWs high lysine program is being incorporated but the high 
lysine gene is associated with a soft kernel. Zimbabwe’s researchers are 
backcrossing elite inbred lines with streak-virus resistant sources from IITA. 
Kenya, like Zimbabwe* grows hybrids extensively and is using center germplasm 
in the development of new parent lines, 
Nigeria has made good use of two maize populations, TZB and TZPB, which 
were developed during the early days of the IITA program. TZB originated from 
African and Latin American sources with major contribution from Nigerian 
Composite B. TZPB is derived from Tuxpeno Planta Boja Cycle 7 from CIMMYT. 
The two populations were released from Nigeria’s National Cereals Research 
Institute under the names FARZ 27 and FARZ 34. Both have good resistance to 
tropical rust and lowland blight. They are the most widely grown varieties in 
Nigeria with a total of 200,000 ha reportedly under these varieties in 1981, 
according to the National Accelerated Food Production Programme. It is 
estimated that the two varieties were.grown on about 1 million ha in Nigeria 
in 1984 ( Okoro and Cnuoha 1985) ., 
CIMMYT has beensupplying Malawi with germplasm for 15 years’(Billing 
1984b). Its major thrust in the 1960s was on composite varieties. The first, 
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Chitadze Composite A (CCA) eontained 80 percent local materials and 20 percent 
material imported fram other African countries. The second, CCB contained 
about 60 percent CIMMYT materials but it was not sufficiently resistant to 
diseases. Currently breeders are working on a third, CCC, which has a higher 
percentage of CIMMYTmaterial and gives about 10 percent higher yields under 
drier conditions, Another newly released varietye selected from Tuxpenop has 
been under local development for 10 years and is-somewhat more resistant to 
drought than CCC. 
Tanzanian plant breeders have used germplasm from CIMMYT and IXTA maize 
populations such as La Posta. Pool 16, TZSR-W and TZSR-Y to obtain streak 
virus resistant cultivars that-have recently been released or are being 
released (Ndunguru f 984) o 
Researchers in Cameroon have tested over 400 composites’of cent&= maize 
and-have released a number (Lyonga and Negwo 1985). TZB and’TZPB* as in 
Nigeria, have proved to b.e attracti.ve,to farmers, These two varieties cover 
some 10-15,000 ha in the country. Several other varieties have also been . . 
recently released. iLy 
Thailand. has been .the center of an’ inter-Asian maize improvement I program 
since 1959 when theVRockefelfer Foundation stationed a field staff member 
there ( Isarungkura 1985) 0 Plant materials were imported. from Guatemalae 
crossed and evaluated inThailand and other S-E, Asian countries. In 1969* 
the first improved variety for Thailand was released from the program. The 
program cooperated closely with CIMMYT and countries of the region to develop 
downy mildew resistant (DMR) materials, and in 1975, DMR &wan No. ‘1 was 
released. Subsequentlye .bother- DMR materials *were releasedysand e by l-9&I o 
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national authorities’reported that virtually all the maize grown in Thailand 
(about 1.7 million ha) was derived from this program. 
Indonesian famers also derived some benefit from new CIMM’YT-related 
maize varieties which, together with improved cultural practicesr have helped 
to raise average yields from 1.1 t/ha in 1973 to 9.7 t9ha in 1983 (Nestel 
1985) o In the Philippines~ the DMR varieties have been less successful and8 
in recent years0 private companies have begun to develop high-yielding hybrids 
that are,finding acceptance among some farmers producing maize for the feed 
.,-.i, -.~ ‘ market. 
Maize is a minor crop in Burmas but it is suited for human food as well 
as animal feed. In 19’78, the government undertook a maize production program 
with the assistance of UNDP9F’AO. The project obtained germplasm from 
-countries in S.E,Asia and from CIMMYT to test for local adaptability, drought 
tolerance and early maturity (Zin 1985). Six varieties have been released 
from the program and have been well adopted by farmers, - 
_. 
. . 6.2.4 Cassava. beans, potatoes. millet, sorghum and cowpeas 
-cl.. 
Cassava. Twenty-six varieties of cassava related to IITA germplasm have been 
,named and released by six African countries and over thirty varieties related 
to CIA% germplasm by ten Latin American and Asian countries. The spread of 
improved cassava has been .slowed by the slow growth of demand. for cassava in 
Latin America, but the demand is expanding,more rapidly in most Afrioan 
countries. 
IITA researchers have incorporated resistance to a number of cassava 
bests9 including the green spider mite, cassava mosaic virus and cassava mealy 
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bug. All of the country case studies in Africa report these are actively 
being tested. Researchers in Nigeria and Cameroon collaborate with IITA by 
supplying ‘materials for evaluation and conducting preliminary, advanced and 
uniform yield trials (Ckoro and Qauoha 1985), A number of clones have beeh 
identified as superior to local ones fn uniform yield trials. Kenya has just 
begun to test IITA materials tRuigu 1985). Tanzania is testing IITA materials 
for toleranoe to mador pests ( IWmguru 1985) m 
Zimbabwe’s research department had not devoted much emphasis to cassava 
in the past, since it was a minor food crop (Bi~.liwg 1985a), Migrants from 
Malawi have inoreased the demand for cassava ahd the departmeht has recently 
r- 
‘._.. _ 
@ started agronomic trials on materials supplied to them by IITA. The 
University Crop Science Department has also started a cassava research 
program. The range of available materials has been adequate to enable the 
national system to forgo a breeding program, - 
Cassava is more important ih Malawi. IITA has made a major effort to 
I assist the country in estab%ishing a research program ~Billing 1983a). 
National researchers were trained and encouraged to evaluate local material * 
L..- 
before attempting incorporation of ZETA material; the center assisted in 
devising-a strategy to~assist’national research and extension workers Jo-gain 
farmer adoption of the new varieties, 
. Over 90 CIAT-related field beah varieties had been h&m! by-18 
Latin American countries by mid-1984 and five countries outside the region 
named CIAT-related beans 0 Many of these are Dorado beans, a group of new 
varieties-that are resistant to the bean golden mosaic virus. In Cuatemalae 
surveys by the Institute Inte~ame@car-do Cooperacionpara la Agricultura 
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(IICA) in 1982983 indicated that 40.percent of the smaller-scale bean gp”ewers 
and 60 percent of the larger-scale growers had switched to the Dorado a 
varieties (Viana and Pachico). In Costa Rica, it is estimated that 35 to 40 
percent of bean area is planted to varieties developed in collaboration-with 
CIAT (Ballestro 1985). In Cuba, since 1981, about’half the bean area has been 
planted to ICA-Pijaoo a variety introduoed through CIAT. Over 1OJlOO ha are 
‘planted to the variety in the state farm sector while private sector plantings 
have averaged 5000 ha. A survey of farmers in the faur Argentinian states 
that account for 95 percent of the blaok bean production..of that count~~gp 
,.-.- indicates that, in 1984, improved varieties were being grown on 65 percent of 
the area (Cargiulo 1985). In addition, Mexico, Cuba, Argentina, Haiti and the 
Dominican Republic are multiplying the Dorado bean seeds or had them growing 
on farmers’ fields in .1984, 
._, 
Farmers in Guatemala reported an average yield of 910 kg/ha,with the new 
beans compared to 750 kg/ha with their traditional varieties. There was nd 
difference in the use of other inputsbetween the two types, In the Costa 
Rican case studys famers reported yields of 1050 kg/ha for the new variety 
Talamonca compared to 940 kg/ha for an earlier introduced variety, and 600-700 
kg/ha for traditional local varieties; In Argentina, yields of the new beans 
averaged 1360 kg/haD a 26 percent increase over local bean varieties. Apart 
from adopting the new varietys”farmers-do.not appear*to:have ehangedtheir 
production practioes, so the entire increase in output except for the eost of 
new seed is a net gain, 
Even where CIAT varieties are not directly suitable for conditions of 
the country they can-make a contribution to varietal advance. For example, in 
Chile, research on beans has benefited from the sbpport of CUT which has 
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supplied lines resistant,to mosaic and root fungi since 1’9’75. CXAT has also 
made specific crosses for the Chilean national program. 
In Braaile the contribution of CUT bean varietal improvepent work is 
just at the stage where it will begin to make an impact. Researchers 
identified seven varieties being released to farmers in 1983 or 1984 that they : 
had developed by selecting or orossihg center-derived materiaPsP or varieties 
developed in other countries from center materials O 
. By 1984, 23 developing countries had released or named 61 potato 
,c- 
., 
varieties developed from gemplasm provided by CfP. CTP obtained many of 
these from ongoing potato research programs in the industrial world through 
their contract research program. Other varieties were colPected by CIP 
researchers from national programs in one location and provided to researchers . 
elsewhere in the process of germplasm exchange. At the same time, improved 
potato lines developed by CPP breeders that combine resistance to the most 
important diseases are being evaluated by natd.ona~ researchers t.n 53 
developing countries. Varieties resulting from these breeding efforts are 
expected to begin to be named in the next five years. 
The strategy’ being. followed by CIP .to-~~introduee improved~‘germplasm is 
illustrated by the case of the central African highlands area where about one 
million small-scale farmers fn Rwanda* BurundiP Zaire and Uganda grow about 
120‘9000 ha.of potatoes annwdly, The first step in the strategy was to select 
improved loeaf varieties from fakers’ fields for eleahihg up and mltipli- 
,cation in seed units set up by the program. The second step was to introduce 
some Improved varieties from other ecologies. The third step was to sele& 
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Featwe: DoFaeoBeanVarMzks:, ACollaboration 
Bean research specialists in Panama, Cuba, Haiti, Mexico9 Guatemala9 
‘Honduras, El Salvador, Costa Rica and the Dominican Republic joined with CIAT 
during the late 1970s in a network to improve field bean production in Central 
America where beans supply over 15,percent of most people@s protein. Each 
participating country within the network agreed to undertake specific 
responsibilities for an overall bean technology development program* with CIAT 
providing backup support to the joint enterprise. 
Bean golden mosaic virus (BGMV) is one of the main constraints to 
Central American bean production, especially in the drier, lowland areas of 
Mexico, Central America and the Caribbean. Guatemala ..accepted r.esponsibility 
for working toward virus-tolerant bean varieties within the network. CIAT 
helped with germplasm and some.strategic research which included.!isolation of 
the BCMV at CIAT. After screening the germplasmbank under heavy natural 
pressure’for promising material, CIAT researchers raised the pressure even 
further by surrounding the test lines with other crops that carried the virus 
and its vector. Crosses were made in 1975/76 at CIAT and the segregating 
lines were sent to Guatemala for selection under field .conditions, 
The selections looked excellent. One. liner .DOR 41, : grown without 
chemical insecticide to protect it from the.insect that transmits BCMYp 
yielded 1340 kg/ha while the susceptible commercial variety yielded 550 kg/ha. 
Basing their decision on such encouraging results, Guatemala research 
authorities decided to speed their testing, and released three promising lines 
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in 1979. The varieties quickly spread to farmem fields so that by 1982983 
they covered more than 40 percent of GuatemalaQs bean area. 
Promising lines were sent to the other members of the network, Line.DOR 
60e which had been screened at the F2, F3 and F4 generation level in 
Guatemala was taken to Mexico where it was tested by researchers iu the 
mtiohal program and.in one trial yielded 1270 kg/ha canpared to 560 kg/ha for 
the~traditional variety. It was released by Mexico in 1981 under the name 
Negro Huasteco 810 
:ff 
Cuba selected several lines from the international nursery. The first 
to be released has spread to over 10,000 ha. Line DOR 15 was released under 
the name .Tomeguin 1. Still.another, DOR 41, is in the advanced testing 
program where it is being evaluated and adapted to local conditions. The 
Cuban ‘researchers will pass the results b8ck.‘to the Cuatexnelah researchers who 
developed it. 
The same line9 DOR 41, caught the attention of Argentinian researchers 
through its performance in the international nursery. They saw it as a 
possible solution to a different disease, bean chloritic mosaic virus. They 
mult~fplied~the seedeand, .by 15~84,~ farmers-were plaoting some 20,000 ,ha to3&, 
Researchers in Haiti and the~Dominfcan~.Republic have also~selected DOR lines 
for .their~conditions -and in 1984 were <testing them ohfamers” fields prior to 
i. ‘XL- 
, 
seed multip%fcation:.and release. 
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varieties under local.conditions fromamong’tuber families supplied from CIP, 
Through this strategy, large amounts of improved materials are available to 
farmers . Since 1979, six new local varieties that were tested at several 
sites and on farms have been released. Rwanda will plant around 9000 out of 
45,000 ha to these improved varieties in 1984, providing the seed requirement 
of 2 tlha of seed potatoes from its own production. A further step has bean 
to test consumer preferences in relation to the different characteristics 
‘required by different coding techniques and end uses and the comparative 
acceptability of varieties at various price levels. Recent consumer studies 
/----. 
have drawn attention to variability in flavor and nutritional quality of the 
same varieties grown in different production zones, 
Bearl, . XPearl millet is. am 
countries, They tend to be those 
in the croPgrowing world. It is usually grown by people who have few other 
important. food crop in : relatively few 
that,have some of the harshest environments 
sources of income. India, Pakistan. Zambia and Sudan have released six pearl 
mill-et varieties derived from.ICRI~T materials. Another 15 are either,in the 
advanced testing or pre-release stages. It is estimated that, in 1984, such 
1 .T.’ pearl millet varieties released in India covered nearly 600,000 ha. Varietal 
development work is actively in progress in Niger, Burkina Faso9 Nigeria and 
other areas in the semi&arid tropics. 
-;m, f’So$ h g um is:another- crop .grown under harsh environmental q,onditions 
“by many. poor people, ‘In 1980, Ethiopia released;its first ICRISAT=derived 
sorghum variety and since then has released three others. Bursna released 
ICRISAT-related varieties in 1981 and 1982, and by 1984 the national 
authorities estimated that 23,000 ha out of a total of 190,000 ha were planted 
to these. new varietfes. ~Burkina Faso also released several center-related 
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varieties in recent years. By 1984 it was estimated that 31 sorghum varieties 
derived from the ICRISAT program had been released. Kenya was yield testing 
40 lines and was multiplying 4 varieties prior to their release. Many lines 
were being used in crossing programs in Mexico, Kenya, Malawi* Guatemala and 
other countries. 
The national research program of Sudan and ICRISAT developed a promising 
hybrid sorghum in January 1983 in a WDP-supported project. Twenty tons of 
seed of the new hybrid, Hageen Durra-1, were planted by farmers in 1984. 
Under farmers’ rainfed conditions it gave an average yield of 810 kg/ha /- 
compared to the 27’0 kglha given by local varieties. During 1984 about 350 
tons of seed were produced, enough to plant 125.000 ha, and 2000-4000 tons of 
seed are estimated to be needed for 1985. If available, that could cover 0.5 
to 1.0 million ha, 
c ’ omeas. Fourteen countries had released 29 varieties of IITA-related cowpeas 
by 1984. Of these, 14 had been released in African countries. Thirteen 
varieties are known to have been released in 1981 and 1982. The first release 
was by Venezuela in 1979, followed by releases in Tanzania, Burkina Faso and 
Nicaragua in 1980. 
Nigeria released two.cowpea varieties derived from IITA materials in 
1983: “Dan Knarda” and Qorowo”-from TVX 3236 and.IT82E-60e respectively, 
which have found ready acceptance by many farmers. 31 just one development 
effort, these cowpeas were being produced as a sole crop by about 9000 farmers 
in the Kano Agricultural Development Project in 1984. They grew a total of 
about 4000 ha and made profits of about 2000 Nira per hectare. Another 2000 
ha -are .be:iqg grown ,outside the project area (Okoro and Onuoha 1985). 
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‘Zimbabwe has evaluated a wide range of IITA cowpeas and selected 
promising varieties in experiment station tests during the 1981/82 season. 
They were subsequently field tested and grown at sites in conxnunal farming 
areas under farmers’ conditions, achieving yields of one t/ha under rainfall 
as low as 200 rm.and appeared tobe extremely proxnising to local researchers. 
Seeds are being multiplied. Researchers in Cameroon likewise report that 
several cowpea lines .are being multiplied prior to their release to farmers., 
,- -.. 
‘, More lines and varieties of these crops are known to be in the advanced 
stage of testing in many countries, but as in the case of breeding. the 
process of testing is time consuming and one that requires a certain amount of 
local competence and resources. Countries require up to eight years of 
testing at a number of locations before varieties can be released* although in 
some cases9 where a country has faced urgent needs>and varieties appeared to 
be unusually.well suited, seeds directly imported from elsewhere have been 
released to farmers. 
The process of screening requires competent investigators and the 
process of testing requires a national varietal testing organization or at 
least .a well qualified extension system. Countries that do not have adequate 
personnel or adequate budgets for such activities cannot effectively carry 
them out. They can, of course, grow varieties developed in other countries-or 
at-the international centers but, bqause the particular combination .of 
conditions and stresses that make a variety perform well in one location may 
be different from what is required in another location, relying on varieties 
developed elsewhere may not give well-adapted varieties. This need for local 
screening and testing prior to release of a variety is one of the advantages 
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that .the countries hosting the, international benters have - mltilocation 
testing of promising lines is.done by’the center as a part of its breeding 
program and so need not necessarily to be done by a national organization, 
6.3 The Spread of New Wheat and Rice Varieties 
To date, the bulk of the increased food production resulting from the 
joint research efforts of international and national,researchers has been from 
wheat and rice. Nearly 50 percent of the wheat land and over 55 percent of 
,/- 
{ the rice land in the developing countries was planted to semi-dwarf varieties 
in 1984. Most of these varieties are related to center-provided gemplasm 
except for the rice in China, where semi4warf varieties were discovered 
independently, Mope recently China has been using IRRI varieties widely as 
parents for its hybrid rices. Sufficient data are available for wheat and 
rice to make a rough estimate of the global spread and output contribution of 
new technologies. 
Dalrymple (1978) documented the spread of “high yieldingvarieties~ of 
wheat and rice in the developing world since they were first released. He has 
updated that work as part of this study, and his update forms the basis for 
:.the”~following discussion. The.precise numbers reported here differ from hiso 
however, because he uses U.S. Department of Agriculture statistics as the 
basis for his estimates~~of. total wheat and rice area .while FAO statistics-are 
used in this study. 
Despite Dalrymple’s efforts, complete time series are not available to 
show the spread of semi-dwarf wheat and rice- varieties in all countries. For 
-many:countries~‘the- data: show,*only. a- few scattered years. However, it is clear 
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that the semi-dwarf varieties continue to be grown and, indeed9 continue to 
spread. In order to derive a consistent estimate of the total area planted to 
semi-dwarfs, an interpolation procedure is used based on the assumption that 
adoption took place smoothly over time (according to a fitted logistic 
function) for any periods for which data are missing beginning with the year 
in which the varieties are known to have been first grown and reaching the 
maximum reported level which is taken as the maximal. asymptote etc. It is . 
_ presumed that areas planted during the years for which data are not available 
followed the path of adoption observed in the sparse data. The parameters of 
the logistic function were estimated from the updated Dalrymple data but, 
since he does not use such a procedure, it is another ,source of difference 
between .his estimates and those reported here. 
6.3.1 Wheat 
The wheat varieties developed by CIMMYT and its predecessor organization 
were shorter than the traditional wheat varieties; therein lay part of their 
ability to give high yields when provided with appropriate quantities of 
inputs. They were developed also to be resistant to the most important fungal 
diseases of wheat and were not sensitive to length of day in flowering (“non- 
Dhotoperiod sensitive”) and so were adaptable to a broad spectrum of growing 
conditions. .Similarlye the rice varieties developed by IRRI, which bvame the 
basis for the ensuing joint work with national researchers, were shorter thapI 
.traditional tropical rice varieties, giving them the genetic capability for 
.high yields and resistance to lodging wflen grown with high fertilizer rates 
and good Later controld Hence, both the improved wheats and improved rices 
are known as “semi-dwarf” modern varieties. 
. I 
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Over 260 varieties of semi4warf tieat had been named by 29 developing 
countries by 1984. Table 6.2 and Figure 6,3 swxmrixe the data.on their 
spread in the developing world since they were fimt introduced In 1965. Dy 
1983 the international center-related wheat varieties hti sprearf to over 48 
million ha of land in the deve%optig countries. This -unts to about 5C 
percent of the total area planted to wheat in those countries. 
There has been a steady increase in the use of the modem wheats since 
their first introduction. ‘Initial adoption was very rapid in a n-r of 
countries of Asia., reaching nearly 40 percent in India by 197Cr and adoption 
has continued gradually since then. By 198Bs Indfal Bangladesh, Nepal* 
Pakistan, Kenya* Argentinae Col&nbiar Mexico, Lebanon and Saudi Arabia all hd 
over 80 percent of their wheat area in semi-dwarf varieties. Cfearlys 
however, 100 percent is the liwit to t&proportion of area that can be 
covered. After that* continued Wrovemnts %XI the yield potential or pest 
resistance can provide continued yield &qrovemenW but those advantages 
would not be reflected in aggregate data such as-thoseshown in ,TabPe 6,2, 
These semi-dwarf varieties have spre& widely ‘and, contrary to popular 
perceptions, are grown under dryland or rainfed conditions as well as with 
irrigation. .Data to illustrate this are not available-for many countries but 
s8me illustrative examples exist. In Bangladesh the area of semi4warf wheat 
increased froan 2QoOOQ ha in 197W4 to 500,000 ha by l980-81. There are no 
statistics on’ the exact area of rainfed semLdwarfs but, even-if it is assmed 
that all of the irrigated wheat area is devoted to sea&dwarfs~ the mini.~~I 
area in rainfed semi4warf wheat in Bangladesh was amund 300,000 ha by 1980, 
Between 198C and 1983 the global area in semi4war-f wheats increased by over 
lO..~~lion has with. usuch of this increase occurring- in China, 
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Table 6.2. Area Under Semi-Dwarf Wheat@ 1970 and j983* 
““““““““““““-------------“““~““-”””~”~~e~e~~”””“““““----“”””””-~-----~~ 
Country 1970 1983 - 
--““IL”“““““““““-- “““““““I”“““-““““- 
‘000 ha I '000 ha 6 
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""-------------------"---""------------- 
China 14.97 0.1 
India 
Other D.eveloping Asia 
.Af ghani stan 
BangPadesd 
Nep’a 1 
Pakistan 
6480.0 
.3&8.6 
232c.Q 
39.0 
40,$ 
IO,5 
98.3 
..31as..3 
49e2 
500'3 
Sub-Saharan Africa 
f _. Ethiopia 
Kenya 
Nigeria 
Sudan 
Tanzania 
Z1mbabw.e 
6908 
% 
l:o 
045 
., 
Latin America 
Argentina 
Bolivia 
Brazil 
Chile 
Colombia 
Ecuador 
Guatemal’a 
Mexico 
Paraguay 
Uruguay 
794,5 
11.9 
651e.9 
6 
10,8 
x:; 
3.1 
8.3 
21e9 
2z 
.88h 
6,6 
.o 
\... Middle East/ North Africa 
Algeria 
Egypt 
Iran 
Iraq 
Libya ’ 
Morocco 
Saudi Arabia 
Syria 
Tunisia 
Turkey 
28.6 
53,o 
640.0 
All Developing Countries. 11962.0 
5126.0 
18550.6 8Q.1 
7797J 68.8 
400,O 13,% 
498.0 96c.o 
377.6 92.1 
652105 88.2 
;iE 
83:8 
10.0 
46.5 
10.0 
220-O 
,52.l 
51.2 
72.9 
73:': 
4315 
62.,9 
8848,O 
64g:e: 
82615 
3Zta;: 
810 
39,9 
‘“?i 
1sa:n 
7690.3 
;xi 
89117 
82.5 
95,0 
9,2 
43.0 
70.0 
95.a’0 
36.-4 
9500 
"?E 
62:l 
48597.7 49.7 
““““““““““““““““““““““““..““““““”””””””””””””””““““““““““”””””””“““““““” 
Source:Adapted. from Da%rymple~%985~e ‘Printed on 3G-Aug-8% 
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6.3.2 Rice 
h with wheat, the first rices developed by IRRI using Taiwanese and 
other parents were a radically different type of plant from those 
traditionally grown. They were much shorter and would flower and produce 
grain any time during the year in the tropics. being non-photoperiod 
sensitive. The first group of these varieties (including %R8) was approved by 
-2 the Philippine government for use by farmers in 1966 and. by 196% three other 
varieties had been approved (PR5. fR20. and IR22). They and other genetic 
/’ ~ material from the international centers were made available to rice growing 
countries and, by 1972. a total of 19 IRRI-derived varieties (including the 
important IR36) had been named by national authorities. The rice research 
programs of CIAT. IITA and WARDA have produced %a-series of varieties named.by 
national authorities. mostly in the regions in which they concentrate. By 
1984 nearly 300 rice varieties had been named by national programs in 39 
countries derived from or produced by the rice programs of the centers in 
collaboration with national-researchers. 
. . 
._.. 
There has been a steady increase in the area planted to international 
. 
center-related rices since their introduction in 1965. By 1975 they had 
spread to over 24 million hap excluding the area of similar but independently 
developed rices in China Wigure 6.41. IRRZ &established working relations 
with China in the 1970s and, by 198%, fRRI varieties were being extensively 
used by Chinese researchers.to prod&me the newest and highest yielding hybrid 
rices for that country. Even excluding these hybrids, developed in China, 
center-derived rice varieties had spread to over 42 million ha by 1983. 
covering 70 percent or more of the rice land of Indonesia. Philippines, Sri 
Lanka. Senegal. Colombia. Honduras. Mexico, Nicaragua. Peru and Venezuela. 
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Table 6.3. Area Under Semi-Dwarf RioeD 1970 and 1983. 
1970 1983 
COUNTRY vOOO HA S vOOO XA S 
China 26848.0 77.3 32265.2 95.0 
India 5588.0 14.8 22180.0 54.1 
Other Developing Asia 
Bangladesh 
Burma 
Indonesia 
-Laos 
Malaysia 
Nepal 
.Pakistan 
Philippines 
S. Korea 
Sri Lanka 
Thailand 
Vietnam 
4281.5 10.0 
200.0 
1oE4: 
16416 
6704 
550.0 
1565.4 
7E 
%o:o 
502.0 
49.3 
E 
014 
20.1 
19734.1 
2628.5 
23'70.1 
6626.9 
25~:H 
915:s 
"Ei 
74917 
1200.0 
1324.2 
42.4 
24.8 
50,4 
72.8 
104 3 
36.4 
x 
8%:5 t' ,..-- 
34.1 I, 
81.0 
12.8 
50.0 
Sub-Saharan Africa 
Camaroon 
Ghana 
Ivory Coast 
Nigeria 
Senegal 
Sierra Leone 
40.9 4.1 241.9 
375.: 
32:7 
60.0 
72.4 
33.9 
14.8 
36.8 
2.1 
1.0 
1.0 
89.8 
K 
111 
35.9 
43.8 
La-tin America 
Argentina 
Brazil 
Colombia 
Ecuador 
Guatemala 
Guyana 
Haiti 
Honduras 
Mexico 
Nicaragua 
Panama 
Paraguay - 
Peru 
Surinam 
Venezue%s 
252.4 4.2 -27.8 
41.0 
15.7 
17.4 
10.5 
33.7 
144% 
91.8 
53.1 
0 6.9 
123.3 
-4;:; 
1::; 
4.7 
.4.7 
66.6 
33.7 
31.2 
29.2 
c.: 
. ..L 
59.5. 
22.0 
.89.2 
1::i 
13.1 
.a83147 
29.3 
729.1 
364.3 
40.3 
3.5 
43.5 
11.0 
21c4 
154,2 
%"a,1 
55.2 
21.9 
140.7 
48.7 
133.5 
83;4 
78.9 
E: 
74:1 
69.6 
79.9 
Middle East/ North Africa 
Egypt 
Iran 
Z 80.7 11.0 20.7 4.9 
60.0 19.2 
All Developing Countries 37012.9 30.1 76333.6 58.5 
Source: Adapted from Dalrymple( 1985). Printed on %O-Aug 
26b 
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Including the Chinese area@ semi-dwarfs had spread to over 75 million ha or 57 
percent of rice, area in-the developing countries by.that year. 
6.4 Centers’ Breeding Approaches 
6.4.1 $!lant breeding and productivity 
There are three components of technical advance in crop production: 
environmental (El. genetic (G) and interactive (G x El. The E component is 
mainly husbandry ( tillage. weed control. disease control and so forth) but it 
contains also a social element, namely the acceptability of a variety to the 
i 
/‘-- 
consumer o The G component is plant breeding. genetic advance that enhances . . 
yield. disease resistance (best thought of as protection of yield). adaptation 
to local environments and/or cultural practices9 and quality as perceived by 
consumersr usually through markets. The GE (interaction) component relates to 
the differential performance of genotypes (varieties) in diverse environments, 
both physical and social. It may be exemplified by pairs of contrasted 
varieties that differ in.’ for example: yield in sites contrasted as to length 
of growing season; yield in the presence/absence of a disease; yield in the 
presence/absence of different cultural practices; and market adaptation 
including preferences, for tastes, textures, colors, cooking and processing 
characteristics. 
The socio-agricultural environments of crops vary in both.space and time. 
In space, they range from fairly uniform over quite large areas (as with’IB.BI 
paddy rises in which varieties do well over large areas and suit large 
markets) to very small (as with,many tropical food crops~ in which physical 
environments and local markets may be extremely restricted). 
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Environments vary in time. too. “maybe- SnapePtseptibly over short periods but 
cumulatively very greatly. North temperate cereal yields have roughly doubled 
over the past 40 years. partly as a consequence of enhanced husbandry (with 
fertilizers. herbicides. machinery. disease and pest control as major 
components). Gehotypic adaptation to such secular changes is no less 
necessary than it is for spatially distributed variation. Historieal%ye 
indeed. the semidwarf small-grain cereals and the temperate mixes to%emt 
of high-density plantinge developed in association with the chahg 
husbandraes. The modern wheats and rices represented an exaetly analogous 
,,” -.. exploitation of a grand scale GE effect. Historically. in north temperate 
.- agriculture, it is unclear whether the changing husbandry pulled the breeding 
of adapted varieties as a response or whether the breeding evoked the 
husbandry (or a’lfttPe’of each). “En the case-of,semi-LdwaFf rices ahd W&so 
there is no doubt thatthe G.‘E and GE parts were generated collectively as 
“packages”. Whatever the history (chapter 8). the importance of the GE effect 
is plain.- neither.varieties-nor husbandries could have succeeded on their own 
(SWnonds’ 1.981 I. 
Most of the literature of GE effects in plant breeding relates to 
yields. and this character is indeed all-pervasive and often dominant .iR 
breeding programs. Hut the final judgement of value of a variety is based 
upon .ygeneral worthff . ‘a ‘complex,. eharac.ter .that..2.neludes smigrjbeeeaotie 
features,.as wel1- as yield..often with tradeoffs between co@onents: e.l:I.ow 
yielding variety my- be .acceptabl.e..ff it does’ not .weed to be+aprayedorAs 
especially early or drought-resistant or has exceptional quality; and a poor 
quality variety may be acceptable if it is very high yielding (as IR8 rice, 
with its “chalky” grain was widely accepted in Asia). Food-crop breeders8 
especially breeders serving myriads of tropical small-scale fanners in 
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exceedingly dive~se~agricultural and:socio-economic circumstances, cannot 
affoti to exclude the socio-economic e nent in the environment encountered 
by a plant variety. For them, GE interactions and the intrusion of explicit 
socio- economic features into “general. worth” are all-pervasive realities. 
The more diverse the soeio-agricultural environments to be served@ the more 
Amportant GE effects are likely to be. Plant breeding@ in short0 iss,of its 
nature. highly locational speeifie. Really widely adapted varieties are only 
likely to appear in relation to exceptionally unifona environments: diverse 
environments demand diverse varieties. 
6.4.2 Issues in operational breeding work 
Operational features of the centers in relation to crop production include 
several corrmon features. The effort is divided roughly half-and-half between 
breeding (G) and husbandry (El studies. Breeding authority is fairly highly 
centralized. with a “lead center” for a particular cropI working with 
outstations and collaborating institutes in other territories. The general 
style is “the package” of the modern variety plus the kit of treatments b-go 
with it. This implies at least some degree of acceptance of the notion that 
substantial advance (on the model of earlier successes with modern varieties) 
_’ 
6 
nrrst depend upon G + E + GE effects jointly. Breeding and selection take 
+:place largely.on the experiment,stations of the world under relatively good 
oonditions of moisture. fert$litys weed control and pest and disease control. 
In short, material is generally selected under rather.high levels of inputs 
which for many import+& envi svnmentse such as temperate wheat lands, may be 
quite an appropriate prooedure. Gesasional efforts partly to mimic faR0 
conditions are made* however (e.g., CIAT grows beans on maize at diverse 
spacings). and some low-input trials are done (e.g., CIMMTT maize). 
..Sometimesr %huttle breeding” (a CIMMYT term) is practised, partly .to 
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-accelerate the program by taking two.or more generations a year but also to \ 
div.ersify the selection environments in hope of generating wide adaptation 0 
among the products. 
The products of breeding emerge as numerous lines/populations/clonesr all 
showing some promise in the original selection site(s), which are then 
subjected to multilocationaf testing in diverse sitesP by a center itsel.‘f# by 
L collaborating centers and by national agricultural research systems, The 
.intention .is that such testing shall reveal not only widely adapted varieties 
I”’ - ... but also local adaptation (Le., shall exploit a GE effect) where it exists, 
Any potentially good varieties so revealed are then freely available for local 
exploitation by any appropriate means that presents itself. Trial results, 
returned 30 the breeders, help,to guide.~ture~aGtivit~es. Multilocationil 
testing is operationally feasible for most seed propagated annual crops but 
‘for clonal crops is severely obstructed by quarantine regulations. There has 
been some rather restricted exchange of cassava material. If the CGIAR system 
handled .~c2onal .perennials (in .effect, ..it.. does-not) D the.‘problems ,.and delays 
would be even’worse. 
. . . ’ The genetic base of breeding stocks is, with varying degrees of commitment 
to the ideac kept wide in the hope of generating enough variability among the 
products to meet the unforseeable.Gg effects that become apparent inthe form 
of local adaptation. Also with a varying degree of CosnaitmenL breeding-in 
..the. .centers is linked ,to genetic resouree conservation ,workr ‘a natural 
starting point for a wide breeding base and a natural source for specific 
genes (especially disease resistances). 
The principle of development is widely accepted, That ise varieties 
picked by national systems from mu~tflocational trials aan beused eitheras 
. 
local varieties or as parents in national breeding programsI or as both. In 
parallel8 a center cab and does respond,to expressed national interest in 
particular parental combinations ‘or ,p%ant characterso The expectation is 
that, in the longer run, plant breeding will largely devolve to national 
systems 1 presumably leaving the centers to genetic resourws work population 
development.and training activities), 
There is pressure on breeders (as there is on other research people in the 
centers) to produce Apracticalw results. This is a sociological fact that has 
several undesirable side effects, notably: an oft-noted tendency to glossy 
publicity, a failure to make critical contributions to plant breeding ideas9 
and a tendency to take some quick and easy but not necessarily best ways. 
6.4,3 Criticisms of centers’ breeding strategies 
‘The CGIAR was probably founded In the hope that more green revolutions 
would.follow,the aohievements of the Ford and Rockefeller Foundations through 
modem wheats and rices. They did not; nor were they to be expected because 
the biological and social preconditions were simply not there. Tropical, . 
foodcrop. agriculture (irrigated wheat and rice faming excepted) is mostly a 
complex-mosaic of rather local physical environmentsP cropping patterme 
cultural practices and soclo-econoa&c circumstances. The centers (and the 
national systems with which they collaborate) have, therefore, had to settle 
down to the ordinary hard work of agrieultura.3. reseamhr of hard-won stepwise 
changes in husbandry and varieties. 93reakthroughs” ,are not,- or are but very 
rarely, in prospect. 
A’- / 
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Criticisms may be made of plant breeding in the centers despite the large 
scale and high professionalism of much center breeding. Programs have a 
tendency to be over-centralized. It may not be sensible merely to produce 
flows of diverse materials through one or-a few environmental “bottlenecks” 
and hope that the products will either be widely adapted or capable of meeting 
many demands for.spec%flc local adaptation. There is a limit to the number of 
diseases that can be coped with iw one place. More generally* centralized 
t 
decisions as to parents and breeding plans are certain to be wrong.for most 
.places most of the times unless Gg effects can be ignored9 which they cannot, 
/C’ . I 
The natural short-term response to a troublesome disease is to use any 
/ 
available major gene resistance, usually a pathotypespecific vertical 
resist,ance (Simmonds 1983) e This may work for airborne pathogens, but it is 
hazardous. A new pathotype may (and probably will) emerge and the vertifolia 
effect of Van der Plank may make the last state worse than the first, To 
breed in such a way as knowingly to incur the risk of renewed epidemics in 
food crops cam surely not be correct in the long run0 even if it is-sometimes 
inescapable in the short run. Yet there seems too little consciousness of the 
alternative (horizontal resistance) or of the need for back-up breeding to 
construct horizontal resistance. Perhaps the consciousness is growing and it 
has to be said that many temperate plant breeding programs seem not very aware 
either e Rich countries, however, can stand 
for subsistence farmers. 
epidemics that would be disastrous 
If the object is to breed varieties for small-scale farmers 
inputs, a procedure of selection under high input conditions on 
employing low 
stations is likely to be self-defeating. It is not good enough 
odd trials* later onl at low inputs -if parents have been chosen 
experiment . 
simply to do 
and progeny 
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selected in contrasted environments. The falling is a failure of perception 
of the force of GE effects, Most plant breeders in rich temperate countries 
do not face this problem because they are breeding for high-input 
agricultures, The practical problem before the centers* of making selection 
environments more realistic. will not easily be solved~ Some center breeders 
are conscious of the problem and are trying to attack it; others are not. 
4 
Related to this preceding point9 but rather wider9 is the matter of 
farming systems perspective, Plant varieties are bred for “general worth” in 
particular socio-agricultural environments, If breeders misperceive the /I=- 
‘C 
environment, their varieties are unlikely to do well. Breeders cannot know too 
mch about the agricultures they seek to serves but that knowledge is not 
acquired on the experiment station. Substantial proportions of maize in 
tropical America and of sorghum in Africa areboth food-grain crops and 
supports for cash crops (beans and yams0 respectively1. Farmers want tall, 
strong, widely spaced cereal plantsr not smablB slim closely spaced ones. 
CIAT bean breeders select their beans on maize but maize or sorghum breeders 
seemingly do not select their cereals with cash crops hanging on them. 
Perhaps they should? Sufficient attention to the main agricultural reality of 
dryland barleys grazed by sheep in the spring is only slowly being paid by 
breeders at ICARDA. 
There are perhaps too many gmlcks related to public relations activity 
and the need for “breakthroughswr to the over-practipality of s.~ch of the 
work, and to intolerant sczeptlelsm of criticisms, CIPss potatoes from 9rue 
seed”, for example, may fall into this category. Some observers believe that 
there may be few actions that could confer greater benefit on the centers than 
the banning of glossy reportsand other sub4lterature, and the promotion of 
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properly referred journals (for all their 
6.5 Change in Food Production 
The modern. semi-dwarf varieties of wheat and rice give more or less 
higher yields than traditional types under both experiment-station conditions 
and most of millions of hectares on which they are being grown by farmers, 
There arec clearly, some farmers’ conditions under which they are less 
productive than traditional varieties, and there farmers continue to grow 
traditional varieties. Those farmers who have done so have felt that they 
should grow the new varieties because they are perceived (through their 
observation and perhaps &so axtension,propaganda) -to be more productive:than 
other available varieties. Their contribution to food production depends on 
how much yield advantage they have over traditional varieties. while it is 
clear that they must have such an advantage, or else farmers would.not grow 
them, it is not clear exactly how large 
*the question are examined@ with results 
6.5.1 Wheat grain yields 
that advantage is. Data beari.ng.on 
reported la ,the next two subsections. 
The initial semi-dwarf wheats raised the yield potential under 
experiment-experiment station conditions .from 4 t/ha to the T-8 t/ha range. 
Since their first development and release’ln the early 1960sp their yield 
potential has gradually,been increased to the 8-9 Wha range, The-exact 
degree of yield advantage over Wradltlonaln , tall varieties is no longer an 
issue for much research attention because of the degree to which the new 
varieties have replaced the old. Data are available that illustrate their 
cant inued improvement : during the three-year period 1980-82# international 
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comparisons of the most advanced wheat lines (“VeeryR lines) with the best 
locally grown varieties (Le., the Qcal ehecksw8 most of which.were also 
semi-dwarf). showed that the Verry lines outyielded the best local check 
variety by about 10 percent on average, and outyielded the best local check in 
65 percent of the developing country locations ~CIMMYT 1983, pe % 91 D Gne 
indication of the value of these lines is that. by 1984, twelve varieties 
based on these lines had been named by national programs in Chilep Wexfeoo 
Portugal, Pakistan@ Paraguay, South Africa@ Spain* Zambia, and Zimbabwe, 
Few recent yield comparisons of semi-dwarf and traditional wheats grown / 
in famers fields are available. but earlier research suggested that yields of 
the semi-dwarf wheat varieties give between 30 percent and 200 percent higher 
yields than traditional varieties. Statistics from India* covering the period 
between 1966 and 19’73, when adoption increased to over 50 percent of ‘area* 
showed that the new wheats give yields "from less-than two times to more than 
three times as high as traditional varieties”- (Dalrymple 1975, ‘p. 25). Fam 
level data from six large-scale studies in India showed.that the m&wheats 
gave average yields 80 percent higher than the local varieties (Vyas 19751, 
An analysis of fapsa-level data from Tunisia showed that farmers growing the 
semi-dwarf varieties with the average level of inputs had 20 percent higher 
yi”elds than farmers growing traditional varieties using the same level of 
inputs (Gafsi 19761. Similar farm-level data for Turkey showed that, famers 
growing the new varieties had 40 percent higher yields than those growing 
other varieties (D r lfl6>, -‘The absolute yield advantage of the new 
varieties over the old in these studies ranged from 350 kg/ha InTunisia to 
1100 kg/ha In . India, suggesting that an average difference of 500 kg/ha 
between new and old varieties, as grown by farmers, would be a conservative 
estimate o 
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6.,5.2 Rice grain yields 
The yield advantage of modern varieties of 
some national statistics in a few countries that 
Between 1968 and 1977, the modern varieties gave 
rice can be estimated from 
keep such statistics, 
an average of 100 percent 
higher yield than traditional rice varieties .in India; in Bangladesh they gave 
160 percent more’ than local varieties; in the Philippines and Indonesia they 
gave 30 percent more than the traditional varieties (Herdt and Barker 19851, 
These differences may reflecL in part, the ,fact that the new varieties were 
,__ _~ initially grown under relatively favorable@ high-quality land conditions in 
India and Bangladesh so that the differences between the yields with new and . 
old were large, while in the-Philippines and Indonesia, the varieties were 
suited to a much broader range-of conditions, with a-smaller average yield 
advantage. 
Farm-level comparisons of new and old varieties have been carried out.in 
many Asian rice growing countries. One review of farm-1evel:studies found , 
that the yield .advantage ofmodern. varieties varied from lO’,.to ‘1’58 percent 
(Dalrymple 1977). Another review of studies covering 28 locations showed that 
the new varieties butyielded the traditional ones by 10 to 100 percent, 
averaging 40 percent higher yield (Herdt and Barker 1985). On this basis 600 
kg/ha would be,% conservative estimate,of the .average yield, advantage of 
modern rices over the traditional. Farm.yfelds of rice inelude the inedible 
(but st.ill, valuable.:as fUelI hullsp which account for-,about one-third0 so: the 
yield advantage converts to 400 kg/ha of edible cereal grain. 
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6.5.3 *Production advantage 
New varieties are usually grown under better land conditions because 
they have the potential to give higher yields if provided with good growing 
conditions while the old varieties do not respond as much to advantageous 
growing conditions, For this reason* most of the irrigated rice’and wheat 
land is planted to new varieties and* for the same reason, the new varieties 
are grown with higher rates of fertili.zerc and with greater attention to weed 
sontrol~by farmers. In many cases* these are provided from additional organic 
manures.and additional family labor, as, for example, in India, China and 
Bangladesh. It is also clear that, both from experimental evidence and 
farmers l experiences , applieatlon of chemical fertilizers is highly productive 
and profitable on these varieties and, because governments want the increased 
food that can be produced using them, fertilizers are made available and 
applied. In areas where labor is plentif’ule additional labor is used for 
weeding but, where it is less available or more costlys farmers seek 
alternative means of weed control, through cultivation or 
idea that modern varieties wrequirew more inputs than the 
substantiated - they respond to higher levels but’do not 
* 
herbicides. The 
old ones Is n& 
require them. 
Equivalently, while modern varieties respond profitably to’hlgher input 
%evelsl the yield advantage is.not lost if for any reason these inputs are not 
provkde& . 
<These additional inputs contribute to 
production increase cannot be attributed to 
productione so the entire 
varieties alone buts on the other 
hand* without the productivity gains available from the combination of 
varieties and inputs, there would have been little reason to use higher levels 
-of inputs. Thusr it does seem reasonable to attribute the value of extra 
.>productlone less.the costs of extra inputs, to.the new varieties. 
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By 1965 and 1970, farmers in the developing countries other than China 
adopted modern wheats on approximately 11 million ha and modern rices on an 
estimated 10.3 million ha; with China included, the area of semi-dwarf rice 
was 37 million ha. The additional food production made possible by the new 
semi-dwarf varieties in 19'70 was about 21.5 million tons (NJ .of grain (Figure 
k 
6,5). By 1983, the latest year for which data are availablep the area of 
modern wheat, excluding China’s area@ was 43,6 million ha, the.area of modern 
rice outside China was 42,9 millbon haand the increased food production made 
._- . possible from these varieties was 38d9 Mt. Including China, the modern wheat 
varieties were planted on over 48 million ha in the developing world in 1983, 
modern rices on over 75 millibn ha, and the estimated increase in food 
production amounts over 50 Mt, enough to provide the average grain consumption 
levels for over 500 million developing country peoplh. 
6.5.4 Farm-level productivity gains 
Governments have limited power and. they .choose to take even more limited 
power to encourage farmers to use given production technologies, so widespread 
adoption of a technology is evidence that farmers find it preferable to the . 
. . available alternatives. Conversely, the lack of adoption indicates that9 
under farmers’ conditions, particular technology is no better than available 
alternatives* perhaps because of.th@ lack of some key complementary inputs or 
of a ready market,'or for some other reasons not strictly related 0 the 
characteristics of the .teehnology. 
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Feature: Uce in Luzon, Philippines 
Two samples of rice farmers in the most advanced intensive producing 
areas of Luzon, Philippines were interviewed, one in 1965 and one in 1966, 
before the introduction of semi-dwarf rices and again at 4-5 year intervals 
until 1982. The proportion growing modern varieties of rices increased from 
none .in 1964 to an average. of 63 percent in 197’0 e '46 percent in 1974 B and over 
95 percentin 1981-82, .The proportion of the sample farmers using fertilizer 
b 
,.-- on their rice increased from 60 percent in the initial year to over 95 percent 
in 1982, the proportion using insecticides increased from 31 percent to 92 
percent, and the proportion using herbicides increased from 12 percent to 74 
percent e Thus these <data show‘-that adopt ion ‘cf modern vari’et ies occurred -Wre 
rapidly than adoptfonY-of ,other’-technologies. even though the process had 
started earlier for the-other technologies: 
Vet the,period. the average cost of the !naterial~~Ynputs increased from 
r: 53 pesos to+88 pesos. perhao ‘&but inflation ,accounted formuch of .the increase 
in costs and returns over the period. For example, the price of rice 
-.... - increased from 0.43 pesos per kg in 1964 to 1.27 pesos per kg in 1982, 
Converting alf values to their equivalent in terms of kilograms of rice makes 
. 
it possible to ,abstra+ somewhat ,fromthe price changes to’see the effect tif 
the changes in inputs used and the effects.of the technology. The choice-%of 
the major staple ..food as the deflator is- somewhat, arbitrary athough 
convenient e Given that it has been subjected to price reductions due to 
increases in supply it is not a conservative deflator (although it is more so 
than, say, hand calculators or computers) but is Indicative and, it is 
believed, instructive, 
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Output averaged 2280 kg/ha in 1964 and increased to 4200 kg/ha in 1982. 
The cost of the Platerial inputs in tems of rice equivalent increased from 120 
kg/ha to 780 kg/ha, As a result, the quantity of rice left after paying for 
the inputs used with the new technology fiereased from 2160 kgIha,to 3240 
kg/ha o Of coursep farmers have other costs - land, labor and capital 
services - which tk3ey purchase9 so the entire munt left after paying for 
inputs is not profit, but clearly the output .of rice increased by far 183~re 
than the cost of inputs. 
When all paid out costs are deducted from production, the amount 
remaining (farm family earnings) reflects what the farm family can consune or 
sell and convert into cash income. Two major chwes that increased farm 
family earnings were higher yields and lower lanql rents resulting from land 
reform. Increased payments for current inputs, hired labor and hi& 
machinery reduced cash earnings. The net result was an increase from an 
average of 860 kg/ha in 1966 to X570 kg/ha in 1982, representing an almst 
doubldng in the quantity of disposable rice avaiJabPe to the family. 
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Ithas been argued occasionally that the inputs used with wgreen 
revolutionw technologies are so costly that their use leaves farmers worse 
off. If the technology is so widely used as to reduce the market price by 
more than it reduces unit costs, farmers as a group may be worse offe or in 
the more usual case* non-adopting farmers are made worse off by even modest 
price reduction (see section 6.5.5 1. But it is difficult to see how any 
farmer would willingly continue the use of new technologies If they raise unit 
costs in the first instance. Because every situation is different and because 
,there are relatively few studies that provide such details9 it is impossible 
to give comprehensive data on this issue, but the.case of Philippine rice 
farmers discussed in the accompanying feature is instructive. 
Where+input *prices of ,modern .inputs have. increased, farmers can make the 
choice not .to apply such inputs. The,real costs of inputs used with the new 
tech&logy have not generally increased on the world.market. While ‘it is true 
.:that world fertilizer prices increased sharply between 1973 and 19’75, 
I‘thereafter they declined ,sharply , and -in 1983 ,were just about .equal . to. their 
19'76 level in real terms (World ..Bank 1,984),. ,On the other ,,hand, ,these prices 
are in US dollar terms. and countries whose currencies have devalued relative 
.: , to the dollar and which depend on the export of commodities which have 
experienced depressed prices in recent years,” have had increasing difficulty 
paying for imported inputs in the 1988%. “-They would be in still more 
difficult positions if they had to import the food they+are now.able to 
produce with the new technologies~availableO 
One possibility, which the concerned countries hardly rate as a real 
option, is to cease importing inputs and to produce using only domestically 
available inputs. The problem is that there are no technologies for growing 
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food crops without supplying plants their essential nutrients* often from 
mineral fertilizers that may not be manufactured locally. ‘The suggestion &hit 
plant breeders at the international centers should produce varieties that give 
high yields without additional nutrients is unrealistic. There may be ways to 
make the process more efficient, and these are being pursued; but a minimum of 
nutrients will have to be obtained from some source (worganicw farming?) if 
productivity is to be sustained,, 
6.5.5 Implications of widespread adoption 
When many famers adopt a new technology9 the total availability of the 
commodity may increase at a more rapid rate than demand, with the result that 
the couxnodity’s price tends to fall.. This mechanism transfers benefits to 
consumers of the product and, in the cases of modern wheat and rice varieties9 
has been important for providing..substantial benefits to poor consumersI as is 
discussed in chapter 8. 
The fall in the price of conxnodities resulting from widespread technica% 
change ‘is dtfferent from a fall in prices caused by larges subsidized imports9 
or government rationing and price controls. fn the case of the latter two 
policies, there is no way farmers can avoid the effect of the fall in prices 
to obtain a constant or increased return to their family resources. With 
‘t&hnical-change, ‘however9 costs of pa’oduction per,<unit fall andsop even i.f 
prices fall, it may still be possible for farmers to:aehieve-adequate returns. 
Indeed, some may be.encouraged to adapt the*new ways In order to maintain 
incomes as prices. decline. 
l 
,,---- 
; ‘l... 
Some observers automatically associate labor-displacing machinery with 
the idea of modern technology. But in the case of the new wheat and rice 
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varieties* there is no more reaSon to use machfnery in production than with 
the varieties they replace, and where machiPlery has accompanied the adoption 
of new varieties* its use has been motivated by other reasons. There is scme 
incentive to use machinery for harvesting and postharvest operations if 
farmers have the opportunity to use their land for a second cropping season. 
The machines may help to harvest more quickly and thus to facilitate planting 
the next crop. However8 the evidence segests that machinery is notnecesaary 
for increasing output, ,and that its absence.has not slowed the rate of 
increase of food productfon, 
h 
~.._ 
On the other hand, there is considerable evidence that the introduction 
of new wheat and rice varieties has been assaciatd with increases of labor 
use on the order’ of 25 percent for a single crop in many areas much of the 
additional labor being hired. However, even where, in aggregate, labor demand 
is increasing, certain categories of labor may be disadvantag$t especially 
where modem technoPo&es have been associated with chqes in the 
. . . 
organization of production in conditions of gender-specific task allocating 
and have led to increases in unpaid female labor or decreases in r-nerative 
work opportunities for women. There is also evidence that the new varieties 
have allowed a substantial increase in the proportion of land that is double 
cropped. A dramatic case is that of wheat in Bangladesh. 
Prior to the availability of short-duration adapted varieties, about 
100,000 ha of Land were planted to wheat ezh year in Bangladesh. Since 1975- 
76 wheat production has increased at the astounding rate of 50 percent par 
year* largely on land that had previously remained in fallow during the tinter 
season. By 1981 t over half a million hectares of land were planted to wheat 
in the country and over 1 #t of wheat were being produced annually. Because 
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needed for its cultivation represented a net increase in employment. 
One of the c%earest predictions of eoonomios is that, other things 
u&hanged, the prioe of sloe and wheat should be expected to de&Line in the 
e of widespread teohnological change such as has been experienced with the 
semi-dwarf varieties. Wheat priues in many develop- oomtries are closely 
related to world wheat pricesbecause of large imports, but rioe~prims are 
isolated from the world market in many countries. Figure 6.6 shows some data 
& domestic rioe prices in a number of Asian*countries where technical change v, 
in rice has been rapid. There has been a mduction in domestic prices as a 
. . 
result of the technieaf change. Consumers .are able to obtain their food 
requirements at lower aosts than would otherwise have been the case. This is 
a major benefit of technical change (it is discussed more extensively in 
chapters 8). Some farmers who have used the new teohnologies are able to 
offset the lower p&es reocived by their higher output and oonsequently lower 
costs per unit pmduoed, Sage other farmers :grcqing the#!me’pmduc,ts~ho ’ 
have been unable to adopt the new teohnologies are worse off because they 
receive lower prioes but have no change in oosts, 
TheseSand other effects. of widespread.adoption of new varieties .quiokfy 
become diffiault or impossible to’follow through an economy because they 
interact with other ohanges that arealso occurring (chapter 8). -Rapid 
population growth may drive up food needs and labor supply, shanges in world 
prices of an export ooumt!ity may inorease the demmd for inputs whioh may 
raise their prices, a weak industrial, sector may have’ little demand for labor 
so that more workers mast seek employment in agrioulture, distribution of 
f@ome-generaked ‘by new industrial aotivities may be highlyuconoent~ated 
” 
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thereby generating strong demand for imported goods and little effeotive extra 
demand for agricultural products (chapter 11. In the face of these and other 
changes it is challenging indeed to trace clearly the complex changes caused :.’ 
by changing technologies in agriculture in general and by those that have some 
association with a eenter in particular. The economic and social impacts 
consist of positive and negative elements with gainers and losersoften to be 
found in different parts of the economy and the agro-eoosystems that are 
L 
farmed. A socially sensitive policy on te&nological change in generals and 
on agricultural research in particularP go far to minimize the negatlve 
effects, especially on those who can least afford to lose. Many of the 
possibilities relevant to the poverty-oriented work of the centers are noted 
in chapter 8. 
!f7 
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6.6 Change in Stability 
The types and severity of risks confronting farmers vary greatly 
according to the farming system, and to the climatclogicalr policyp and 
institutional setting. Nevertheless9 agricultural risks seem to be prevalent 
throughout most of the world. They are particularly burdensome to operators 
of small farms in developing countries9 and hence the impact of adopting new ' 
technologies is of concern. These farmers, typically being averse to risks* 
, 
:. k-- 
seek to avoid them through various managerial and institutional mechanisms. 
For exampler.they may diversify their crops9 favor traditional farming 
techniques using fewer modern ,inputs, and enter into sharecropping 
arrangements o 8 , 
The growth of foodgrain production in recent decades has in most 
countries been accompanied by increases in variability at the national level 
(dispersion about trend). For example, in India, the variance of national 
46 
cereal production around trend increased.by 240 percent between the 1952/S to 
1964/5 period prior to the Introduction of semi-dwarfs and the 1967/8’ to 
19~1/8 period .after their introduction. Sixty percent of the increase was due 
to increased variability of planted area while 40 percent oould be attributed 
to increased yield variability (Hazel1 1984). Increases in yield variability 
appear to be related to greater price and rainfall variability and more 
b erratic supplies of electricity for irrigation as well as changes in 
varieties. In many.biological systems variance.is positively related to mean 
output so that some of the increase on variance will be an automatic 
_/WI 
2 
concomitant of increase in mean yield. 
Increased yield correlation for foodgrain production between regions in 
other countries, including the industrial countries, is also apparent for 
rice, wheat and maize (Hazel1 1985). The changes are less pronounced in 
developing countries than in the UoS.AoP and. they may result from economic .as 
well as technological factors, HoweverP to the extent that they arise from a 
narrowing genetic base, unless steps are taken to cultivate a wider diversity 
of genotypes, the problem could become more pronounced in these countries in 
._ 
the years ahead. The problem may be aggravated further as opportunities for 
exploiting new arable land and irrigation become more confined9 and production 
growth depends increasingly on yield-improving technologies. 
Since nnrch of this variability is unpredictable for all the economio 
agents involved, it increases risk. Should these changes increase the 
adversity of life among the poor0 they are relevant to a wider assessment of 
the impact of the centersv contributions to production. 
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There is no question that the growth in foodgrain production made 
possible by semi-dwarf varieties has been desirable in most countries for 
meeting increases in demand and lowering prices, HoweverB increased domestic 
production variability is usually reflected ,in increased market and price 
instability which, in the absence of government intervention, can pose 
difficult problems for low income people. It also increases the size of 
emergency food stocks that need to be carried within countries to ensure that 
consumption does not fall precipitately, 
Some researchers %e.g,, Barker, Gabler and Winkelmann 1981, Mehra 1981) 
,(--- 
tis _. 
have attributed much of this increased production instability to the modern 
variety and fertil:izer based technologies9, particularly’ in developing 
countries. The yields of crops grown with the new technologies may be more 
sensktive to weather ‘and disease. Because higher levels of purohased inputs 
. 
are used, their yields may also be sensitive to year-to-year variation3 in 
access to inputs use arising from frequent price changes and climatic 
variation, or,-from supply restrictions, 
Mehra (1981) has provided some support for the view that new ‘t k- 
technologies for cotton and hybrid pearl millet have increased yield 
variability for farmers,-particul’ar1);’ in arid regions with 1imited’~irrigation. 
Consequently9 the potential importance.of breeding for more stable yields if 
farmers are to continue to find new technologies attractive for adoption. 
This concern may be especially relevant for coarse grains in Afrioa and the 
semi-arid tropical areas of Asia where new technologies tend to offer less 
favorable increases in mean yields to compensate farmers for the possibly 
higher yield and investment risks involved. 
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The importance ofthe new teohhologies in increasing the variability of 
national foodgrain production is less clear than it might be because many 
other factors also contribute to variability at the aggregate level. 
Clarification is being sought, especially by comerned centersP aPld a 
conference organized by EPRI in November 1985 addressed these important 
issues too late for inclusion ip1 the present volume, 
607 Coda 
__.. .‘. 
9 Plant breeding is a time consuming process: existing varieties, breeders’ 
lines, mutant stocks and land races are collected, studied and crossed. 
Early generations %egregate”‘in reaction to particular stresses.- Plants 
are purposively subjected to a series of stresses thereby identifying 
resistant plants by screening. The process is time consuming because one 
season is required to grow each getaeration. and because screenihg .for 
different characters is often carried out sequehtial%y, 
* After five tb seven generations of selection pressure* a line may be ready 
for preliminary testing. Thereafter, advanced lines may be entered in 
trials in a -amber of locations. Additional time is required for national 
authorities to test and evaluate.the suitability of materials for,their 
conditions. The mihimal time .required is five to eight years. between - . 
0 ‘. 
initiation of a crossing program arad 3dentification of>promising 
varieties, The research that led to the release of CpiMyT wheats in the . . 
mid-1960s, for example, began 20 years earlier in Mexico and elsewhere. 
& 6 : 8AV85 : 
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Centers that begah breeding programs.in the late 1960s on field beans9 
cassavar cowpeasI chickpeas, tropical sorghum0 pearl millet and tropical 
pastures had to begin by collecting germplasm and determining how the 
existing varieties could be improved. 
By 1984 over 200 varieties each of wheatP rice ahd maize celated to cehter 
efforts had been released by developiwg countries; more than 20 developihg 
countries had named a total of 96 bean varieties related to center 
research; 16 countries had named 63 cassava varieties developed in 
cooperation with the centers; 23 developing countries had hamd 61 center- 
related potato varieties; over 30 center-related sorghum varieties had been 
named by countries. These new varieties are a%1 being produced by farmers 
-and are contributing to food production in a noticeable way. 
,/- ( 
. . ‘I. .-. 
Countries in Africa have named over 50 center-related maize varieties, 
countries in Asia nearly this number, and countries in Latin America nearly 
100. These new-maSzevari&ies arezestimated to have spread to over 6 
million ha by 1984. 
Varieties of barley, cowpeast chiokpeas, pasture species, pearl millets 
,durum wheat, and? pigeonpea. have, also. been named by national authorities and 
are: beginning.to be grown by farmers in the developing world. 
* The bulk of the increased food production resulting from 
has been from wheat and rice, By 1983 the international 
wheat varieties had spread to an estimated 48 million ha 
centers’ research 
center-related 
of land in the 
developing ‘countries. This amounts to nearly 50 percent of the total area 
planted to wheat in those countries. 
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l Excluding semi-dwarf varieties developed in China* center-related rice 
varieties had spread to over 40 million ha by 1983; including the Chinese 
area@ se&-dwarf rice had spread to over 75 million ha of rioe in the 
developing countries. 
* New wheats probably give an average yield of about 500 kg/ha over old . -2 
varieties as grown by farmers; 600 kg/ha is a similarly conservative 
estimate of the average yield advantage of modern rices compared to the 
traditional. Allowing for the inedible hull@ this converts to 400 kg/ha of 
extra food grain. Including China, the modern wheat and modern rice 
varieties gave an estimated increase in food production of over 50 Mt to 
:provide the-average grain consumption level for over 500 million people. 
* Variability of production is controversial to measure but, by most 
indicators9 has increased along.with the average ‘levels of foodgrain 
production. .There are implicati&s for storage and trade policy as well as 
for plant breeders in their continuing quest for greater stability in 
varietal performance through resistance to pests and diseases and tolerance 
of other environmental stresses. 
-. 
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7 .l Introduct ion 
The goal of research at the centers8 in their collaborative program and 
in the national systms, is to develop improved agricultural t schnologies O 
Major impacts have resuftd from improved gemsplasm; but methods and programs 
other than plant bresding are also iqortsnt. guch research has result sd in 
,,-- 
:. 
diverse teshnologies that rage from new machines, through better management 
of experiment stations and breeding programs, to methods of producing disease- 
free planting material. Only relatively fev such technologies were in 
videspmad enough use by farmers in mid-1984 to have generatei an inpact at 
the -farm level. These provide the focus .for this chapter”8 ,discussion. 
l’be collaborative research on non-gennpfasm technologies is analogous to 
that discussed in the previous chapter, There are joint research ,projects 
betveen the national sgstsms and the centera , and also between cooperating 
national systems. There are regional networks of researchers to move 
-.. 
technologies and ideas between countries. Center staff posted in countries in 
institution-building projects are another commn form of collaboration. 
Center prototypes or blueprints for machinery are adaptsd to local cstiitions 
by agricultural engineering progrsms in the national systems. Pn chspter 13 
the contributions of centers in plant protection are discussed while chap%= 
16 covers farming systems and chapter.,17 presents the results of research ,oa 
machinery, so those types of technology are not dealt with in detail in this 
chapter Q 
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It is more dcfficult ‘to develop estimates o’f the .impact of management. 
technology than of germplasm technology, Quantitative data on the spread of 
these technologies and of their impact on output and productivity are seldom 
sollec'ted, In. addition, the problems of attribution are even more difficult 
for many of these technologies than for varieties, For example, what portion 
of social benefits are attributable to center-related research on integrated 
pest management techniques that include using a pesticide developed by a 
company which a center tested and found effective, with management techniques 
promoted by national extension progr 
/ 
I- 
Another example of these difficulties is an area where the centers have 
had a major impact, namely crop management. In the early days of the green 
revolution, modern varieties vere promoted along with a “package” of practices 
which were developed collaboratively between the international centers and 
nat iOna ByStemS ., ‘These packages were BuppoBed to give farmers raaximal~~ 
returns from the use of the new varieties. The packages were promoted through 
exteus ion S and-frequently also through large-scale production programsAhich 
inczluded subsidies for the inputs and sometimes, credit. The prekise packages 
recommended by governments vere nearly always rejected by farmers because they 
were not ideally suited. to their soil, climate, goals or market conditions, ‘.- 
Butbt6pe principal inputs in the package vere accepted - the seed? much of the 
fertilizer, an’d .some ?of the recommended management practices O 
With the desire to quantify the benefits juxtaposed against the problems 
of quaut if icat ion and atgribution s some selected examples of the quantitative 
impact on output and productivity of some technologies other than genaplasm 
are given. No attempt is made to estimate the aggregate impact. The criteria 
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for selecting examples have been (01 clear links of the technology to the 
centers, (b) sufficient adoption by farmers to detect an inpact of the 
technology, and (c) a range of different types of technology. 
7.2 Output Effects of Specific Innovations 
7.2.1 Diffused light potato red BtOrage 
The technique of diffused light storage of potatoes for seed use is 
based on the physiology of tubers, As has lo= been known, storage in natural 
C-. . diffused light instead of complete darkxkeB8 will reduce sprout elorrgation, 
increase sprout numbers , reduce total Storage lOBBsS, and alfoV a 1oJger 
period of storage. Thie ~ncresses total yields because of improved seeding 
vigor and a greater quantity of seed potatoes. It can-further incr.esse 
farmers I incomes by allowing them to plant later or earlier and thus~~perhegs 
to harvest their crop during times of high prices. This system which .has ,been 
promoted by CIP, is nov being used extensively by farmers in Peru, Colombia, 
the Philippines, Sri Lanka and ‘elsewhere. In surveys in theBe...countrieB CSP 
identified 3000 farmers who vere using this method of storage in 1984, but 
this surely is a considerable underestimate. The natural spread of this 
technology from farmer to farmer has been rapid in at least 16 countries 
including Co lomhia , Ecuador, Peru, Kenya, TU~B ia, Sri Lanka, and the 
Philippines.. This technique is also being used widely by government 
instrumentalities -to improve their seed .production .programs , 
The. history of this innovation in its developing-country incarnation. .is 
instructive . It vas preceded by 20 years of unproductive research on potato, 
storage in Peru in which scientists tried to reduce shrivelling’and rotting in 
storage, It was only because a social anthropologist from CPP asked farmers 
vhat their priority problems were that sprouting in storage VBB identified, 
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Moreover, shrivelling and rotting were not rsgarded by farmers., as major 
problems . Scientists knev that dif%PtBed light reduced sprouting, and eureka, 
working with farmers as the innovators, in farm conditions, storea vere built 
that used available materials and fittd in vith trsditional architecture, and 
now after a few years these practices have spread to at least 21 countries, 
All because someone asked the farmers, after 20 years 1. ’ 
The yield increase from using seed from diffussd light storsge in on- 
farm trials in the Peruvian highlands was from 8 to 20 peffent. ..T$i.ds in the 
Philippines and Colomhia gave similar results. Yield incresses vere 57 
percent in a trial on the Peruvian coast , and from 80 to 133 percent in Sri 
Lanka 0 Cn average, small-scale farmers in these countries store two tons of 
seed potatoes to plant one hectare. If the yields incresse by 20 percent 
from, say, 10.5 t/ha, the increase in output would be 12,600 t of potatoes 
worth about $1 me Adoption on 10 percent of potato area in the countries 
where CIP is actively promoting this technology, with the same ass%rsptions 
about the base yield and i.ncrease , would result h over ..l.-.Mt of additional 
potatoes, valwx! at about $lOO.m. 
7.2.2 Seed potato technology 
Programs to improve potato seed are being carried out in a number. of 
colhborative programs between CIP. and,-:-national;research.. B~~B~-CSIS. -The methods 
of improving seeds vary according to the local conBtraintB. In Be% ladesh, 
for example, it is mainly a matter of identifying rhen the insect VestorB of 
diseases are serious and then identifying areas where sesd potatoes can be 
grovn to avoid infestation. 
f “-- 
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Methods iere developed to improve the quality of the seed potatoes sown 
in the late crop in Tunisia, These methods consist.d of: .(a) desprouting 
imported seed and the earliest pOBBible planting of the seei crop in the early 
season; (b) early harvesting of the seed crop and elimination of unhealthy 
tubers before storage; and (e) desprouting locally produced seed tubers before 
planting in the late season, Seed production increased from 64t in 1977 to 
_..- 
680t in 1980, and further to 880t in 1983. The higher quality Beds produtzed 
more main stems per plant, This doubled the yields per hestare io on-farm 
trials of the late season crop. An analysis of the progrs@“s total sostb and 
benefits was conducted by CIP based on data from the national unit responsible 
for seed production with the results shown in Table 7.1. Unlike many eked 
potato efforts, this national project has continued to function effectively 
over an extended period. 
BeSearCherS in the national program in Rwanda (PNAP) followed a similar 
process of improvements, They selected and named in 1982 four late blight 
resistant varieties with yields of about 20 t/ha, 
Rather than attempting to eetablish a sophisticated Beei certification 
program,- PNAP uses simple techniques to supply farmers vith improved quality 
seed o Rvanda”s se.ed production system is based on ma88 selection, without 
post-harvest Via8 ..testing .faciliti@B;the ByBt@IB depends, pEiXE%ily On.f,kld , 
observation- of .plant vigor and, the proportions .of healthy and ,-diseased -plants. 
The seed program ROW produces about 250 t of seed per year of which 
about 200 t are distributed to seed multiplication projects throughout the 
country. PNAP does not multiply the older local varieties. About 50 psrteeet 
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of the seed produced and dietributed is of new Ewandan varieties selected from 
genetic material introduced by CIP, 
The result is an increasing number of Rwandan farmem with access to 
improved seed which gradually replaces old, degenerated materials. Production 
of improved seed is still significautly lower than current farmer demand for 
it. Yet, reports, frm seed projects and preliminary survey8 indicate th8t 
about 7000 hectares, repres@uting 18 pement o.f the total potato area, are uow 
planted with seed originating from the national seed program. .The average 
,-- -., yield increase on farm due to use of improved seed ia estimated at 8bout 3 
‘.. 
t/ha - a 40 percent increase over traditional seed. 
An economic analysis ind.icatee that, after a short start-up period, the’ 
seed multiplication programsa benefits have far exceeded ite coats. As of 
1985, the internal rate of return of the prograu is projected to be +4O percent : 
more than twice the return offered by most development project-s in the 
country m ‘Since the progr8u is eXpeCted .to,continue operatiug at the same 
scale, the future rate of returu is expected to be much highei. This ir 
because costs will remain at about the same level while benefits increase 
._- , significantly 88 cultivation of new varieties spreads. Giventhe 310~ virus 
degeneration rate, the multiplier effect of a small stock of clean seed ie 
great. 
7.2.3 Deep Vertisol technology 
ICBISbT has developed a package of improved technological options for 
increasing output on deep Vertieole in sorae areas of semi-arid Iudia. The 
package include8 : (a) poetharoest cultivation following the poet-raiuy .aeaaon 
rabi crop; (b) land levelling and shaping, construction of field and 
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community drains 8nd the use of graded broadbeda and furrove; (c) dry seeding 
before the momoon: (d) use of modern cultivars and moderate amounta of 
jertilieer; (e> improved placement of seeds, and iettilieer; and (f) timely 
plant protection. Moat of therse practices are ixrplementd with a bullock 
drawn wheeled toof carrier. This technology for deep (over 45 cm) Vertiaol 
aoils ie called the‘bro8d bed aud furrow system (ME) o 
On -four sites. in three states, ICRISAT compared the ‘new p8cPrage with the 
traditional one in 1982-83, The new package cost about $iO/ha more than the 
traditional technology 8nd gave an average increee e in profits of about ,/- [ 
$l%iO/ha (Walker 1983) m 
" .._ 
In 1982-83, ICBISAT measured the corte and returns of 
farmers @ implementatioh of this package of practices against the local 
practicer on about 50 ha in Haharashtra. Cost increaeee with the new Rackage 
. 
averaged $145/ha and profits increased about $SO/ha compared to the 
traditional technology in that area, suggest&& scmewhat lese advantage of the 
technology .than in the ICRISAT test& 
The latter data may be taken OIE) a conservative estimate of the unit 
impact of the technology because they are based on farmer trials, not there 
conducted by ICBISAT, and many farmers in India do not enjoy the same accera 
.a% ICRfkAT -to” needed inputs :‘.The. increoee in prtifit is due partially. to new 
varietier >ae well 88 the other components.,of. theZBBF technology which are the 
.Bubject of the present chapter. 
Some of the problem with the techuology include the weight of the land 
levelling/ehaping tool bar and the poor condition of bulloclrs at the tim the 
work ie needed, and inqualitier in access to bullock draft power and credit to 
:porr.cI+?eJhe. still-expeneive equipment. ft.,,rhould’be gotd that,the package 
I 
‘L..- 
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being tested deliberately does not include a%weedicide, in order not to 
displace the opportunities for female weeders. 
I This system is being tested by national program researchers and 
extension vorkers in the states of Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh, Mahrashtre and 
Madhya Pradesh. In surveys t8ken at the on-farm verification sites, 8-e 
farmers have indictsted they will eontinue to uee these t=huologiee. The 
practice appears to h8ve spre8d furthest iQ garnataka and will epred more 
widely in the future in Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh and Waharashtra in a World 
Bank financed watershed development project . Observers in India estirPated 
that, in 1983, it was being used on about 4000 ha of semi-arid rainfed. land 
under the control of the respective state governments, This would have led to 
an increaee in net profit of over $200,000 in 1983. The total area for. which 
the technology seems well suited in India is eetimatd at 5 million ha. 
Increased productivity valued at $125m annually would be forthcoming if the 
technology were to be implemented on even half that ..area. 
7.2.4 Blue-green algaefazolla technology 
Azolla is an aquatic fern which grows in pods, canals and rice paddies. 
Blue-green algae grow in cavities on the fronds of the fern and fix nitrogen 
from the .8tmospheres The arolla can be used. ae a green manure in rice 
production to reduce. t&e amount of manufactured ..nitrogen :ferti.lizerueed o 
Arolla technology .has- .been long and videly ueed in Vietnam and China by rice 
farmers. IRRI hdlped .to introduce azolt ,into the Philippines I) and hacr 81~0 
helped in the exchange of aoolla gewplasm smoqg countries, including sme 
azolla strains presently in use in Vietnam and China. 
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The. best documented success of spreading azolla in S-E, Asia is in the 
Philippines. There IRRI, PCABD and the Ministry of,Agriculture had a 
cooperative project to test azolla in farmers’ fields. It performed best in 
t,he irrigated areas of South.Cotabato in Mindinao. The Ministry decided to 
publicize the value of azolla and distributed samples to a large number of 
farmers in 1980, By late 1981 it was being used on about 5000 ha of irrigated 
riceland in South Cotabato. A constraint to its adoption is the requirement 
for rather high levels of soil phosphorus and for relatively good water 
control and management, vhich means that prospects for its use in remote , ,r- 
( 
upland areas where fertilizer is most expensive are poor. . .- 
A small s8mple of the South Cotabato farmers was interviewed to 
determine the economic returns to azolla use in 1981 and 1982 (Kikuchi 1984). 
The major impact of arol.18 use was that farmers vho incorporated azolla into 
their plots reduced their use of nitrogen fertilizer from about 40 to 25 
kg/ha e There w~3 no measurab.Ie change in yield, Some farmers also reported a 
decline in herbicide and hand weeding costs because azolla covers the surface 
. 
of the water and supresses weeds. Evaluating these benefits at 1981 prices, 
i 
the cost reduction ranged from $12 to 44 $/ha, more than 3 to 10 percent of 
.tbe nonland cost of rice production. Thus, by 19Sl,.thoee Philippine farmers 
hid-already saved between $60,000 and $220,000. 
I’,% b 5 Crop intens if icat ion 
The use of short-duration varieties and improved man8gement prsctices 
has enabled certain regions to increase the intensity of cropping patterns. 
A good example is the case of Bangladesh vheet. 
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The nation81 multiple cropping index increased from 1.45 to 1.54 in 
1972773, when semi-dvarf wheats were first introduced, to 1.54 in 1981-82. 
(Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics 1984). This coincided with the rapid 
adoption of semi-dvarf wheat varieties (Figure 7.1) D The ‘additional land 
planted to vheat resulted from increases in multiple cropping, not reductions 
from other crops. Between 1972173 and 1981182 the area of land single cropped 
in Bangladesh fell by 0.5 mil ha and the area double and triple cropped 
increased by 1.9 mil ha (Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics 19841, The 8re8 in 
other crops increased from 11.3 mil ha to 12.3 million ha, so there is no 
,_--. ‘. 
obvious indication that wheat substituted for other crops. . 
The increased food production from the added vheat land could be 
-conservatively- valued at $2OOm per year, .with additional prof.its .to far&ers 
smounting to perh8pB $4om per year, 
IITA has developed many early rrmturing cowpea v8rieties. Some mature in 
only 60 days af.ter planting. These varieties .8re .8n important key to 
intensified food production in rice-based cropping systems. Planted through 
rice stubble soon after the harvest of rice, the covpeas grow on residual 
moisture as 8 catch-crop, They therefore permit two crops where only one was 
previously grown or three where two crops were ‘krown before. This practice 
has already been 8dopted by a 18rge’ number of sm811-scale rice farmers in ;the 
“fadsmas” or .wet vafle$s along the K8duna and Biger rivers. ‘This sys.tem. is 
also being .jointly tested in Asia by ILTA~8ndJRRI., 
‘While there has been no vorldvide survey to find the amount of 
intensification that has been due to varieties or management techniques 
developed by collaborative research betveen national research systems and the 
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3 / centers) tbere are a number of specific examplee that can be cit& o A major 
problem is to separate the intensification due to research from 
&tarsificatioa due to population pressure or irrigation projects which had 
nothing to do with either international or national reseamh. In the case of 
Bangladesh, irrigation for wheat increased, but over 60 percent of the new 
wheat area is grown without irrigation, on residual moisture aud with sparse 
wietex rains, 
Several village level studies have linked new technology from farming 
systems research with intensification. Some examples are reported in Table 
7.2; In a Javenese village “the introduction of double-cropping was 
facilitated by the diffusion of modern sanidwarf varieties which mature early 
and are nonphoto-sensitive” (Eayami and Kikuchi 1982) o Early maturing 
improved rice varieties in Wepal increased rice yields, allowed mre optimal 
planting dates for the following crops(s) and, made growing more crops per year 
possible (Van der Veen 1983). ‘The deep Vertieol tgbnology discussed in 
section 7,2,3 is a crop inteneificatioa strategy for tbi semi-arid tropics 
(Walker 1983) o 
Another fairly well documented saae occurred in Iloilo province in the 
Philippines o The key techniques .in this eas,e were shortduration rice varie- 
ties, methods for direct seeding .of the first rice crop and weed control ueimPg 
herb ic’id es ., -These techniques allowed time for either two rice crops, or .a 
rice crop and an upland crop to be grown -where one rice crop had been the 
previous norm. The governmeat Kabeaka project which is using these elements 
developed at IIUU had spread to 36,000 ha in Iloilo by 1984. Intensive 
research &a several villages in the Province found the eyetm resulted in an 
increase in cropping intensity from 1.2 to 1.8, an increase in total rice 
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Table 7.2 Changes in cropping intensity associated 
with collaborative research 
Loeat ion Period 
Rice Based System 
Multiplle-cropping Index 
Start Finish 
Bangladesh, IRational. 1972/Y% to ‘1982/82 1045 1,516 
North Subang village 
Java a Indoner’ia 
%968/7l to 397’8l79 1,50 2;oa 
floilo Outreach site 
Philippines 
1974l75 to %978%“19 1.18 1.84 
CT 
Dhobini village 
Nepa P 
1977/78 to 198ol81 1.59 1.68 
Semi-arid Tropics 
Taddanpally Watersbed 
n India 
1980/81 to 1982l83 1.06 1 c.39 
Sultanpur Wat&shed 
AP, India 
1981/82 to 1982/83 1 ;DQ’ 1072 
Iarhatabad village 
‘&mmtaka o”fndia 
1981/82 to 1982/83 Pi-29 “1067 
cx %:8%27 185 
. 
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yield of about 0.5 t/ha, and an increased income of between .$14O/ba and 
$500/ha; province-wide production increased by 18,000 t of rice and income by - 
$548~. 
7.2.6 Cassava drying technology 
CUT has been involved with Colombian fawers in the development of 
techniques for drying cassava so that it can be sold as sassava chips for 
animal feed. The process consists of chipping the eassava roots in a powered 
chipper modified from a machine used for the same purpose in Thailand, and 
spreading the cassava chips on a flat concrete surface to dry under the sun 
for 2-3 days. The chips must be turned six or eight times each day to ensure 
unif ona drying; drying is terminated when the moisture content of tbe chips is 
about 14 percent. 
This process was introduced to -the north coast of Colombia in 1980. 
This area ie dry and infertile-, and only cassava and a few.other crops grow 
well. CIAT worked with a small producers@ cooperative which was also 
receiving assistance from an integrated rural development program. By 1982, 
the cooperative had expanded and was operating on a semi-commercial basis. It 
sold all 39 tons produced to a feed company in Cartenga. By 1983, this plant 
had expanded output to 270’ tons and ..inJ984 there were seven plants in 
operation with 20 more being established in’ N,E, Brazil, Mexico :and’ Panama. 
7.2.7 Caesava management 
The Cubans have extensively adopted the “Colombian” system of cassava 
product ion by adapting CIAT recommendat ions, in some cases using research 
methods learned at CIAT, to Cuban conditions. They selected the best local 
varieties and then taught agronomists from the state agricultural enterprises 
CE 7:8/27185 
the new management methods. These included: (a) good soil preparation with 
construction of ridges taller than those used for sugarcant; (b) selection and 
treatment of 30 cm etakes from the baeal part of mature plants, to reduce the 
problem of cassava bacterial blight; (c) planting vertisally on top of the 
ridges; (d) timely weed controL; and (e) reduced irrigation. Before the 
training, Cuban farmers had planted sbort stakes horizontally on the bottom of 
small ridges and irxigattd heavily. 
,Cuban cassava produetion increased from 24 kt in 1674-76 to 330 kt in 
%98b83 ~~YLO) o CIAT estimated that 10,000 of the 50,000 total ha used the 
“Colombian’e system, Evidence from the Cuban Minister of Agriculture is that 
yields increased from 7 to 20 t/ha on the state farms. Assuming that the area 
using the,new methods included at least 10,000 ‘ha of state farm lands, the 
increase in output is 130 kt of cassava valued at about‘$4M. 
7,., 2 ;.8 18RI mechanical innovations ^. 
The range of seater-related agricultural machines is -sussrtyed in Chapter 
18, and those assoeiattd with IRRI in particular in section 18,4. They art 
mentioned here in the context of output effects realized from research find- 
ings other than related to plant breeding because they have doubtless had some 
signif icant ifdects iwreducing costs> and tbus ,encouraging increases of output 
albeit with some displacement of labor, as. reviewed in the-.more general 
diseuss ion of mtcbaniaat ion, of ,ehapttr:‘. 8. 
Consider initially the east of improved rice threshers, Farmers adopt 
those variously: (a) to reduce the cost of threshing, (b) to save turnaround 
time so’that subsequent crops can be planted earlier and (c) to reduce crop 
2088 88 in-, threshing o ~.‘Tht.~-empirical- evidence indicates that, in the 
Philippines where the threshers art replacing band beating or foot treading, 
there ie virtually no reductionin the cost of threshing a ton of rice but 
substantial reductions in producers* losses in threshing. In Thailand, the 
previous method was animal or tractor treading. Studies in Thailand show 
there are slightly greater grain losses with tbt IRRI threshers but there was 
a substantial rtduction.in the cost of threshing, There is no evidence that 
mechanical threshing reduces turnaround time, 
Whatever the source of economic gains, tbt monetary 
using the threshers are considerable and range from about $30-801 yr for 
net benefits of 
portable machines in the Philippines and Thailand to $4OOfyr for large 
machines in the Philippines. 
7.2.9 Land clearing and management technology 
One way to increase food production in the humid and subhumid tropics is 
to bring forest land under,cultivation. But such new land development 
projects must be carefully planned and executed, otherwise lush tropical 
forests turn into barren lands in a relatively ibort period; ‘IITA?s farming 
eystems scientist8 have, for over ten years, investigated various methods of 
clearing tropical forests and the effects of these methods on subsequent crop 
production. These studies have led to the development of a package of 
*recommendations for land clearing and soil management. 
Land clearing should-be .done in a way tbet minimitts soil disturbance; 
thus, w&ever poesible heavy machinery should not be used. A mechanized 
. clearing operation should not remove the litter, roots or stumpe nor scrape 
off the top soil, should not compact the subsoil nor drag trees or stumps over 
long distances o Foflowtig clearing, residue mulch should be maintained on the 
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aoil rurface and mt6hanical tillage should be kept to an absolute minimum, for 
soil distrubanet and its exposure to intense tropical rains are the causes of 
soil erosion. IITA has promoted this ttshnology through publications, 
sonf trencts and workshops e 
This land clearing and management technology bee been adopted by the 
Sumatra-Indonesia Transmigration Schemes, the World Bank-funded agricultural 
development projects (ADPs) in Nigeria, Ivory Coast, and Cameroon, land 
development projecea in 1. Thailand and in Yurimaguar, Peru, 
,/-- 
7.2.10 Plant protzection. 
The major plant protecGon technology advanced by the centers has been 
the production of pest-resistant varieties or making pest-resistane germplasm 
available to national systems. In addition, the centers have developed other 
means of reducing the ravages of pests and diseases through biological control 
and integrated pest management, 
Centers have ecrttn~d inseeeieidts, btrbieidts and fungicides for their 
effectiveness against pests. This screening is used by governments and 
)\ 
farmers to help to determine which chemicals should be used. The testing has 
*.-- 
undoubtedlysaved money by providing go;Pernmtnts with information that has 
belptd ‘tbtm to -.avoid. inappropriate chemicals. IBRI research on the role of 
ineeebicidee. in the rosurgenct of brown planthopper led the Philippine 
governmentto take me$Qtyl parathion off the list of approved pesticides 3zhat 
were eupp lied at subsidired rages o’ 
Center research has also hastened the acceptance of certain weed-control 
aeosures o Tbiobtnearb, a herbicide tested by IRRI, is now used in 55 rict- 
. 18 
growing countries B Butachlor B also tesstd by IRU D is now marketd in 22 
countries o Informal ,discussions with off iciale from chemical .companies 
revealed the opinion that IRRI tests bad acceleratti tbt initial acceptance 
and spread of new herbicides by several years o 
IITA’s biological contra 1 pro jece on cassava green -spider mir: t and 
cassava mealybug is a major biological control t%%or%. Cassava grsta spider 
,,/-- 
mites were first report& ti.lJganda in .f97%, ,and the cassava -mealybug was 
identifitd by ‘an IITA xesearcb team :in -2aire.i.n -1973, It is assumed that 
these pests were introduced accidentally from Latin America. Their s~tad has 
. . been rapid and they art now found in over 60 percent of the cassava growing 
areas of Africa, in a wide belt of Mozambique in ehe east through Zaire and 
the Central -African Republic, across tbe coas~cil regions of W, Africa.‘to 
Senegal and Guinea Bisaau. It has been estimated that these two pests cause 
economic losses of nearly $2 billion yearly -in Africa. 
IITA has addressed these pests in two x~yt,. :First D Abert is, the 
conventional breeding program in which sources of resistance to.tbt two pests 
have been identified and are being incorporated into cassava breding lines. 
Also, attenpts art directed towards using both cultivated and other Manihot 
species in the dtvelopment of higher levels of resistance. 
i 
The second approach, biological conbrol, introduces host-specific 
natural tnemies from the pests’ areai of origin in S. America ;a8 a ,mttru 0% 
effectively reducing pest populations to the tolerable levels that txis% on 
that continent a CIAT collaboratts in the starch for natural enemies in 8, 
Amtr ica . 
,cn%: a/27%8? 
From November 1981 to the end of 1984, approximsttly 50,000 o’f the 
cassava mealybug’s natural entmy Enidinocarsis (Auoanarevrus) Looeti were 
released in 10 African countries: Congo, Gambia, Ghana) Guinea-Bissau, 
Nigeria, Rwanda, Senegal, Togo, Zaire, and Zambia. The establisbmtnt of E. 
Lopeei - a wasp that paras itisee the mealybug - has been rsnorded in eigbe of 
ehe countries . A natural tnemy is considered established whkn it has survived 
a full rainy season, the period of low mealybug population, and has been 
%ocated again 12 montzhs after releatse. 
A significant reduction in the number of cassava mealybugs to below the 
injury ltvel has been obserptd in every eone colonized by E. Lopezi. In thost 
/ 
.- 
zones, the mealybug. now reaches peak population densities of only 10 to 20 per 
terminal cassava shoot and often less than this number, compare3 with a peak 
population o%.more than 1,500 per sh6ot before the introduction of the wasp. 
New attempts are being made to find, additional ‘effective natural enemy 
species . A .cvpltx of species would bt..more desirable to assure a pewantng 
-and reliable suppression of the mealybrlg. 
* It is more difficult to develop estimates 0% the impact of management 
technology than of germplasm eechnology and the probltms of atgribution are 
more complex. 
* Program to improve potato seed art being carried out in a number of CIP- 
20 
national research systtm collaborative programs. Tbt tezbnique of.dif&mtd 
light storage reduces sprout elongation, incr ea8 es , sprout numbers , rdusts 
total storage losses, and allows a loqger period of storage. Thi8 8ystap 
is now being used extensively by faxmtrs in PeNs Colombia, tbt 
Philippines, Sri Lanka and elstwhert. 
, “* ICRISAT has developed a package of improved eechnological opgions for 
increasing output on deep Vertieola in the we&ttr areas of semi-arid India. 
This system .ir being ustd on about 4000 ha in on-farm tests by na.tion&% 
_. ._ program researchers and extension workers in the states of Karnaeaka, 
Andhra Pradesh, Mabrashtra and Madhya Pradesh. 
* IRRI has helped go .introduct the biological nitrogen ‘fixing systezl using 
as0 1 la into tbe -Philippines , and ha8 helped in the exchange of asolf 
g ermp lasm. among couner ies . One study in the Philippine8 found that %armers 
who incorporared azolla into their plots reduced their .use of nitrogen - 
ftftili-z.er.:lrom 42 eo 24Jg/ba, witbout: xducing -yPelde, 
* The use of short duration varieties and improved management practices has 
._ enabled certain regions to &resee the intensity of cropping patttzns. 
The classic cast is Bangladesh wheat affecting 0.5 million hectares; tht , 
-deep Verei6o.l ~t&nology is’ also.:a crop. in&xsasi%icagion s%raWgy, 
* CIAT has assisasd Colombians in .tbt’ dtvelopmtnt of,...t.&miquts for- drying 
cassava so that ib can be sold as cassava chips for mimEI feed. By LS'P, 
there were seven plants in operation in Colombia, with 20 more being 
established in northeast Brazil, Metico and Panama. 
2% 
* Cuban farmers have txtensively adoptd the “Colombianw systm of cassava 
production Which sonsists of adapting CUT racomnendations. 
* The monetary net benefits of using the XBRI threshers range from about 
$30-8OIy-r for portable machines in the Philippines tnd Thailand to $4OO/yr 
for large machints in the Philippints. - 
-* .Tbt major plant prottetion technology tdvanctd by the cantem hts betn fht 
production of pert rerfrterrt vtrittftt or making pest-rtsfs&tnt gt~‘3.m~ 
available to national sysfemse 
* IITA Bas introductd biological control of major cassava pests to otvertly 
afftcttd producing, areas in 10 .A%d.can eouatr.its and. signif Heanb reduce ions 
in pest populagion: have btQar :obstrve@ o 
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8 DISTRIBUTIONAL AND NUTRITIONAL IMPACTS OF CENTER-RRLATED VARIETIES 
8.1 Introduction 
In this chapter the influence of modern crop varieties "in the large' on 
income distribution and nutritional status, especially among the most 
impoverished groups is addressed. Many new varieties can be associated 
more-or-less easily with crop improvement activities of the centers, but iw 
this review no attempt is made to distinguish between the contribution of the 
individual centers and of the other key factors in the production of modern 
varieties. Much of the chapter is based on a study paper prepared by Michael 
Lipton with the assistance of Richard Longhurst (Lipton and'longhurst 1985). 
8,2 How Modern Varieties of Food Staples Affect the Poor 
After 20 years of experience with the modern varieties, the effects on the 
poor surely should be known. This chapter Is intended to reassess the vast 
research literature on this topic in a way that may lead to the setting of.a 
revised agenda for enquiry and action, by the centers and others, to improve 
the poverty-reducing impact of modem varieties. 
a 
The 20 years since the first introduction of modern varieties have been 
perceived by social scientists more or less in four quinquennia: 
(a) In 1966-70, the “miracle seeds” were to solve the food consumption and 
production problems of rich and poor alike (eoga, Brown 1970). 
(.b) In 1971-75, the “green revolution” allegedly enriched the rich but 
impoverished the poorp .thus threatening or promising to turn red (eogOo Frankel 
1971, Borgstrom 1974), /--- 
r’ 
(c) In 1976-80, consensus grew that modern varieties helped many of the poor 
(except farmers in neglected areas), but less than the rich. Small-scale 
farmers, though adopting late, attained good yields. Hired employment 
increased, but seldom wage-rates. Above all, as modern varieties increased 
food supply, they kept food prices. to poor consumers down. 
(d) In 1981-85, there are claims that modern varieties often raise.poor 
people's levels of living faster than rich people's, even if the institutions 
of land tenure, rural credit, etc. are wrong. If poor farmers lose land, if 
rich farmers replace workers by threshers, modern varieties are largely 
.guiltless (Barker.and Herdt. 1985, Wayami 1981). 
‘Is it merely research fashions that are changing? Is the farm reality 
changing, as poor farmers catch up with the leaders in use of modem varieties? 
Or are the latest modern varieties themselves different from early ones, 
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perhaps more “poor-friendly”, as breeders aim more at drought .and pest 
resistance (Herdt and Capule 1983) and at poor people’s crops like sorghum? 
Past scientific research has sought modern varieties helpful to the poor by 
using more labor, supplying cheap food energy, etc. Socio-economic research 
has documented these .ef fects on the poor, which are real and good, But, in the 
total context, most of, Africa is without modern varieties and is poorer ..than in 
1970, and the incidence and severity of poverty in S. Asia are little changed 
despite modern varieties. ,.,-- ..\ Diagnosis of means to alleviate poverty in these 
‘. 
situations increasingly needs to start from the reality of members of typical 
poor households who may well simultaneously be “small-scale farmers”, 
“employeds” and “off-farm food consumersns 
A research agenda for sot&l scientists concerned with development will 
probably move gradually from the economics of particular farm practices and 
adoption decisions of specified groups of ,fax!mers to.the socio-economics of 
poor people ‘6 total positions.. This might .involve, for -example, *.asking .how and 
why the well-being of the poorest, say, fifth of the population in modern- 
-... variety areas, in other farm areas, and in cities, changes in the wake of 
modern varieties. Analogously, the agenda may move from analyzing, after the t 
event, particular effects of modern varieties on particular groups of poor 
people, toward recognizing the overriding ef feet of. resource ownership on 
income distribution, and the limited role that the design of new modern 
varieties and recommended practices can have In determining the welfare of the 
1 poor, aside from reducing the costs of food consumption. Some of these issues 
are returned to in section 8.4.5. , 
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8.3 Physical Features of Modern Varieties: Impact on the Poor 
‘8.3-l Soil nutrient response 
Many critics claim that, if the poor cannot afford fertilizer, they lose by 
switching to modern varieties because these then yield less then tradftiond 
varieties. This claim is wrong. Modem varieties are indeed designed to yield 
much more at Ngh levels of the macro soil nutrients, nitrogen, phosphorus and 
potassium (N, P, K, respectively) from all sources, Bog., by not lodging (dwarf 
and semi-dwarf modern varieties) or by hybrid vigor. But such design aims to 
convert NPK more effisiently into grain weight, and so most modern varieties 
outyield traditional varieties even with no fertilizer (IRRI 1975, pp.19-21, 
Rahlon 1974, p-5), especially as denser plantings’then tend to mean fewer 
weeds a This is illustrated in Figure 8.1 for rice and sorghum. A number of 
experiments comparing modern with traditional rices- and modem with traditional 
sorghums were compiled. The individual experiments as well as these averages 
show that‘modern varieties have both higher response to applied nitrogen, and 
higher yield at zero applied nitrogen, As newer modern varieties are bred to 
resist pests and diseases, their advantage over traditional varieties at zero 
fertilizer has increased (Byerlee and Barrington 1982), even under moisture 
stress ,(Barlow et alo 1983; Rao 1982). Still, ~thered are. worries for the poor0 
First, modern varieties must get..the extra nutrients, mainly N, P and K, 
needed for higher yields, from somewhere. At zero fertilization, this risks 
“‘soil mining’” although many soils have sufficient available P and K to last for 
decades, even at high extraction rates. The centres and their partners should 
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YIELD RESPONSE OF RICE TO APPUED NlTROGEN ON 30 EXPERIMENTS 
IN -l-HE PHIlJPPIN~ AND 18 EXPERIMENTS IN INDIA (BARKER’AND l-lERDT, 
1985) AND YIELD RESPONSE OF SORGHUM I-0 APPUED NllROGEN ON 
25 EXPERIMENTS IN INDIA (SINGH, KRANTZ AND BAIRD, 1970) 
I . 
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perhaps look more beyond single-season fertilizer responses, and should design, 
. 
for poor farmers, modern varieties and total nutrient policies to preserve 
long-run soil-food security. Second, a few aberrant modern varieties perform 
worse than traditional varieties with. low or zero fertilizer. Third, the * 
moderate yield advantages of most modern varieties at zero fertilization can be 
outweighed by price discounts below traditional varieties, and/or lower straw 
yield, Fourth, modern varieties bred for maximal grain/N ratios: (a) often 
reduce.straw for fodder and thatching, (b) may require P or perhaps 
mieronutrients such as zinc (Zn) purchases to achieve high yields, (s) may 
store badly due to thin husks, (d) may have higher seed costs, at least 
inftially, or (e) may sometimes show larger yield loss under moisture stress. 
Handling these complexities requires purchases, information and risk-taking 
that may not be easy for poor, illiterate farmers. The result may be that they 
refrain from adopting when it may be in their own self interest to adopt. So, 
if these rather than laborers, or urban consumers are the main poverty group, 
center and other researchers need modern varieties, rotations and practices 
that are very soif-nutrient ef f fcient , even under moisture stress, and even 
perhaps at some cost to yield potential. Poor people q 8 crops especially 
(millets, sorghum, cassava), are often grown unfertilized on fragile soils, so k.-; 
efficiency of response to soil macro nutrients at low levels is critical, . 
8 0 3.* 2 Light response 
‘Direct breeding for greater photosynthetic efficfensy (via erect leaves) 
and reapportioning photosynthate between stem and grain was a major goal of the 
centers during the 1960s. Having achieved that for wheat and rice, it cannot 
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in the future be a major source of incremental gain as it was then. 
Indirectly, modem varieties with low photo-period sensitivity remain a major 
research goal. They thrive irrespective of the pattern of day-length, provided 
that total light, water and nutrients suffice. Often this permits double 
cropping and more even flows of food through the year (Bolton and Zandstra 
1981); the poor gain most, since they ean seldom save or borrow against lean 
seasons. But local specificity, not broad adaptability, is sometimes needed; 
for example, where plants should.mature in.the late rains to, permit sun-drying, 
those who cannot afford mechanical drying methods may want high sensitivity to 
daylength in order to synchronize the flowering and maturity of the crop with 
the climatic environment (Beachell et al. 1972). 
Many poor farmers, therefore, ‘want high photo-period sensitivity at 
harvest time, but low sensitivity earlier. Center researcherss for example, 
may brilliantly seek out modern varieties and practices with criteria that the 
research communfty think:are important. On photo-period sensitivity and other 
attributes;,howeveg, -they may need to do more to -be responsive to the "felt 
needs" and actual payoffs of their poorer clients before settling on criteria 
to guide their work. 
8.3.3 Water response 
Modem varieties have been criticized as raising yields only through use 
of more water, and as being more drought-prone*than traditional varieties 
(Borgstrom 1974, Griffin 1975, ~~205). Actually most modern varieties are bred 
for root structures that give better returns per unit of water, especially (but 
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not only) where accompanied by higher nitrogen inputs (Borlaug 1972, 
Swaminathan 1974). But this very fact raises the payoff to farmers from 
getting more or timelier water - perhaps at the expense of poor, weak, or ’ 
tail-end users-’ Fortunately, modern rice varieties increasingly resist 
moisture stress better than traditional varieties, reflecting in part one of 
IRRI’s main objectives since 1971 (IRRI 1972, ~~85)~ Barley, millets and 
sorghums are similarly bred for vigorous root system. Hybrid sorghum has 
raised farmers’ yields greatly in drought-prone areas of India (Rae 1982, 
pp*49-50)* Wheat producers in Pakistan and Tunisia and rice producers in the /‘-‘ i. 
Philippines and Bangladesh, without irrigation, have often adopted modern ‘. . .._? 
varieties mainly for drought resistance, not for good-season Ngh yields 
(Barker 1972, Palmer 1972, Rochin 1973, Herd6 and Capule 1983). 
Most of the poorest people live in vast areas of unreliably rainfed rice. 
or of semi-arid crops. ICRISAT and ICARDA are concentrating their full 
attenti.on on the latter-such areas and the other centers .are also now devoting 
substantial resources to rainfed agriculture, but most of these. areas remain 
in traditional varieties. Why? (a) The politics of non-farmer controlled 
irrigation leave many farmers with inadequate, mtimely water, so that the i.& 
gains from switching to modern varieties are small. (b) Some research 
stations Io- such as IRRX headquarters, are located in well-watered regions and 
thus perhaps ill%quipped readily to. analyze moisture stress, despite major 
outlays awd field studies. (c) For semi-arid crops..in Afrisa (and in Asia in 
winter) and for upland rice, the eenters have not yet radically improved water 
use efficiency : their biological approaches (perhaps modified towards robust 
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intermediate-yielding varieties like H4 and C4-63 rice) may need to be 
integrated further with ecological engineering to, say, reduce evaporation, 
seepage and run-off, before farmers can gain the needed benefits. ICARDA's 
findings of improved water-use efficiency and earlier maturity of barley under 
phosphorus application offer scope for improvement in its mandate areas, 
especiiilly if some governments0 restrictions on use, of P are lifted0 
‘More research in water-in,aecure areas (and less on irrfgclted xrops) -means 
more income for some of the world96 poorest farmers but may mean lower ,eotal 
returns, to research investment, and thus less, or costlier, food for the 
poorest consumers (Brass 1984). This apparent dilemma can be resolved only by 
*major improvements to the water security of unirrigated farmland. These have 
become less fashionable with international donors and national governments due 
to the failure of irrigation “white elephants”, and attempts to transform 
farmers’ water use systems (e.go, by advising early planting) without 
understanding.their constraints. Modern varieties linked to selective, 
-farmer-controlled micro-irrigation (or micro-drainage) may be the only route -to 
affordable, efficient increases in water-grain conversion rates in dry (or 
flood-prone) areas. 
8.3.4 StabiWty against diseases, pests and weeds 
The”criticss claims of greater susceptibilfty (Griffin 1975, ~~205, Palmer 
1972, p.23, Whitcombe 1973, p.199), if .true, muld Nt hardest at the-qoor..est, 
*who lack fnformatfon .and, in time of need, lack pesticides too. Some.: ear&y 
modern varieties such as TN-l and IR8 were indeed "insect pest mirseums" but 
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later ones possessed better resistance; IR20 rice lasted 10 years, Sonalika 
wheat 20. Currently, yield increases are bought mainly by raising robustnesss 
not by sacrificing it to yield potential. The centers have also helped 
national breeders eo respond quickly, eDgo, to the successive brown plane 
hopper biotypes which emerged in Indonesia. 
The centers' work seemingly has, however, understressed one of poor 
farmers' most damaging pest problems. .:Weed 'research.seem.ingly: receives, few 
resources (relative to weed damage); concentrates them on testing commercial 
A-+=- 
weedisides (perhaps tending to displace poor workers rather than raising 
I. 
yields) (cog., CIMKYT 1983, pp.89-91); and sometimes is rather unspecific 
about how to help in fighting which weeds, in which crop (let alone which farm 
system) when, where and with what costs and benefits. Weeds can be very 
damaging in dry areas where ehey compete for scarce soil moisture (mainly 
women's labor for control, and accordingly are receiving some attention at 
ICARDA. -Rats and bird pests also seem grossly negleeted:by ehe -ceneers., .in 
view-of --the refaeive damage they do in technology-poor Afr+ca-(Jones 1982, 
p-720, ICRISAT 1983, pp* 4, 83, IRRI 1983). 
The narrow genetic base of modern varieties is a danger being tackled by 
the centers (chapter 14),. .and fears that the poor are threatened have been 
exaggerated .(Mooney 1979). The centers have unprecedented, freely accessible 
germplasm collections, and .have used wild races when traditional varietiesp 
too, prove vulnerable (efe the use of 0,sativa genes against grassy stunt in 
rice). Breeding for yield is seldom anti-poor and may be pro-poor. Dense 
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modern-variety stands hinder weed growth, Fereilizers can also help but may 
increase resistance to tungro in rice and alternaria in wheat. Irrigation 
should not increase disease (Saari and Wilcoxson 1974, p.50) but modern-variety ’ 
induced double-cropping, especially of the same crop, gives pests year-round 
homes (IRRI 1973, p. 74). Generally, modern-variety research has enormously 
reduced disease and pest risks faced by growers. This helps the poor moseo 
Their risks remain great, however, if with reduced genetic diversiey, national 
research systems cannot respond,quickly with resistant materials (as Indonesia 
with the assistance of IRRI did when IR36 proved vulnerable eo biotype 3 of the 
brown plant hopper). 
Modern varieties enhance yields via short stalks, erect leaves and dense 
roots. These, respectively, improve efficiency of use of nutrients, lighe and 
water, and thereforezehe capacity to tolerate shortfalls or mis-timing of 
them. The better modern varieties are also being made more tolerant of pese 
and disease. aetack, The social and economic systems into which they are 
introduced., however e of ten thware; or even reverse, the pro-poor effects of al.1 
this. 
8,4 Modern Varieties and Distribution of Benefits among Farmers 
Initial researeh on the relationship between farm.size.and adoption showed 
that large-scale, farmers adopeed, new-varieties sooner than small-scale 
farmers. This has led to the ,wide misperception-that *small-scale farmers are 
non-adopters, but the great mass of evidence shows that9 where modern 
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varieties are suited to the edapho-climatic conditions, :they have’ been,adop~ted 
by roughly the same proportion of farmers in all farm size groups0 This is 
illustrated in Figure 8.2 for several sets of data on Asian rice producers0 
A broadly-based examination of a significant Asian example of the 
relationship between farm size and use of modern varieties is possible from 
data for the mid-19706 collected in a nationwide study by the National Council 
of Applied Economic Research of India. Data from three representative states 
are plotted in Figure 8.3 The percentage of crop area planted to modern 
varieties was computed for each of five categories of farm size, namely: (1, 
l-2, 2-4, 4-10, >lO ha). 
In some states, such as Madhya Pradesh, most of the land was .planted to 
traditional varieties while in others, such as Haryana, most was.planted to 
modem varietiesc No positive association is apparent between farm size and 
percentage of area in modern varieeies and, in cases such as DttarPradesh 
there is, if anything, an inverse relationship. ‘Ie is also -revealed$that, 
while the modern varieties are largely irrigated, there were also signficant 
areas of traditional varieties that were irrigated at the time the study was 
conducted. ’ . . 
8-4.1 Adoption, farm size, tenure and risk 
Research on relationships between size, adoption and yield does dissloee 
somethingc.about how modern va%ieties affect the poor -.a%though perhaps more 
about ehe prospects in particular rural societies of coherence and stability,’ 
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insofar as these depend on the spread of scientific fanning beyond large-scale 
farmers. Early studies clearly showed that large-scale farmers were indeed 
adopting modern varieties relatively quickly (Lockwood et al. 1971, Schluter 
1971, Herdt and Capule 1983, p.3). Later work showed that small-scale farmers 
were catching up (Dasgupta 1977, pp.227-8,.Byerlee and Harrington 1982, p.3, 
Barker and Herdt 1984,.pp.24-33), often leaving the bigger ones, however, with 
“innovators ’ rents wo This catch-up is not happening everywhere (Herdt and 
Garcia 1982) and is by no means automatfed 
F--‘ 
Unfortunately, not all modern varieties are smallholder-friendly and 
smallholders, although adopting readily in the right circumstances, are more 
often located in.the wrong ones (no -i&lgation, had topography, no extension) 
than richer farmers (Cutle 1975, Colmenares 1975j0 In MexicoI poor ejidatarios 
(communal farmers) more readily than small private farmers could restructure 
their assets so as to benefit from modern varieties (Burke 1979). Owner- 
farmers do not adopt more than tenants unless as often happens, tenants get 
.more COB tly credit per hectare,. 
Because they avoid risk until they have seen their wealthier neighbors --_ 
succeed with modern varieties small-scale farmers may adopt later; or because 
they cannot get scarce inputs at..ffrst ‘they ‘may delay adoption. Credit appears 
more constraining An irrigated areas, risk elsewhere (8chluter 1974, Anderson 
and Hamal 1985). Risk may deter adoption -only where’ the techology has fixed 
cost (Feder and O’Mara 1981, pp.6001). This theory is supported by.studies 
suggesting that, where smallholders adopt later, they sow a bigger proportion 
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of .land to modern varieties than do larger scale farmers so as not to spread 
their fixed costs over too small an area (Dasgupta 1977, ~~~229-32, Asaduzraman 
1980, Herdt and Garcia 1982). 
8*4.2 Inputs and incentives to support modern varieties 
Are modem varieties normally, or causally, linked with labor-d%spla&tg 
inputs, which favor bigger farms with more savings and less family labor per 
hectare? Rice modern varieties indeed were strongly linked to herbicides, 
tractors and threshers in tightly-scheduled double-cropping areas such as the 
Philippines, Malaysia, W. Java (Barker and Herdt 1978, pp.85, 87, cf. Gibbons 
. 
et al. n.d., p.221, Lingard and Baygo 1983). In some of these locations the 
f-- 
development of short duration varieties made double cropping possibleb Even 
shorter duration varieties, presumably with some sacrifice in yields, could 
help to spare smaller farms and- landless. laborers from the effects of threshers 
and tractors. 
Do modem varieties generally,yield better for big farms besause they 
effectively utilize more inputs? Richer farmers are better able to afford 
timely fertilizers and to seize timely tubewell water (Dasgupta 1977, pp.9102, 
Smith et al. 1983). But can selected modern varieties help small farmers to 
‘,, 
._- 
: subs tt.tute*T manure e or. labor-intensive methods of-applying water or-fertilizer 
;for more,..input ‘.purehases? In the longer term, modern varieties tend to receive 
similarly-high fevels.of inputs con small and large farms. But institutions 
alloeating,water, fertilizers, or credit tend to be biased toward’large farms, 
especially those owned by men0 If the bfases cannot be corrected and if the 
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Unfortunately, not all modern varieties are smallholder-friendly and 
smallholders, although adopting readily in the right circumstances, are more 
often located in the wrong ones (no irrigation, bad topography, no extension) 
than richer farmers (Cutie 1975, Colmenares 1975). In Mexicoe .poor ejidatarios , 
(communal farmers) more readily than small private farmers could restructure ‘. 
their assets so as to benefit from modern varieties (Burke 1979). Owner- 
farmers do not adop,t more than.tenants unless ,as often happens., tenants get 
more costly credit per .hectareO 
Because they avoid risk until they have seen their wealthier neighbors 
succeed with modem varieties small-scale farmers may adopt later; or because 
they cannot get scarce inputs at first they:may delay adoptionb Credit appears 
more constraining in irrigated areas, risk -elsewhere (Schluter I974 P Anderson 
and Hamal 1983). Risk ,may deter adop.tion ..only where-: the techology RasAxe’d 
cost (Feder and O’Mara 1981, pp;60-1). This theory is supported by studies 
suggesting that, where smallholders adopt later, they sow a bigger proportion 
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of land to modern varieties than do larger scale farmers so as not to spread 
their fixed costs over too small an area (Dasgupta 1977, ~~~229-32, Asaduzzaman 
1980, Rerdt and Garcia 1982). 
8.4.2 Inputs and incentives to support modern varieties 
Are modem varieties normally, or causally, linked with labor-displasing 
inputs, which favor bigger farms with more savings and less family labor per 
hectare? Rice modern varieties indeed were strongly linked to herbicides, 
tractors and threshers in tightly=-scheduled double-cropping areas such as the 
Philippines, Malaysia, W, Java (Barker and Xerdt 1978, pp.85, 87, cf. Gibbons 
et al. n.d., p.221, Lingard and Baygo 1983). In some of these locations the 
development of short duration varieties made double cropping possible. Even 
shorter duration varieties , presumably with some sacrifice in yields, could 
help to spare smaller farms and landless laborers from the effects of threshers 
and tractors. 
Do modern varieties generally yield better for big farms because they 
effectively utilize more inputs? Richer farmers are better able to afford 
timely fertilizers and to seize timely tubewell water (Dasgupta 1977, pp.91-2, 
Smith et al. 1983). But can selected modem varieties help small farmers to 
.substitute .manure, or~C%abor-intensive methods of applying water or’fertilizer 
for more input purchases? In.the longerterm, modern varieties tend.to receive 
similarly high levels of inputs on small and large farms.’ But institutions 
allosating water, fertilizers, or sredft tend to be biased toward large farms, 
especially those owned by meno If the biases cannot be corrected and if the 
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research system is to be friendly to the poor* technologies should be selected 
to help smaller scale operators to overcome such biases. 
Later adopters, usually the poor, often receive output prices reduced by 
the effects on supply of the early adoption by their better-off neighbors. 
Richer farmers may also get better prices than the poor via scale-economies in 
marketing or timelier sales, and modern varieties seem to Increase these 
advantages (Swenson 1973, ~~~77-8. 113, 1976, ~~3)~ Resource-poor farmers mayp 
however s avoid such disadvantage by eating most of their additional modern- 
/- 
variety output (Cordova et al. 1981, Deuster 1982)- 
8.4.3 Farm size, yield, efficiency and modem varieties 
SmallTscale farmers ultimately adopt as much and as.imtensively.,as others* 
Having more family labor per hectare, they usually get higher yields. A few 
data suggest that modern varieties reverse the traditional “inverse 
relationship” of smaller farms to higher yields (Roy 19.81,, Bhalla.and Chandha 
1983, pp’.62-73). Small farms are, however, usually protected in their yield 
advantage.by several factors. After full adoption, they get the benefit of 
greater cropping intensity and crop value. At an’earlier stage, slightly lower 
yields per season on smaller farms, with lower purchased inputs per hectare, 
may be privately ,and socially efficient, but as they progress fully to modern 
varieties, the traditional “inverse relationship” ,reappears (Chat topadhyay rand 
Rudra 1976, ps A-109, A-l 17, Ryerlee: and Rarrington 1’982, p.3) 0 
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In Bangladesh, about 12 percent of farmers 1 ha and below are growing 
semi-dwarf rice varieties while a slightly smaller proportion of farmers with 
over 1 ha is growing them (Figure 8.4). The highest proportions of fertilizer 
users are in the three smallest farm size groups, and the use of irrigation 
closely parallels the adoption of semi-dwarf rices. Thus, even in Bangladesh, 
which ranks second to Chad in the World Bank”6 poverty list, small-scale 
farmers are alert to the poseibilitles offered by new technology. 
Small farms with more family labor per hectare should do best out of modern 
varieties. Those with little access to timely %npute probably do badly and 
thus the centers should. continue to investigate how modern varieties might be 
more robust against their failure. 
‘, 
Producers on small farms could lose land via eviction or foreclosureso 
There are s&e notorious cases, -e.g., Chilalo, EthioiAa (Cohen 1975, 
pp.348-910 Mini-holdings in %ndla, however, have Ancreased their share of 
farms and areas (Vyas 1979). Thete is no general link of modern-variety 
-.._ 
adoption or yield to largeness of farm or owner-occupancy0 Modern varieties 
cannot be blamed for machinery subsidies or land reform evaalone although 
managers of systems who do gain from such abuses have also been quick,to 
exploit the gains from.modern varieties (see also section.8.7). 
Despite earlier gloomy assessments, most recent work concurs that, if most 
poor people in modern-variety areas are smallholders and keep their land, 
modern varieties <raise their average net income (Barker and Herdt 19810 
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~instrup-Anderson and Hazel1 1984).and consumption (see Feature: Rfce ,and 
North Atcot). But do they make it less stable? fndia*s sorghum, millet, and 
all-foodgrain yearly output variability has risen in the post-modern-variety 
period (eagoe Hazel1 1982, 1984, Walker 1984, and chapter 6). But output 
varfab$lity D especially varfance but also even coefficfent of variation, is a 
bad measure of riskiness0 It has been raised nationally, mainly because yields 
and modern-variety areas vary together, not because individual farm outputs 
varyP more (let alone are worse in bad years than for traditional varieties); 
the reverse Is the saseo By seeking greater genetic diversity and otherwise, 
the centers till continue to reduce indiv%dual.disaster risk. 
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Peatime: Hodein Rice and North Arcot, India 
, 
North Arcot; an important rice growing district $a So India, has benefited 
substantially from improved rice varieties. Prior to the release of modern 
varieties, average yields were growing at an annual rate of ,about 1.4 :percent, 
With the release of modern varieties in 1966/67, this growth rate accelerated ,,.-.- ., 
-. 
nearly 4 percent per, annum, providing an accumulated yield increase of over 1 
t/ha by the early 1980s0 
The first modem varieties released in North Arcot were Taichung Native 1, 
(from Taiwan) and ART27 (developed locally). Beginning in the early 19708, 
these varieties were rapidly replaced by IR8 and IRS. Of the ‘38 paddy 
varieties released in the area since 1975, 23 had IRRI germplasm.in their 
parentage0 The ‘share of the paddy .area planted, to modern varieties. kcreased 
from 20 percent in 1970/71 to 90 percent in 1981/82. 
. . . . . 
Modern varieties were the predominant source of growth in rice yields, but 
also important were sizable increases in the use.of fertilizers, pesticides and 
irrigation water. The latter was achieved through increased investments in’ 
wells and mechanical pumping equipment, 
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Total rice production has insreased faster than yields because of a 
concurrent but modest increase in the gross cropped area. This is 
attributable to a combination of increased irrigation and the shorter growlng 
per%od requirements of the modern varieties. In a sample of vilfages, the 
cropping intensity (ratio of gross eo net paddy area) increased from l.75 to 
2006 between 1973/74 and 1982/83. 
These changes In rice production had widespread ramifications on the 
regionvs farm and non-farm economy, which can be analyzed using detailed 
socio-economic surveys conducted in 1973/74 (by. Cambridge and Madras 
Universities) and in 1982/83 and 1983184 (by IFPWI ,and the Tamil Nadu 
Agricultural University). A useful aspect of these data sets is that the 
samples of households were drawnfrom the same representative villages. 
'The .average househol;d;,.in 6he sample villages-mate than doubled the real . 
value of its consump;@on of food and consumer goods and services between 
1973/77 and 1983/84. Further, this gain seems to have been shared by different 
types of. households in rough proportion to the value of their total consumption 
in 1973/74 (Table F8.1) 
These increases in the value of ,per. capita consumption were: accompanied by 
a shift towards more varied dietsB with all household types increasing the 
share of pulses,I livestock and hort%cultural products consumed relative to 
cerealso There were also significant Increases In the proportion of household 
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Table F8.1 Comparison of the mean value of total consumption by different household 
- groups in North Arcot, (constant 1973/74 prices) 
i4 1982/83a 1983/84 
All Poor All Poor Poor 
Household Villages Villages Villages Villages Villagesb 
Type Rso Index Rs. Index Rs. Index, Rs. Index Rs. Index 
Small FaXXiSC 1369 
(110) 
137 1142 
(791 
113 1823 
(107) 
151 1635 
(183) 
131 2890 113 
(1369 
Large Farmsc 2273 
(2421 
228 2346 
(2259 
233 3604 
(2379 
298 3483 
(3249 
280 5752 225 
(694 9 
paddy Farms 
,--- 
ion-Paddy Farms 
1962 
(1369 
196 1559 
(1389 
155 2822 
(1589 
233 ‘2804 
(2459 
225 4418 173 
(255) 
117 2215 
(4099 
183 1949 
(5939 
157 3329 130 
(5619 
1458 
(3529 
146 1184 
(3699 
Non-Agricultural 
Workers 
1413 
(1019 
142 1162 
(2069 
115 1727 
(2949 
143 1114 
(2419 
89 2190 86 
(2159 
Agricultural 
Workers 
998 
(53) 
100 1008 
(679 
100 1209 
(559 
100 - 1244 
(1019 
100 2553 100 . 
(969 
Notes : Figures in parentheses are standard errors of estimates for the means. .The Index 
numbers reported are within year indexes of inequality using the total consumption 
of agricultural workers as ,-the base* 
a Drought year* 
b Only poor villages were samples in 1983/84. 
c Small farms operate 1 ha or less; large farms operate more than 1 ha. 
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expenditure allocated to durables, medical care, transport, entertainment, 
I 
house improvements, and religious and social events. The .data did not include 
information on intra-household allocations so effects on the basis of gender 
and age, for example, cannot be differentiated. ’ 
When compared to the earzier rice varieties, the modern varieties use a 
f%ttle mOre labor per hectare but less labor per unit of paddy (Table P8*2). 
However, the labor requirements for rice production have declined for all 
varieties since 1973/74 because of the increased mechanization of irrigation 
pumping and paddy threshing. Mechanization of land preparation is still not 
widespread in North Arcot. 
Total employment in paddy farming increased slightly between 1973/74 and 
1983/84. The average farm increased Its total labor use In paddy from 88 days 
to 94 days of ..male labor and from 70 days to 83 days of female labor. 6f these 
amounts e about o,ne-third of &the male 1abQr IS h&red and -;two-thirds, of the 
female labor is hired. There has been very little change since 1973/74 In the 
composition of labor use. 
Agrkultural wages vary by operation, gender and village, but there has 
been a general pattern of increase since 1973/74. ‘The average dally wage for 
.plowing (which is performed by men) in the sample villages increased from Rso 
2023 in 1973174 (Rs. 4.11 in 1982/83 prices) to Rs. 5.10 in 1982/83 - a real 
fncrease of 24 percent. Similarly, the average daily wage for transplaneing 
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Table F8.2--Labor use in paddy production, North Arcot 
100 hrs/ha Hours/ 
season 100 kg 
Prearodern‘varfetfes 
1972173 19 89 
1982183, 17 57 
Modern varieties 
1972/73 20 64 
1982/83 18 50 
20 
(performed by females) increased from Rs. 1.17 in 1973/74 (Rs. 2.16 in 1982/83 
prices) to Rs,2.45 in 1982/83 - a real increase of 13 percent, During the 
same period, in-kind daily wages for harvesting (performed by female workers) 
imcreased by 11 percent and in-kind daily wages for threshing performed by male 
workers increased by 21 percent. 
Initial estimates aIs0 show strong growth linkage effects to . 
nonagricultural employment An the local towns* The total number of fulltime 
workers in the region increased by 30 percent between 1971 and 1981. Of this 
increase, about one-third of the jobs were created in non-agricultural 
activities. Ignoring other less important sources of growth, each 1 percent 
increase in the value of agricultural output was associated with 0.6 percent 
increase in agricultural employment, and a 0.9 percent increase in non-farm 
employment. 
ElVD Feature 
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8*4.4 The real poverty problem: where modern varieties are not 
Focus on small-scale farmers In modern-variety areas may have distracted . . 
attention from areas that have not’much used modern varieties. Yet observers 
concur that such neglected areas have done badly (Ruttan 1977, p.18, Barker and 
Herdt 1984, p* 48). Poor wheat farmers and their employees in,Madhya Pradesh, 
selling wheat to buy inferior coarse grains, lose absolutely when Punjab ‘s 
burgeoning wheat output depresses prices* In non modern-variety areas with 
poor soils, initial poverty tends to be worse, and less unequal (Dasgupta 
1977a), so that the chance of fairly shared gains would be better, if modern 
varieties do eventually take off. 
There are exceptions. In Taiwan ) all zones grow mainly irrigated ricep so 
all gained from modern varieties. In Pakistan, rainfed zones gained too from 
modern-variety’wheats and regional inequality fell (Rochln 1973;Chaudhry 
1982). But usually the poorest, less irrigated zones (Pacific S.W. Mexico, the 
E. Indian rice zone, Mindanao) have lost as the modern foodgraln varieties 
-pushed leader zones further ahead (Tuckman 1976, Brass.1984). Non-foodgrain 
and off-farm growth, and even irrigation, did little to compensate. 
.- 
Zones are big places, and ‘mask much more localized effects. In India, 
slow-growing districts in the modern-variety period had in 1962-65 shown no 
wor.se initial land quality and yield, but much worse initial labor- 
productivity and.hence poverty, than the faster grower districts (Bhalla.et 
al. 1983, Table 17). Of course;,.w%dening productSvfty gaps have cumulatively 
disadvantaged poor farmers (and laborers) in the neglected districts. Even at 
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the village level, within similar (semi-arid) environments, inter-village 
differences in modern-variety benefits far outweigh intra-village differences. 
Caste and ethnic group do not appear to explain any of this (Gibbons et al., 
n'.d., pp.194, 205, Herdt and Capule 1983, p.32)* An additional productivity 
gap may also be emerging between men and wnmen in agriculture, where task or 
famd allocation is gender-speslfic, If male tasks become more capitalized or 
mechanized than female tasks or if female production of rel$sh and reserve 
crops is pushed onto'marginal or more fragile land. 
This highly localized regional disparity, plus the known general problems 
(e.g., drainage of rainfed, especially upland, rice: inadequate N retention In 
semi-arid areas), suggest at least one approach’to progress. First, find out 
why some villages in backward zones overcome the problems and do well with 5 
modern varieties (e.g., even In Orlssap 30 percent of rice was in modern, 
varieties by 1978-9 (Herdt and Capule 1983, n. 49). Second, ask if 
Lnstitutional factors (fertfl.i.zer distributidn, credit?), or moderri-vaslety- 
ecosystem Anterastions, exp%afn the successes. Zhi.rd, shift resqarch 
priorities towards stability-in marginal environments (cf. CIMMYT 1983. 
p.vrrr>~ 
‘Where are shares of foodcrbp research-budgets,. either of,centers.or 
natfonal programs, far below.shdres of foodcrop consumption, output, land or 
worktime? In general, center allocations for rainfed crops in Africa.already 
exceed their proportionate contribution to output (chapter 2). But where they 
occurs do less than proportional a.Ilocatfons correspond to poor prospects of 
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research results and, if so, are there remedies, e.g. via -researching.modern 
varieties of alternative crops for these areas? For African researchp the huge 
shortfall Is for root crops (Judd et al. 1983, Lipton 1985). Can this be 
justified, or does it impede successful work by IITA for these regions? 
Similar questions throughout the international and national centers i- amd,much 
more work on arising from poor farmers’ perceived needs, are essential. to-avokd 
neglecting either the poorest producer regLons .or the poorest .eonsumers 
(section 8.3.3)0 
Research on irrigated areas may be running into diminishing returns,‘at . 
least for poor producers# but much of the ‘centers 1 professionalism remains 
concentrated’“there. .National “research sys.tems (under urban pressures) stress 
irrigated areas, because they deliver .sur.plus food, especially rice or wheat, 
to middle-income organized urban workerso Have the centers moved as far as 
they can to correct for that emphasis? One alternative of migration from 
rainfed areas has high costs,. soon.meets limits of .absorption, and has .nothing 
like suffkcqd-to prevent deepening relative, and :odten abqo&.ute, povgrty’.thegeo 
_. -. 8.4.5 Adoption and the research agenda 
Research on small-scale farmers in modern-variety sorghum, millet, wheat 
and rfce areas has repeatedly chartered. who .adoptst whether .soop -or fate; 
over what proportion of areai; .w&th what other inputs; .snd.with. what,‘.farm 
‘yield, profftability .and income. Sharply,. diminishing ‘:returns have -setzc&n .to 
this type of research, much of it car’ried out by reseaxhers outsi;de’ the 
centers, and social scientists need to rethink their research agenda. Five 
reasons are advanced as to why such research reveals so little about how modern 
varieties ‘affect poverty, even in modern-variety areas0 
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First, given the area, region, and crop-mix, site alone has limited 
effeete on a farm’s capacity to generate net fam income from the modern- 
variety crop; slope, terrain and water systems greatly alter such effecfx 
(Colmenaree 1975, p.21, Cutie 1975, p023). Second, while euch capacity is 
related to returns from all farm activity (net of production costs), modem- 
variety crops ’ effects on other crops and non-farm outputs are almet 
unresearched. Third, such returns are onfy part of poor houeehofd net.income 
from all sources and non-farm activitp and modern-variety benefits do interact, 
sometimes favorably (Herdt and Mandas 1981, p.394)* Fourth, eueh income Is 
weakly correlated wz!.th net income per person; larger fame mean somewhat larger 
families, yet (given size of farm) larger f amillee t&d to be poorer (Lipton 
1983a), and family a%ze is often correlated with modem-variety. adoption (Herdt 
and Capule. 1983, p.32, Malla 1983). Fifth,..; modem varieties affect net 
disposable income per person not only via net income, but also via obligation8 
-- debts, .bribee and f arnfly labor- requiring feeding (Cohen .1975. p.374j and by 
swi,t&hjlng the dis%ibution of resources between-members eof houeeho%de. 
Thus research in modern-variety area8 should shift from size, adoption and 
yield issues to efforts to trace how modem ~arietiee affect real disposable 
imzome ,)par persan: in’ poor. :fam: householde. :’ Since poor people gain from modem 
varieties mainly as food coneumers , and lose from them mainly in non-utodem- 
variety areas (section 8.4,4.), and rfnce.the world’s poor increasingly are 
landless Laborers, poverty research related to modem-verieties should probably 
shift away from “farm householde in modern-variety areas” to some of the issue8 
raised in the foflowing eectionr. 
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In summary, research that might restore balance would avoid some of the 
follqwing problems that have beset many socio-economic evaluations of modem 
varieties effects on the poor: 
(a) Asking. the wrong questions, e,g., “do small-scale farms adopt modern 
varieties” instead of ‘“do farmer8 with poor families gain from modern 
varieties”, 
(b) Looking only at first-round effects, eoge, Wmore modern-variety output cute 
,-’ .I 
food prices to poor employees”, but not e.g., “and employers may then reduce 
wages”. 
(c) Seeing the _I action only where it ..ls s e.g., successful modern varieties may 
divert resources from unaffected, often poorer, regions, at the same time 
cutting farm-gate prices therea 
(d) Isolatlng,modern-variety effects, e9gee more .proteln from Opaque-2 maize 
need not bring better diet8 to undernourished children. 
(e) Isolating individuals from groups and relationships, eoggp modem varieties 
may affect poor individuals by shangipg relations between lenders and 
borrowers, or between.members ,of householdso 
(f) Isolating economlc~effects of modem varieties from their contexti ‘e”g*, lf 
populations grow, if landlords’ power changes, this affect8 the poor 
interactively with major technical change. 
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8,5 Labor and the Modern Varieties 
The distributional consequences of adoption of modern varieties for farmers 
are complex and somewhat ambiguous, depending on how operators of farms of 
different sizes aet differentially, for example, in actions to seize scarce 
credit, water and fertilizer from the poor (Kryeger.‘1974). Absolute gain8 for 
laborers from modern varieties are less ambiguous but *Such gains, lnftfafly 
large, appear to be dwindling (Smith and Gascon 1979, Smith et al. 1985, 
Jayasuriya and Shand, 1985). Modern varieties raise labor-demand per hectare, 
f- 
‘% .A_ - 
especially around harvests (and for double-cropping), pushing up employment. 
But ample, mobfle and growing labor-supply, and Increasing mechanization in 
some areas, keep8 real wage-rates from rising much. Modern varieties raise 
demand for land by less but usually land-supply cannot respond much, so rent 
and land values ,rfse. - . 
In summary3 there are likely to be significant rises in-labor use, but not 
in real wage-rates; big rises in land values and rentals and probable falls in 
labor’s. share of but not absolute value of fncome. Farm families, made less 
poor by. modern varieties, :take more ,leisure leaving a..larger part.. of 
labor-income to.landless hired workers. Unfortunately, the .seasonal labor 
shortage8 linked to modern varieties, increasingly, induce .labor-displacing 
inputs (threshers, traGtor8, weedfcides) that aleo some into use in other 
seasons. The centers should perhaps txy to Pteer research, and modem 
varieties, toward8 patterns that discourage such teSUltS. 
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8.5.1 Labor u8e, wage rate and factor shares 
In the wake of modem varieties as rural income rise and job-market8 
displace self-employment, the proportion of days supplied to the workforce 
(adult participation) falls, and the proportion of workforce-days demanded, 
i.e., unemployment rises, (Dasgupta 1977a, esp. p.172). Developing country 
rural unemployment grows because population and thus workforce rise faster than v 
participation falls (Lipton 1984). Labor demand linked to modern varieties has 
moderated this unemployment. Early observers of modern varieties found that 
,they raised labor u8e per hectare-year by about a fifth (ADB 1977, p.60,‘Barker 
/- -.. and Herdt 1984, p.38). A8 modern varieties spread to less favourable 
environments, yield impact and employment benefits fell. 
But labor/output ratios have usually fallen too. The main reason, (a) 
mechanization outpacing migration, is discussed in the next subsection. Others. 
include (b) rising costs of finding work and supervising hired’labor, (c) 
institutional change that destroy8 traditional labor arrangements (Hayami and - 
Hafid 1979), (d) more hopefully, growing off-fam work chances, (a) subsidies 
for labor-displacing inputs, and (f) most worryingly, research addressed to 
reducing per-hectare costs of techniques that use machinery and fossil fuels, 
.b.. 
helping to displace labor on big farms. 
. 
Despite recent declines, modern varieties impact .on employment ..ustially 
remains positive o But few significant rises (as Opposed to fluctuations) in 
real wage-rates are found in ‘Asian .modern-variety areas &mar .and Sharma 1983, 
Jayasuriya and Shand 1985). Extra work is absorbed by extra people, who 
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compete real wages down to near-subsistence. Without modern varieties, many 
more of these people would have been jOble88 or dead, especially as’ higher food 
prices would have pushed “subsistence” wage8 lower still, as happened in many 
non-snodern-variety areas (Jose 1974, Parthasarathy %974), Modern varieties 
mean a higher real wage bill -- but usually it absorbs lees than 10 percent of’ 
extra modern-variety incomes, the rest going to landowners and input suppliers 
(Crfsostomo et al. 1971, Burke 1979, Ahmed and Herdt 1981). IThe following 
additional considerations also.bear on the issue of employment. Bred labor 
households, sharing the wage bi.11 increased by modern varIetAes, are them8elves 
increasing: mostly this is Malthusian, but somet%mes extra modern-varlety- 
based resources ,and power help “the village rich to turn the poor off their 
land” (van Schendel, 1981, ~~245). Little is known about how modern varieties 
affect off-farm, or non-modern-variety crop, wage-rates or employment or about 
effects on labor in non-modern-variety areas0 Pinally, though “laborers1 gain 
absolutely from modern varieties, particular vulnerable groups may lose. The 
above remarks are oriented to. Asia and-to some extent Latin America- -More 
work .%s needed on these issues in Africa, .+,especially where high rate8 of out 
migration particularly by males may induce new complications in the modern 
variety picture. 
7The impact of modern varieties on the structure‘of labor..use can -be 
considered in two convenient-categories, namely, by groups and by timing. Hire 
labor as a-.g%oup insreases more than family labor (Vfsaria 1972, Barker and 
Herdt 1984, po39)O This helps Xhe poor in Arrigated areas where poverty 18 
.concentrated among the landless (Lipton 1983)* Modem varieties also probably 
shift demand from casual to longer term hired workers, reducing numbers in 
poverty but increasing its severity for remaining casuals. 
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Some village data auggest that both trends reduce women's share in cash 
income. A sys.tematic study In India, however, related total female labor 
positively to modem-variety rice in all three states surveyed (Agarwal 1984). 
There are many documented instances , particularly but not exlcuslvely in 
Sub-Saharan Africa, where modern technologies have differentially affected the 
structure of male and female labor u8ee One study of food farming smong the 
Nigerian Tlv analysed difference8 in male and female labor roles,, income 
sources and financial responsibilities and .showed how adoption of the 
_- ._ 
recommended technologies and package of practices would have raised women's 
labor input relative to men's but not provided them with a commensurate 
financial reward; since the potential for women to absorb labor Increases of 
the magnitude required was limited, the net result was a decrease in the 
anticipated volume of faw,household production (Burflsher and Horenstein 
1985). 
On timing, modern varfeties ueually help the rural poor by stabilizing 
,labor demand, wages and employment within and across seasons (Dasgupta 1977, 
~~336, Barlow et al. 1983). Unfortunately, some center research such as that 
_. 
on threshers, transplanters and commercial weedlcide potentially undermines 
this benefit, while work on fertilizer placement may strengthen it. Since 
post-harvest labor is especially at risk, screening of modern varieties for 
Post-harvest characteri8tics, notably amenability to labor-intensive processing 
.and protection, is desirable although admittedly difficult. .Researsh on 
second-season crops has helped to increase total labor use* It could help to 
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avoid labor displacement if shorter-duration varieties were sought, even at 
some -sacrifice of yields S thereby making threshers and tractor8 less attractive 
to speed up the turn-around between crops. 
Between years, modern varieties have probably raised national-level 
variability of crop output, and a fortiorl of labor hire, by raising the 
covarlance among high-output areas (Hazel1 1984). In almost every Asian 
village, however, farm employment, even in a bad year, is raised by modern 
varfetieso 
8.5.2 Modern varieties and the laboring poor: mechanization vs migration 
Tractors D two-wheelers, threshers, even mechanization of lrrlgatfon, 
normally displace considerable labor (Blnswanger 1978, Joshl et al. 1981, 
Barrington and Abeyratne 1982, Jayasuriya et al..-1985). Claim8 that they avoid 
this by raising cropping intensity usually collapse when modern varieties, 
water, etc. are allowed for (Agarwal 198% D .1984), Indeed., tractor8 may 
displace more labor in double-crop systems because animals and their care are 
more completely replaced (Cordova et al., 1981). But do the centers’ 
activities forge, strengthen or break the links between modern varieties and 
me6hanlzation? Machinery cannot usually be paid for,. per hectare, out of very 
kow traditional variety ,yields , and double cropping reduce8 P~.traetor. and 
thresher downtime and increases gains from timeliness. But should the centers 
work to develop, or cut the farm costs.of, mechanical reapers - Ia very 
profitable investment” (Moran 1982) because,they reduced employment of poor 
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harvest laborers by 80 percent -- or tractors or threshers? In rare 
circumstances (such as in E. Zambia) such inputs c8n permit extra land to be 
farmed; or reduce drudgery, not employment;. or create voluntary leisure for 
some farmers. But deeper unemployment for the bitterly poor, with little or no 
output gain, is a more common result. 
Migration, unlike mechanization, eases seasonal modern-variety peaks by 
spreading work (to people from neglected areas), not destroying ito 'l'ypicsbl 
,--- migrants are either better-off villagers headed for towns, or the poor seeking 
farm work (Connell et al. 1976). Modern varieties affect these groups 
differently. Technology developers working in and with the centers probably 
should know more aboiit how alternative modern-varlety~strategles and farm 
systems affect migration and hence wage-rates, incentives to mechanlte, and 
jobs. Ear modern-variety .galns to stay with poor workers, and not just 
machine-owner8 and labor-saving farmers, new farming system8 should spread 
peaks t$ attract enough immigrants to restrain the development of se&na.l wage 
peaks.and hence labor-displacing mechanieationo Some center research may:have 
._. neglected or discouraged the migrant-employing response to seasonal labor 
a-.. peaks, and encouraged or cheapened labor-displacing alternatives. Doubtless 
some of the more "successful" engineering work discussed in chapter 17 could be 
so described, for.instanceo 
While modern varieties cannot slmp;ly be absolved from any linkage.-wlth 
labor-displacing inputs at some times and places, they do inftlally raise the 
demand for labor, and cheapen food for laborers. Moreover, it is only because 
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a worker owns neither the land nor the machines, that he or she suffers &en 
“displaced” by them. Population pressure and inadequate rural off-farm 
activity worsen the suffering. 
Therefore, the centers * research should 8lgnlflcantly be directed towards 
varieties and technologies with increased labor/land and labor/sapltal ratios, 
in the context8 of land and asset ,ownershfp and of population growth facing 
rural employees. These are in Asia now, and in Africa soon will be, a growing 
majority of the poorest, Saying that modern varieties and the centers with 
which they are associated are not to blame for those contexts, while true, does 
not come to grips with the death, pain and poverty that unemployment causes. 
An integrated research approach to such problems should presumably be high on 
the agenda of both national and international concerned organizations. 
8;6 Poor.People’s Consumption and Nutrition: Impact of -Modern VarFetles 
8.6.1 Food production and nutrition 
Changes in food production affect nutritional status to the extent that 
food consumption of malnourl8hed indivlduals’ls affected. The nutritional 
2:’ ‘. -- 
ef.f.eCt-of changes in food supply depends on the distribution of effects which, 
in ‘turn, depend on how the supply. change occurs - which commodities, how prices 
are affected and whether there are simultaneous &anges ln lncomes.of 
malnourished groups0 
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Although many factors contribute, lnsufflclent energy and protein intakes 
are usually a result of inadequate household food acqulsltlon power and 
behavior o “Household food acquisition power” combines the effects of household 
self-provlsloning,~purchaslng power, food prices, food avallablllty and 
resource control’(Plnstrup-Andersen 1985). Increase ln food production 
resulting from technological change may Increase self-provlslonlng and 
purchasing power (of producer households), reduce food prices (thereby adding 
.- .' to food acquisition power of nonproducer households) and will increase food 
availability. Imports, food subsidies or direct dl8trlbutlon each lack one or 
another of these effects. 
In low-income countries e the poorest 20 percent of people spend 60 percent 
and upwards of their income on food and, even then, are able to purchase, ,much 
less than the amount judged nutrltlonally sufficient. Thus, production 
increases that drive down real food prices help the ,poor the most. *The - 
‘relative importatice of individual .commodities in the .food budget of the poor 
varies among countries. In some, one staple may account for 40-60 percent of 
\_- food energy and expenditures, while in other8 no single staple is dominant. 
Table 8.1 illustrates the differences in- the contributions .that ,two staple 
foods make to the diet8 of the 10 percent poorest and the 10 pereent.wealthiest 
sectors of several eountrieso In the Sudan, people in the lower of .these 
groups consumed less than half the rate of energy judged to be suffl-clent, and 
obtained about 20 percent of this energy from Sorghum: the higher groups 
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Table 8.1 Proportion of food energy from.and of expenditure8 On two 
principal staple food8 in five developing countries 
)lombla 
Eowest 10% per capita income Highest per capita incomea 
Staple % of ener gy % of expenditures % of_energy % of expendlturesb 
Rice 17.6 12.4 14.5 6.1 
Cassava 7e9 S.6 4.1 2,o 
;YPt Wheat 47.3 12.6 38.7 2.1 
Maize ,12.3 202 10.4 0.3 
3 Lanka 
lrbaa) 
j.dan 
Rice 47-2 26.6 33.4 708 _ 
Coconut 16.8 783 2.7 JS.0 
Meat ’ 2800 13.6 34.4 11.0 Sorghum 1905 6.7 5.9 2.3 ;F~ 
‘. 
tailand Rise 8903 34.5 4801 1.8 
Wheat= 0.1 0.2 2.7 1.1 
)uPce: provided by IFPRI Food Consumption and Nutrition Program, 
For Colombia, data here refers to average of all income groups, for all other countries 
data refers to the highest 10% income group. 
Data show % of total food expenditure on esch item for Colombia, and % of to.tal household 
expenditures on each item for other countries. 
Consumption of cassava, ml.lJ.ets, sorghum~and other;root crops .a.II begow 0.5% of ;.total food 
energy in Thailand. 
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of consumers obtained about five percent of their energy from sorghum. All 
groups got a higher proportion from wheat whlch’is clearly a preferred stapfa, 
because its consumption increases as incomes rise. Thus, even though sorghum 
is a “poor person’8 crop”, changes in wheat’ prices may have a greater impact on 
the poor than changes in Sorghum prices. These kind8 of counter-intuitive’ 
effect8 are also observed in other countrlese 
Because food accounts for such a high proportion of ,poor people’s 
_/h. 
._ 
expenditure, reductions ,ln food prices have a greater relative benefit to poor 
people than to the wealthy. The increase in consumption rate results when food 
prices fall and depends on preferences and other needs of the households 
concerned, but generally a large fraction of additional income goes to food 
purchases in low income households. In developing countries for which data 
are available, the same reduction In prices leads to twice the relative 
increase in real income for poor households as for the -rich (Table 8.2) 0 
Modern varieties have moderated the threat of rising real food prices0 fn 
the early 1980s, if they had been replaced by traditional varieties (with other 
inputs unchanged), yearly developing country rice output would have been lo-27 
Mt less, and wheat 7-20 Mt (Plnstrup-Andersen and Hazel1 1984). Other crop 
modern varieties added at .least :3-5 MtO Other inputs, worth applying thanks to 
modem varieties, probably..raleed the,food.output increment by- over SO 
percent. Yet in India, wlth ‘an ,increment of -perhaps 12 Mt , yearly food 
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Table 8.2 Impact of a 10 percent decrease ln the price of food on 
real fncotie of low and high income population groups . 
Percent increase in real income 
Low@st 10% Rlghest 10% 
k Comtr er ea lta income 
Sri Lanka i. 8.5 4all Sahn (1985) 
Thailand , 6.0 2.0 Tralratvarakul (1984) 
QYPt 9.6 1.0 Alderman and von Braum (1984) 
India 7.3 2.9 Murty (1983) 
Fnntua, Nigeria 
Gusau, Nigeria 
Indiaa 
7.7 
9.0 
5.58 
6e5 
5.7 
1.2c 
Pinstrup-Andersen and Uy (1985) e- 
Plnstrup-Andersen, and Uy (1985) :'/ 
'-.,.._ 
Mellor (1978) 
f+.xrce : IFPRI Consumption and Nutrition Program 
a Foodgrains.only. 
b For the lowes-t 20 percent. 
c For the highest 5 percent. 
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availability per person has barely outpaced population. Apart from feeding the 
larger population, extra modern-variety output was used largely to replace 
imports and build stocks. Some countries’ trade policies “fixed” food imports: 
in Colombia, therefore, rice modern varieties raised avallablllty, cut prices 
and, in 1970, raised incomes in households with income below $600 by 12.8 
percent - over half at the expense of producers, especially in non-modern- 
variety areas (Scobie and Posada 1978, and see Feature on Colombia). Poorer 
producerss price losses are reduced because they (a) switch into other crops, 
if modern-variety crop prices fall much faster than unit costs of production, 
and (b) “internalize” some consumer gains by eating large parts of extra 
modern-variety output themselves (Hayami and Herdt 1977). Poor consumers, 
including such semi-subsistence producers, usually gain most if modern 
varieties affect goods that are little appreciated by consumers with hlgher 
incomes such as cassava in Brazil or Colombia (Pinstrup-Andersen 1977, Pachlco 
1981). - 
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But the poor's consumption gains have llmltsO (a) If income (lncludlng 
initial modern-variety) growth favors the rich, modern-variety output will tend 
to displace imports, not cut domestic prices, (b) If amdern varieties restrain 
-staple-food prices, employers can restrain money-wage rises, especially with 
plenty of underemployed and mob1l.e workersp leavlng real purchasing-power 
Ilttle improved, (c) In non-modern-variety areas, poor farmers (often selling 
wheat or rice to buy inferior foods) and their employees lose consuming-power 
as the price of modern-variety crops fall, although ln middle-income developing' 
countries they are outnumbered by poor urban gainers (Scoble and Posada 1978), 
and (d) By directing some effort on protein and "food quality", it 1s 
conceivable that the centers may have delayed modern varieties' potential to 
provide cheap food energy to poor consumers, just as thresher/reaper/weedlcide 
research has partly eroded modern varieties potential to provide labor income 
to poor employeeso 
Modern varletles~~‘have, by-moderating food prices, been the main factor 
lmproy+W-the -nptrftlon of the, pcior of the developing wor%d. Such improvement 
is clearly close to the centers' central objective. How they can help depends 
On who is vulnerable to what sorts of undernutrltlon, where, when, by how much, 
and with .what trendsc Correct perception of undernutrition implies regional, 
eommodlty,~and varfetal~prlorltlesO Some modern-variety research resources 
haveW*been::diverted to,topics unrelated to the main causes and incidence of 
undernutrition. 'Poor at-risk Consumers need preferably cheaper, more food 
energy9 stabPer and more ea8lly absorbable - rather than, say, hlgh-lyslne 
maize. 
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Major modern-variety-based rice and wheat improvements have prevented mass 
starvation in much of Asia. Wheat progress has displaced pulses, but wheat 
gfves much cheaper dietary energy - and 90-95 percent of undernourished people 
lack energy more than protein. But in Africa, and in semi-arid Asia, modern 
varieties of wheat and rice have done much less for poor consumers; they eat 
mainly sorghum, mlllet, maize and cassavao Hybrid maize, which ha8 partly 
displaced sorghum, a less vulnerable cropp has brogressed very slowly since 
1970. *--- ., Sorghum progress is confined to major, recent advances in limited places 
and seasons, mostly in India. 
Inferential evidence suggests that rice and wheat modern varieties have 
substantially improved urban, irrigated small-farm rural, and (In lead areas ' 
such as the Punjab) irrigated landless rural nutrition in Asia and Latin 
America; but that rural Asians in unirrigated areas (with some Indian 
exceptions thanks to kharlf sorghum, pearf millet and-finger mllIet)'suffer at 
least as severe energy deficiencies as 10-1s years agoB whereas the-poorer 
rural African eats considerably less, and with greater fluctuations. As and 
when adopted, IITA'S mosaic-resistant cassava modern varieties will help the 
latter energy problem - as they have in Jndonesia - but cassava, 
exceptionally, does create protein problems as a main staple0 Since legumes 
produce more costly protein (and much.more costly energy) per hectare than 
cereals, legume research has fewer nutritional benefits than -1s often supposed, 
but can reduce dietary monotony and vulnerability to drought. The centers 
working on food legumes might usefully identify further how they can best helo 
nutritionally vulnerable target groups. 
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The .main nutritional deficiency le. energy. ‘Themain vulnerable group 
comprises the ultra-poor (lo-%S percent in low-income countries), especia%ly 
under-fives. They ingest mainly coarse grains, roots8 eheap wheat or rise 
modern varieties, or breastml%k/gruels based on thesee Risks from 
undernutrition are, synergistic with illness, and greatest in lean seasons and 
years o Under-fives are heavily over-represented among the ultra-poor 
(Sehofiefd 1979, Chambers et alo 1981, Upton 1983a), who comprise met rural 
landless o unskilled urban jobless and households headed by women, plus many 
households of Afr:ican small-scale farmers and Asian micro-scale farmers without 
access to irrigatfono 
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IBATURB: Modem Rlce Varieties and EUKUI Nutritfon:, 
The Case of Colombia 
The centers seek to develop new agricultural technology to improve human 
welfare. It is therefore pertinent to enquire whether there is evidence .that d 
human welfare has been enhanced followimg the successful introduction of,new 
technology. The case of rice ,in Colombia affords such an opportunity0 
In the mid-1960s, almcst all of Colombia's irrigated rice production was 
based on tall varieties with yields of less than 3 t/ha. Today irrigated rice . . 
production is based solely on modem varieties and the yields are over 5 t/ha. 
Colombia today produces over 1 Mt more rice than it would have done with 
traditional varieties on the irrigated areas0 Earlier studies have shown that 
the annual rate of return :bo investment in rice research was between 80 and 90 
percent. 
Of particular interest is the impact df this increase in +ce.production 
on human nutrition. It is widely recognized that nutritional status reflects 
education, access to health services, distribution of potable water, .and 
occupation, as well as food intakes. To attribute changes in some measure of 
nutritional status solely to changes in food consumption would be quite 
erroneous0 For this reason, the change in energy intake is used as a measure 
of the impact of the modem varieties0 
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The Department of National Planning and the Natlonal’Statfetlcal Office in 
1981 conducted a survey of 9000 households representing over 90 percent of the 
Colombian population. The survey gathered information about (a) household size 
and age-sex.csmposit%on, (b) location (rural/urban), (c) fqod expenditure, and 
(d) food consumed, including subsistence production. A 24-hour recall food 
consumption survey was also conducted for 3000 households. Based on the 
overall results of the survey, the summaries of Table P8.3 were constructed. 
Rice represents 6 percent of total.food expenditures on average but, among 
the lowest income group, it represents 17 percent of total energy consumpeiou. !- 
From the 9000 households, those with incomplete data on income were 
excluded leaving 6093. Of these, those comprising the lowest 30 percent of 
incomes were selected, making a total of 1828 households. Extreme values of 
prices and/or energy intakes were excluded leaving 678 urban and 1024 rural 
households. The analysis was ‘restricted co 10 major food itemso The -shares -of 
energy are reported in Table :F8.4. 
The first part of the study (conducted by Muchnik 1985) focused on the ‘. ‘.._ 
impact on total energy consumption of rice consumeraD The consumption of each 
food was expressed ‘as a function of the prices of each ob the A0 foods,, 
family income, family size and the proportion 6f children under five years. 
From these.,estimatas ie was possible to derive a relationship between chaqges 
in energy intake and- the price of rice0 
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Table‘F8.3 Summary nutritional data 
(a) National expenditures and consumptions of major foods 
Food Share of total National annual 
food expenditure average consumption 
,--.. _, 
. 
Dairy products 
Plantains 
Fruits 
Potatoes 
Sugar 
Vegetables 
Rice 
Beef 
Cassava 
percent kg/adult equivaleet 
10.1 71 
590 69 
607 
se0 if 
807 54 
7,P 41 
606 40 
16,7 32 
2.0 25 
(b) Protein and energy consumption averages by income group 
Income inter 
quintile group I II III XV V 
Energy (caljday) 1910 2580 2960 3200 3,l20 
Protein (g/day) 40 60 74 -83 85 
(c) Share.of selected foods in.enexgy consumptfoa by incom .(pebceW) 
Income 
Food I II .I11 IV V National . . . 
average 
Sugar 20 20 19 ‘18 18 19 
Rice 17 15 14 14 13 14 
Pats 9 10 12 13 .114 12 
Root Crops 15 13 11 9 ‘7 1% 
Maize 9 8 6 5 ,5 6 
Dairy Products 4 .6 6 6 7 6 
Meat 3 5 6 6 7 5 
. 
40b 
Table F8.4 Share of total energy Intake of selected foods among 
the households comprising the lowest 30 .percent of incomes 
(percent) 
Food Urban Rural 
Sugar 
Rice 
Potatoes 
Cassava 
Beef 
Plantain 
Mafze 
Bread 
Beans 
Milk 
a2 20 
20 16 
7 6 
6 8 
6 4 
9 10 
8 9 
5 2 
3 2 
4 4 
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The introduction of modern varieties expanded output and, as foreign trade 
was insignificant, it augmented domestic supplies. The rate of growth in rice 
supply was faster than the growth in demand from rising incomes and population 
so that the real price of rice to consumers feli. Alternatively viewed, the 
price of rice would have been very much higher had it .not been for the 
expansion of supply emgendered by.the introduction of modern varieties0 
This resultdepends cruc’ially on the assumption that the government.wou.ld, 
in fact, have allowed the rice price to climb to these levels. Given’the 
importance of rice in the diet of all Colombians, it is improbable that such a 
strategy would have been followed. This illustrates the dilemma which faces 
an anilyst of the ‘impact .of a -particular policy - namely, what would have 
happened.in its absence. ‘In the absence of modern varieties and with the 
concomitant tendency for prices :to rise* it -seems reasonable to expect that 
some intervention would have occurredo This might have taken various forms 
including subsidies on .the price of rice to low income consumers or increased 
supplies through imports. “The actual policy corresponded to a closed-economy 
situation with no trade in rice. The prices that would have prevailed under an 
-. open economy with rice imports were estimated on the basis of the average 
c.i.f. price paid by Latin American Importers adjusted for tariffs, transport 
costs.and marketing margins. 
The average annual dec.Une in rice prices from 1969 to 1981 :due.*eo the 
modern varieties was 55 percent and 14 pereent under the closed and open 
economy policies, respectively. 
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The increased energy intakes were estimated based on a high and low 'measure 
of the response to a fall in rice prices. Under the low response, total 
increase in,energy intake would have been less than 1 percent per capita a year 
in an open economy. Using the higher estimates of response and a closed 
economy, the energy intakes rose by 8.7 percent in the urban and 1Se3 percent 
in the rural areas, i;r. on average over the period 1969 to 1981, per capita 
energy intakes were higher by 8.7 or 15.3 percent per annume These relp;resent 
the upper bounds of the feasible estimates. The results allow for any declines /-- 
f- 
in the consumption of nine other major foods arising when consumers substitute 
more rice for other foods in response to the cheaper rice, i.e., the 
calculations reflect a "net" increase in total energy intakes. 
i \ . . 
There are two important features of these results.. In the first place, 
when a commodity represents a significant share of energy intake, the 
introduction of new technology which increases supplies and lowers price,.can 
lead to an important increase in per capita energy ~coneumption.~ ;Given that the . 
average per capita intakes of this group in Colombia were below the FAO ,.. -
: 
standards (2,420 k cal/capita/day) and, within the group 42 percent of families 'L 
did not meet the Colombian standard of 1,970 k Cal/capita/day, it is clear that 
increaseeaof the'magnitudes estimated here are potentially significant. Second, 
however, it must be stressed.that-the outcome is sensitive to the counter- 
factual hypothesis: what would have occurred in the absence of the new 
technology? *In the Colombian case, it is useful to demonstrate the effect of 
trade policy on the outcome. If a good enters world markets, its price is 
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determined outside the domestic economy, In a small open economy, domestic 
consumers will not necessarily directly benefit from technological change which 
increases food production. 
The introduction of new technology also affects the income of producers 
(both adopters and non-adopters) and the demand for labour* As a result of the 
introduction of modern varieties D the irrigated, sector assumed much greater 
importance im Colombian rice production. Irrigated produetion needs.only about 
,/‘-’ two-thirds of the number of labour units per hectare as does the traditional 
manual upland rice sys fem. This constitutes a decrine in the demand for labor 
that would represent a loss of income to laborers made up of lower real wages 
and fewer jobs. .‘By ‘1981 e ,-the i ncome of “landless * workers .;waa estimated to have - 
been 1.03 percent lower .thanthat-which,would-have-prevailed in the absence of 
new rice varieties. This loss of income is estimated to result in a drop in 
energy consumption of one tenth of one percent (0.1%) if -evenly spread across 
all landless workers 0 This is the upp,er bound .ron -the .ef feet of landless 
‘laborers as it resumes that the-rice ‘sector -is -sufficiently large to af feet 
rural wages (a fact which is highly improbable) and it ignores the benefits 
--- accruing to this group as rice consumers through lower real market prices. The 
latter effect, if these workers are representative of rural low income people, 
amounts to between 1*2X and .3&8X in an open .e~eonomyS~~so that the net,effect .on 
landless workers was an increase of between 1.3% and 3,.7X in food energy 
consumed D 
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Finally, there is a group of small farms in the upland sector which faced 
lower prices and no technological advances. As a consequence, their numbers 
fell by about 5000. Based on the fall in prices8 their incomes are estimated 
to have fallen on average by 87 percent between 1969 and 1982 under a closed 
economy, or 4l‘percent under an open economy. When these estkaates were 
combined with the response of energy.intakes to total income &anges, it was 
found that energy intakes among this group'would have declined between two and 
five percent in an open economy and four and ten percent in a closed economy0 
The lower real prices would offset these declines by between one and four 
percent in an open economy and by between five and fifteen percent in a closed 
economy. Again, these mu& be 'taken as upper bounds as the ,eetimates are based 
on the assumption that these farmers had no alternetive crops to grow in the 
face of falling rice prices. It is assumed (conservatively) that they simply 
maintained their existing level of.rice production and suffered the loss in 
income stemming from lower~farm-gate prices. 
. 
These results again emphasize the importance of policies in determining the 
magnitude and distribution of benefits from new technology. A country that 
prdtects.its.non-farm sector and maintains an overvalued.exshange' rate will 
discourage output and productivity growth in agriculture. Furthermore,-when 
new..technologies are introduced into.euch a setting, consumers will benefit at 
the expense of producers, and. non-adopters will be particularly disadvantaged. 
In contrast, in a more open economy the price effect of new technology will be 
less, and producers will be the primary beneficiaries. Their real income gains 
CIA. 8 8/16/85 
will result in an initial rise in total energy intakes, As their spending on 
other goods rises, so will real income in other sectors leading to indirect 
increases in energy intakes among the non-farm sectora While improving human 
nutrition through increased food intakes amongst the low income groups is 
unquestionably a desirable goal for the centers, it must be stressed that the 
final outcomes do not depend solely on the introduction of new agrfcuftural 
technology. The linkages are complex; different groups wi$l benefit to 
different extents and, above all, the .esonomie policies of the country can have 
/--. an overriding effect on the magnitude and distribution of any nutritional '. .'. / 
improvement. 
.’ 
..I. 
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80602 Variability, vulnerability and quality 
Modem varieties have raised year-to-year national-level variabillty of 
cereal output slightly, though on-farm disaster risk has probably generally 
lessened. But, since farmers meet family needs first, sales for off-farm 
consumption fluctuate much more than production, es do prices, unless imports 
are used to moderate such fPuctuationso Vulnerable groups' consumption outside 
modern-variety areas can become very vulnerable. Stocks become more important 
and, thanks to extra modern-variety output, more feasible, justifying some 
research on storage characteristics. r I' ; 
Modern varieties have reduced seasonal consumption variability, because 
output gains (except for kharlf sorghum in India) are heavily concentrated in 
the water-controlled, non-rainy season0 But the costs to poor consumers of 
year-to-year price instability suggest priority for raising yields of.more 
robust crops, especially drought-resistant millets and sorghums to compete-with 
modernmaiee varieties in African farming systems, 
Preschool children, and pregnant and lactating women from poor homes 
require particular research attention, because of their relative vulnerability. 
More output has helped them by reducing intra-family competition for food, and 
greater.:.seasonal stability has helped tooo But research has ignored the 
possibly:special. role, for these vulnerable, groups, of modern-variety nutrients 
and .work-inputs. Potentially relevant albeit very challenging Issues, 
especially for national programs in countries where vulnerability is high, 
include: which processes could cut cost, time, or risk of contamination in 
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_--. 
preparing food, especially waning food? Which crop-mixes and modern 
varieties, in the context of total diets and activity of vulnerable groupsp 
might help to improve quantity, quality and absorbability of breast milk, and 
for energy density, nutrient mix, and absorbability of cheap weaning foods? 
How does timing of seasonal food (and mother’s ‘&k) interact with these 
issues? Crops D and perhaps varieties) differ in these respests, es well as in 
fiber content and anti-nutritive factors affecting them indirectly. 
The menu of conventional modern-variety nutrition research has sometimes 
been of questionable appropriateness through some work on nutrient quality and 
palatability. Improving maize amino-acid mix via Opaque-2 genes has taken 
considerable research resources0 Protein’ balance and enrichment works wonders 
for storage pests, but vulnerable humans do not live by modern-variety cereals 
alone o Opaque-2 maize modern varieties now yield no worse than others but, to 
. 
obtain the extra lysine, have the poor unknowingly sacrificed as’research 
- resources -were switched from energy yield and stability? Probably little, in 
-... . 
the judgment of Lipton and Eonghurst (1985). ICRISAT, fortunatelyp established 
that amino-acids did not constrain dietary adequacy among vulnerable groups, 
thus avoiding major wastes (Ryan 1984). Only where root-crops or bananas are 
major staples - and where legumes are unimportant - is it likely that protein 
research can contribute significantly to poor people’s nutritfon. 
Breeding for palatability, color, and appearance (Ryan 1984) threatens the 
price discount which makes modern varieties so important for poor coneumerss 
It can make sense if many poor producers, or employees;depend on selling these 
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crops to the rich. But in general it is yield and stability of cheap food 
energy that the poor need most. If researchers collaborating tiith the centers 
seek more sophisticated quality or nutritional goals* it is on the needs of the 
most vulnerable groups that they should concentrate in order to seek maximal 
social relevance. 
8.7 Further Insights to.the Modern Variety-Poverty Mystery 
Despite reservations, both the physical features and the observed effects ;/- 
‘\. 
of modern varieties on smallholders, laborers and consumers seem generally 
pro-poor. HOW, then, is it possible that in most of Africa there are few 
modem varieties and deepening poverty (Ghei and Radwan 1983), and that in Asia 
a massive spread of modern varieties has been compatible with rising real 
.- 
income-per-person but with little dent on the incidence or severity of.poverty 
(ADB l977, p-63, Lipton 1983a)? 
The approach in this chapter so far has involved taking separate aspects of 
modern-variety impact such as on employment, small farms and nutrition, and 
treating them as simply additive. This leaves some unanswered questions: for 
‘i.. . ..L.. -. 
example ) . the consumption studies- suggest that, while consumers benefit from 
modern-variety-induced price reductions, producers, lose 50-60 percent of what 
consumers gain (Scobie and .Posada 1977, Evenson end Plores 1978), yet the 
production studies claim producer gains too. More holistic ways to look at 
modern varieties in their soeio-political context are available and my 
suggest useful new departures. Such ways are offered by economics, political 
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economy and comparative history and some of these, particularly from the latter 
are now considered. 
Several different types of models have been developed by economists for 
attempting to examine the consequences of changes beyond the sectors in which 
their first effects (such as crop productivity gain) occur0 Some are neo- 
classical in that they are predicated on assumptions that all inputs are fully 
employed and, except for land, freely mobile among activities (Binswanger and 
..--. Ryan 1977, Binswanger 1980, Quizon and Binswanger 1983). Such models still 
give unclear predictions of impact on distribution between labor and capital e 
and depend on the exposure of an economy to foreign trade. Whether they show 
that labor-using and land-saving technical changes like modern varieties 
benefit labor, depends on the employment effects of any extra equipment 
involved. Research priorities oriented to assisting the poor could be 
clarifed, by further development of computable models of this class. 
.-. 
Other more general equilibrium models can trace how extra spending by 
people initially enriched by modem varieties goes through successive rounds to 
create extra incomes for others, rich or poor. In a regional model of this 
kind modem-variety producers in Malaysia generated further 8Oc of income for 
every dollar of their extra modern- variety initial income (Bell, Raze11 and 
Slade 1982)* Some sush effort to trace successive spending roundse.however, 
/ 
seems necessary to a holistic view of the impacts of modern varieties0 
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'Market signals and factor movements; rounds of spending and rounds of 
production, all significantly affect modern varieties' Impacts on the poor and 
all are neglected in the more simplistic additive approaches of earlier 
sections of this chapter. While still demanding of data and skill to 
investigate, all could help the centers and their partners if applied to .eheir 
problems. In this context it should be noted that the studies reviewed in this 
section were initiated by or conducted by social scientists working at or 
linked to the centers, which underscores center concerns for these f88ues0 
In many developing countries the government is a major trader in food 
staples. Modern varieties thus change its budgetary position. This affects 
demand, trade, and hence prices, spending patterns and output. Also8 modern- 
variety-induced price changes Induce changes in wage=rates. This affects 
parastaeals and, again, government budgets. Both sequences can greatly altet 
the poverty impact of alternative modern-variety strategies. Wamination of 
such sequences could well further illuminate anti-poverty work at the centers0 
Apart from a few distinguished village studies (Hart, nodor Frankel 1972, 
Hayami 1978, van Schendel 1981) and some center farming systems work (Collinson 
1982, Ghodake and Ksirsagar 1983, Hartmans 1985) there is little work on how 
modern varieties affeee~lncome (let alone status or power) flows and'balances 
wiehin.local sommunitiess Farming systems research (chapter 16) is one way 
forward* But .off-farm production, consumption and leisure aetivlties,end 
transaction~~s,elatfon~ with particular members of the community, also may 
subseantially .affect modern varietless poverty impact. Some examples exist ' 
(Hayami and Kikuchi, 1981) but the issues deserve more attention of analysts in 
the centers and the national research institutions. 
1.. 
\ 
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The approaches reviewed to this point do not inform how modern varieties 
interact with national wealth and power structures. Marxist analysts (eogeB 
Cleaver 1972, Byres 1972, 1981, Rudra 1978) ask if modern varieties advance 
rural societies from pre-capitalist formations, fowalizing wagrcontracts, and 
polarizing rural communities into capitalists and landlords. The approach, 
like its predecessors, may err by assuming that large .ferms have special 
advantages in using modern varieties. Also, modern varieties were preceded in 
the Punjab by polarization (and tractorizaeion), .and In Java by formalized 
labor contracts (Chadha 1983, Hart n,d.)* The long debate in India about mode 
/ ‘. 
of production has involved neo-classicists and Marxists in looking 
constructively at how modem varieties and power-structures interact w$thin 
socio-political systems to affect poverty. However, careful scholars stress 
that there is no generalp context-neutral link of modern varieties to class 
action or to unrest (Byres.1977, Harris8 1977). 
Historical methods might possibly help society and-its fnetitutiona sush 
as the centers to go beyond seeking modern varieties and related fechnologies 
that would help the poor and to develop improved technologies and fawing 
systems “poor-friendly” in the real world. Historians have looked at how big 
agro-technical change systems or “agricultural revolutions” affect the poor. 
According to their view of ~ehe work of historians, Lipton and Longhurst (1985) 
identify four agricultural revolutions: the Neolithic, spreading southwest ,and 
north in Europe from 3500-700.B.C e, when hunter-gatherers became farmers: the 
medieval European (600-1200 AiD.); the 18th century (actually 1650-1850 for 
N.W. Europe): and today’s modern-variety-based green revolution. Four 
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sriteria for identifying such revolutione are: (a) ahavly accelerated growth 
of farm output, or -productivity of a ecarce input; (b) eitilarly for all 
inputs, l,e. diasoatinuoua technisal change; (c) linkage of such change to 
sos$al or po%itieal transformation, and (d)major change ixa mass poverty,. 
An agricultural revolution is thought worthy of its name when it affectr 
many people and big areabe The $I14dfeval revolution took hundrede of yeare to 
cover a nation, but was a sudden tranefomatim for each edopting commaity~ 
Because farmers .and villagee learn from near neighbore, era& major shangea 
concentrate regionalby, pulling leadere ever further ahead. Norfolk led (- 
England’s medieval and 18th century agrisulturaf revolutiona (Campbell 1983@ 
Parain 1966, p.I79), Riches 1937, ppe 8-17) rather ar N. W, Mexlso, central 
Java (Franlce 1972), and the Punjab (Lowdermllk 1972, Randha 1974) have pulled 
away in the modern-variety era on the baele of prolonged earlier innovation 
leadership. 
Nuch 6if history saaggo~~o that lead soegdonr,.in aw.+grkultuqal ~evofpption 
learn, accumulate, and thur leave the othere ever further behind, contrary to 
the hopee eometimee fed by the l aaumptiona underlying many models uaed by 
esonomiete (Myrdal 1958). If l o, etronger cbrrestive policiee will be needed 
to help the laggard regione. The international car&err, ppith their:relatSve 
independence from rich-region preeeuree, era 8 rpecial feature of the prereat 
‘L. _ . 
revqlutfon. They should, perhopep gear rereersh more towards backward .reg%ons 
which, on the hirtorfeel evidence, otherw~ee will tend to fall further behfnd@ 
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Can anything be done to counteract such tendencies? In normal times, with 
, 
normal science (Kuhn 1962) producing a.steady stream of innovations, these are 
probably induced by demand (Rayami and Ruttan 1971). This will come mainly 
from richer people (and regions), for better-tasting foods and often, where 
hired labor is troublesome even if not scarce, for labor-dispfacixxg methods 
(Grabowskl 1981). In an agricultural revolution, new farming paradigms come 
from clusters of discovery: the supply side of science. Thus the 18th century 
revolution in England, far from releasing labor for industrialization,.was 
: based on discoveries that were land-saving (laborer/farmer ratios hardly 
changed) and that created new chances for profit, instead of responding 
passively to existing scarcities or landowners’ preferences (Deane and Cole 
1967, p.52, Mingay 1968, pp.25-26, Overton 1979. p.375, Turner 1984, ,p.225). 
Similarly the modern-variety aftermath of Mendel (and Crick and Watson?), .and 
the significant historical novelty of the International centers., permits more 
than passive responses to weaIthy..farmers’ or rich consumers’ demand. 
Growth of total factor productivity was measured to have accelerated 
I- sharply in Japan (1880-90), the U.S.A. (1885-1900, 1938-60), and, following 
modern varieties, the Punjab (1965-70) (Iiayami and Ruttan 1971, p.116. Mohan 
1974, p.A-98), Such growth measures eome from analyses that may be flawed by 
omitted factors (Schultz 1964), -seafe economies;a “coefficient of ignorance” 
(Balogh and Streeten 19??), as .well as discontinuous technical progress0 Ras 
-such growth a less.mechanistls, yet objective, indicator? 
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Agricultural revolution inmovations .are, in principle, not seriable 
(Shackle 1952) (the farm system changes, ruling out piecemeal experiments), not 
separable (the package is all-or-nothing), and not single-unit (adopters must 
ast together). In practice, only the Neolithic and medieval revolutions meet 
these criteria (White 1962, Bloch 1966, pp. 242,276, Parain 1966, p.144, Pigott 
1981, 8.31). Eighteenth century innovations, while bringing more dramatic 
growth acceleration, were largely ,gradual, piecemeal, and Individual (Riches 
1937, ~~65-16, 77-81, Mingay 1968, p.11, Jones 1974, ~~88). So are the modern 
varieties. They rest on repeated waves of pre-modern-variety seed innovations y-7 
(PA0 1971, P.6, Bayami and Ruttan 1971, pp,158-9, Cart and Myers 1973, p.32, 
Saxena and Jadawa 1973, p. 65). They are set in eminently separable psuedo== 
‘-... 
packages (Lipton 1979), from which farmers can select ‘by seriable, tiny 
experiments. Except -for timed water supplies, they are single-unit, not 
-resting on neighbors’ deeisions~ 
.Neolithic, ,medieval, 18th centur.y, ..mqdern varieties: :.each_revolut$o,n haa 
involved faster growth than its predecessors yet smoother technical change. . 
I 
Thus revolutions are increasingly feasible for seriable, separable, single-unit 
(see previous paragraph) adoption by the poor, but decreasingly associated with 
-rural political transformation, and thus likelier to. provide benefits for 
~:existing~power-structures (even if,the agricultural revtilution is apparently 
:pro-poor). The expectation is for poverty to decline, but inequality. to 
increase a 
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At the local level; the modern varieties are like the 18th century 
revolution in that the new technology did not seem to need or to further, and 
in practice was not linked to, major change in ownership or organization of 
farm labor, capital, or power. New modern-variety-linked resources in E. Asia 
have drastically changed the possibilities of industrialization, rather as the 
18th century revolution did in N.W. Europe* Surpluses to Invest, food for 
workers, laggard regions unable to adopt the ,new methods, and forces to 
mechanize later: all describe both what the 18th century revolution in England 
(a little later in France and Prussia) did for national industrial structure 
and, with allowances for population explosions, what modern varieties may now 
be doing in Asia. 
To conclude these Interpretations of history,, without modem-varieties 
the poor’of developing countries would have been worse off. Howeve;, to 
survive in the face of population increase, land Inequality, and industrial 
country research to cheapen tractors and weedicides and dairy fpods., the poor 
need innovstions that help them to accumulate power, assets, or labor income: 
not only (as modern varieties have achieved) to lose them less quickly. What k 
they need differs according to continent and to their characteristics 
(.landless, semi-arid resourse-poor farmers p urban jobless) but .modern . 
innovations probably, need to be, more sharply ?fosused towards these poor people. 
The international centers are a‘new fact of life, not found in earlier 
agricultural revolutions. Their greatest comparative advantage is relative 
immunity from the balance of short-run national political forces for research 
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to respond to the factor scarcities and crop priorities ,not of the poor but of 
. 
the powerful. There are important lessons of this history for the centerso 
Given the particular political system, and each place’s,goorer target groupsb 
modern varieties and’other Inputs, methods and outputs can be designed so that 
the poor can own, use, or sontrol them* For example, male laborers, among the 
poorest in Bangladesh, gain from systems requiring hand-pumps @owes 1982). 
Mini-fanners, still most of the very poor in Karnataka, are likeliest to gain 
from modem varieties of finger-mil%ets (Bajpurohit 1983). In Colombia, where 
most of the poor are in towns s cheaper modern-variety rice helps, but more 
productive maize may help them most (Pinstrup-Andersen 1977). Each set of 
research priorities has to be reviewed by asking, not only the questions of 
sections 8.4 to 8.6, but also the question suggested by historical agricultural 
revolutions: in each major type of concrete situation, who will control the 
innovations, the systems that allocate them (not only markets), and the spread 
.&-- 
of -gains from them to the poor? 
8.8 Coda 
\- * Research has sought modern varieties helpful to the poor by using more ‘%. 
labor and supplying cheap food energy. These effects on the poor are real 
and Tgood. But most of ,Africa is without modern varieties and is poorer 
than kn 1970, and the incidence and severity of poverty in S. Asia are 
Little changed despite modern varieties0 Biagnosis of means to a.U.eviate 
poverty in these situations increasingly needs to start from the total 
context of typical poor households. 
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* As newer ,modern varieties are bred to resist pests and disease, their 
advantage over traditional varieties at zero fertilizer has increased even 
under mois~ture...stress. Still, at zero fertilization, this risks “soil 
mining” s Moderate yield advantages of most modern varieties at zero or low 
fertilization can be outweighed by price discounts below traditional 
varieties, and lower straw field. 
* Modem varieties .wlth low photo-period sensitivity thrive despite variable 
.,,--. 
day-length. This permits multiple cropping and smoother flows of food 
through the year. The poor gain most, since they could seldom save or 
borrow against lean seasons9 But local specificity, not wide adaptability, 
is now needed. 
* .Modern varieties Increasingly resist moisture stress better than 
traditional varietiesD Millets and sorghum are bred for rigorous root 
systems. Wheat producers in Pakistan and Tunisia, and rice producers in 
the~Philippines ,and Bangladesh, have often adopted modern varieties mainly 
. 
for drought resistance. Most of the poorest people of the world live in 
vast areas of unreliable rainfed rice, or of semi-arid crops, and most of 
. . . 
these areas remain in traditional varieties. Extra targeted research is 
surely “needed. 
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* Some early modern varieties were indeed “insect pest museums” but most 
later ones now have better resistance than traditional varieties. 
Currently, yield increases are bought mainly by raising robustness, not by 
sacrificing it to yield potential* However, weed researcb seems to receive 
few resources. Rats, bird and other vertebrate pests are rather neglected 
by the centerso 
* ‘The narrow genetic base of modern varieties is a..danger that is being 
tackled by the centers. The centers have unprecedented, freely accessible 
germplasm collections, and have used some wild races in breeding. 
‘.. 
. . . 
* Early studies clearly showed.large-scale farmers adopting modern varieties 
much more readily: later work has shown that small-scale farmers were 
catching .up, often leaving the bigger ones, however, with ‘innovators’ 
rents. As for tenure, owner-farmers do not adopt more than tenants, 
unless B as of ten happens, tenants get less credit per crop unit’ area* 
Small-seale farmers may adopt later .beeause they avo%d risk until they have 
seen their wealth%er neighbors succeeding with modern varieties or because 
they cannot get scarce inputs at first. 
‘Yk ~.Sma&l-scale farmers u%t%mately adopt as much .and as intensively,.as others. 
Raving more family labor per hectare, they may get higher yields. There &s 
no.;generaab 3bink of modern-variety. adoption or -yield to largenessor 
owner-ossupansyo 
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* Areas that have not much used modem varieties have done badly. Poor 
non-adopting farmers and their employees lose absolutely when burgeoning 
output depresses priceso Yet, in non-modern-variety areas with poor 
soils, initial ‘poverty is worse, and less unequal so that the chances of 
fairly shared’ gains would be better, if modern varieties do eventually take 
off. 
* Modern varieties raise labor-demand per hectare, especially around harvest, 
pushing up employment o But ample, mobile and growing labor-supply keeps 
real wage-rates from rising much* Modem varieties raise demand for land 
by ‘less D but usually land-supply cannot respond much, so rents and land 
values rise* 
* Few significant rises in real wage-rates are found in modern-variety 
areas. Extra work is absorbed by extra people, who compete real wages down 
to near-subsistence. Without modern varieties, however, many.more of these 
people would have been jobless, or dead. 
* Developing, or cutting the farm costs of mechanical reaperas tractors OP 
threshers reduces employment of poor harvest laborers. For mdern-variety 
gains to stay with poor workers, and not just machine-owners and 
labor-saving farmers, new fadng systems should spread labor peaks to 
attract enough immigrants to restrain seasonal high points and .hence 
labor-displacing mechanizationB 
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* In low-income countriesb the poorest 20 percent of people spend more than 
60 percent of Income on food. Its demand and hence price is pushed up by 
growth of population and of income per head* Modern varieties have 
moderated this price threat. Poor consumers, including semi-subsistence 
producers9 gain most if modern varieties affect crops such ai cassava that 
are consumed most by poor people. 
* Improving amino-acid mix in cereals has taken some scarce research 
resources* But vulnerable humans do not live by cereals alone. Only where 
root-crops or bananas are major staples, and where legumes are unimportant, 
can protein research contribute significantly to poor people's nutrition. 
/- 
* Without modern varieties the poor of.the developing world, would have been 
worse off. However, to survive in the face of population increases land 
~inequality, and industrial country research to cheapen, .say, tractors9 
,weedicides and dafry-expotts, the poor need innovations that help them .to 
accumulate&3wer, assetsg or la.$or inqo~,e.n pot.only to lose them less *. 
quickly. 
rt Preschool children, and pregnant and lactating women from poor households 
require:,:particular research attention because of the&r relative 
vulnerability. 
s% 'Modern varieties have, by moderating food prices, ;been the main factor 
improving the nutrition of -the poor of the developing world. 
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9 HUMAN RESOURCES 
9.1 Intmduction 
The CGIAR system-recognizes the primary need for developi- countries to 
improve their own capacities to conduct research and Is engaged in my 
different efforts to Improve that capacity, These activities can be subsumed 
under the general term of human capital enhancement, More narrowly specified . 
they include training* education, conferencesS werkshopsr provision of 
publications and other activities that transfer knowledge or contribute to 
improving the knowledge base. 
The Technical Advisory Comfttee (TAC) of the CGIAR comissioned a study 
of training in the systexi just prior to the impact study being orgamL.zed so it 
was agreed that the TAC study would form the quantitative .basis of information’ 
about training in this report. Much of this.chapter is drawn from information 
assembled and papers produced by the’TAC study team (e.g, .BuntingP.Arsjlo and 
Her-z 19851. 
9.2 Magnitude and Costs 
9.2.1 Aggregate indicators 
‘Since IRRI began to provide training ;in 1962~~ more than seventeen 
thousand people have participated ktralning programs run by the centers, and 
approximately 3000 a year receive training currently. Many of these people 
are now national and international leaders who have made professional 
contributions to research and development of agriculture in the developihg 
countries. Yet there were approxmtley 60,000 agricultural researchers .in 
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the,developing world in 1980 (Judd, Boyce and Evenson 1984kso the centers@ 
contribution, large as It seems, represents no more than a fraction of all 
professionally trained people in the developing countries. 
The former participants In training provide some of the most important 
channels of coamnication between the centers and the national programs with 
which they cooperate, amd they do much to support and pros&e the work of the 
centers. Because this Is one of the primipal ways centers can $.nteract with 
national programs, all .of the centers accept that they are both research awd 
training institutions, /‘-- 
The directly accounted costs of training and conferenoes consume about 
eight percent of the core budgets of the centers. However, the total real 
costs, which are not precisely knownr are somewhat more because the training 
uses staff time and the physfml resources of the research programs &d 
services of the centers* which are met from other categor%es. The nominal 
cost in 1984 was about $%3,55. ‘Though financial strihgemy-hastended to 
restrict spending of core funds on traininge the volume of training has been 
maintained, In several centers by special projects. 
9.2;2 Types of training 
The chief types and maans df trainug provided’or promoted’by the 
centers incbude: 
(a) ;General and speofalized courses for groups, ‘lasting fm’one week-to 
several months, often through a orop oyefe, intended to acquaint 
participants with the methods and results of research at the centers; 
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(b) Individualized attachments for research workers and managers* lasting 
. from a few weeks to two years, in which they conduct research and learn 
(cl 
,-... 
\._ 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
(63) 
new techniques. A somewhat similar category includes postdoctoral 
attachments in which individuals both learn and conduct research under the 
general guidance of a senior center researcher; 
Degree-related research of up to three yearsI related to the thesis 
requirements of a degree (usually masters or R-ID) at a university in a 
developing or other country. Centers have a marked comparative 
advantage in training of this’sort; 
RIn-countryw training in national or regional institutions, sometimes 
conducted cooperatively with former participants of training at centers, 
whose content is similar to that of category (a) group courses at centers; 
workshops, conference and seminars; 
library, information and documentation services; and 
publications of many kinds. 
This chapter is concerned mainly with categories (a) to (d), Because 
these broad categories are defined in detail in different ways at different 
centers, it is not possible to be completely confident in over-viewing all 
activities in the system as a whole, but data have been assembled to show as 
complete a.pictura as possible, 
9.2,3 Origfna of participants 
The centers host,partleipants 3n formal courses from countries in all 
parts of the world. This category of training includes the largest number of 
people, and has served more than’l$lOOO individuals over the years indicated 
in Table 9.1. The largest number have come from countries in Africa, with 
Asian countries providing the second largest number. It Is clear that the 
I 
Table 9.1 Number of individuals from different regions participating 
in group courses held by CGIAR centers:/ 
Center ’ Years 
Sub- 
Saharan 
Africa 
Number of participants from 
- Average 
Middle East Latfn Industrial no* per 
North Africa Asia America Countries yr recently 
CIAT 
CIWT 
CIP 
IWCB 
ICA 
ICWISAT 
IITA 
ILCA 
ILRAD 
IRRI 
ISNAR 
WARDA 
1968-84 3 
1966-84 307 
1 978-83b/ 415 
1973-82- .%3 
1978-83 1 
1974-82 355 
1990-83 1905 
199 5-83 153 
1972-82’1 339 
1962-82- 68 
1981-83 307 
1973-84 1081 
a 52 984 ’ 0 
258 410 558 3% 
209 772 448 6 
39 246 62 26 
244 22 0 2 
4 202 13 7 
S 74 44 51 
0 0 0 0 
0 32 7 63 
7 1678 15 12 
11 97 121 0 
0 0 0 0 
90 
130 
540 
130 
40 
90 
500 
110 f- i 
2s ‘: 
240 
180 
120 
TOTAL 4957 779 3585 2252 198 2195 
Source: Data suppplied by centers .,.to TACO . 
a-9 UPS%% does not run -group courses. 
L/ &&a include -participants Xttendfqg c.ti+es 'eoqdwzred ' by CIP -,r'+glonal staff in, 3'2 
comEr%;ee o 
c/ Data $nelude 45 -g,ersbne who were de&ree,..candiatesret poet-dostoral f$lcys. ., 
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centers tend to draw participanta from the .regti in which they are located, 
but that most also draw sume participants frtm other mgions. ‘IRRFakI fI2-R 
has been conducting cour8ea ova a long period and hence have large totals. 
Relatively few participants are nationals of industrial countries. 
CIAT,CZXXMYTI XFBh, IRRIafldlW?DAallbavetrained cwerlOOOpa&..bb- 
I--._ 
., 
program3 of trainimg 
demand in Africa for 
course8 over the years, The mre r-y establ 
fewer insuchccurse~~ mm has one of-the largeat 
amng tha cmtefs, reflecting the 4zataapUa~g .43troiqg 
the teclhplfcal gypa of training that can be efficiently 
provided in group courses. 
~deesnotnmfo~coursesaird,indeea,”””””””””””””””“““““.~a 
designated training program. Rather, the approach,taken In seeking to enhance 
professional skif%s in food .policy analysis in this center with iti kdest 
nmber of staff, is to develop close and sustaimd collaborative arrangemnts 
with local and regional reseakh organizations; Recent.em@es .of+mch 
intense interactions are its relationships with TamU Nadu Agriclnlturti 
University and the Bangladesh Institute of Devel&xmt Studies. 
CIP h88 the largest nurdxx of parti+intx~in group training inkcent 
yeacar but this xwnber.ie not ccanp1etel.y canparable with those shown for the 
other centers because it includes z&l of CD’s regional training .participant& 
This is the principal categorf of .grcup training by CD an& by 19Sv gmap 
training will no longer be provided at’CD b@quartets. 
The total nmber of participants -red for degree-related training 
Is mch smaller than tb nunber attending group course8 or individuali2ed 
5 
programs a$ the centers* but at over 1400 is nonetheless a slgnifioant 
oontributhon (Table 9.2) o While disaggregatad data are not available fmm all 
oenters, data for three show that 58 percent of participants were studying for 
master’s degraes and 42 peroent for PhD degrees, Thusr i oonservative 
estimate fs that the system haa helped In the edu~at.hm of over 500 PhD 
holders from the devegloping oountries, The distribution of partiaipawts 
aoross centers and regions shows that the largest group is from Asian 
countries and the seoond la~est’from Sub-Saharan Afrfoa, 
Among the oenters, fRI3.I has been most aotive in sponsoring students for 
,-- 
‘.. 
degrea work, followed by ETA. Roth of these.oenters have arrangements to 
send scholars to universities loaated obbose to their headquarters, Most other 
centers are more’distant from universftfes and have sponsored a higher 
proportion of scholars for degree work in-the industirlal. world, A proportlon 
of degree-related soholars are nationais of industrial countrfes, These 
scholars and their sponsors oontlnue to be active in pressing mmters’for 
develop their own expertise and national eapabilbty in agrioultural develop 
ment, inoludlng expanding their uapaolty to provide staff for the oenters. ! ‘b.: 
“Degre~relateCpartiaipants are, in, most aebbs, assoaiated with oenters 
:$n.order to use thir researoh'faoilities and to rmeive guidanoe from 
srzhoil.ars among the oenter staff who are imersad in reseamh proble!m of 
current refevance to developing oou~tries, Ckmter staff am thereby maoh 
closer to such problems than are 
universities and are more intimately 
developing oountry professors. 
pmfeasws from industpfal oountry 
lnvolvad in reseamh than are many 
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Table 9.2 Number of individuals from different .regions conducting research 
at CCIAR centers that was used toward advanced degree requirements, “/ 
Sub- 
Saharan 
Number of participants from 
Average 
Middle East Latin Industrial noeb per 
.enter Pears Africa North Africa Asia America Countries yr recently 
IAT 
IMK%=T 
IP 
BPGR 
CARDA 
CR&SAT 
r-4 
Ldtll 
RRI 
ARDA 
TOTAL 
1968-84 9 0 
1966-82 19 18 
1978-83 0 4 
1973-82 13 12 
1978-83 0 13 
1974-82 20 0 
1970-83 172 0 
1975-85=/ 28 0 
197%82=/ ' 28 0 
1962-82- 10 0 
1973-84 47 0 
346 47 
4 130 58 as 
9 26 20 5 
5 67 3 10 
20 5 ..4 IO 
.2 0 -5 10 
~711 4 .21 30 
7 2 81 65 
0 0 0 15 
0 0 5 15 
492 13 30 150 
0 0 0 20 
610 24'7 227 '3% 
/ In most centers, master’s -and PhB scholars are included 
/ Number in residence at the center during a year. Each participant typically takes 1 to 3 
years to complete research activities at the center. 
/ Total number at both levels for all regions is allocated as they were distributed in 
1983. 
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Ibout 3500 people 
individualized training 
centers shown have sow 
of pa.rticm iRcludes 
from developing countries have participated in 
program at the centers (Table 9.3) L) All of the nine 
facilit)P for individualized training. This category 
different kirk% Of a&mgemnts Under which 
researchers gait-i same eagnsure to the cmters. Toud.st~ viaftgrs are 
t~211dti from these data, evem tbse with s&ntAfie inter- wb spend a day 
or a week at a eer. Thesexxuaber~thehundreda~yearataeveral 
centers, The data in Table 9,3 arq intended to reflect those whose visits are 
ispcmsord by the center and who work on a progrpm smctianed by the center. 
It is, however, rather difficult to define this~%ategory clearly, (T-Y- : 1 
%MAoctoral training activities are not 
according to dz$a gathered in the course of the 
largest number but the mivity has also been ixportant at CIMQT, IITA and 
1m. IEFFU does not, strictly spea&ing, amider iqpoinimmts shown here 
rals ,@t rather as sesearch collaborators. The 1Ngest nunbe~ Qf 
pxt+oczto~al pakkipants have cafe from Asian comtriesb with quite a few 
frcxn industrial countries and a substantial. mm&r from Africa. 
:9b3 General Ass- 
Though pqale trained at centers usually iepresent a small proportfcm of 
a.l.1 profeasimal workers in agriculture in mst auntrfes, tky are 
praised am3 evidently have wreciated atkrmtea. The countries wi& for 
xmre trafning by the centers (section 5.4), though the types Of traMrig that 
they desire tend to change as developmt proceeds. Indeed, the training 
%jffered* by centers does change over the years. It is con~eq~~tly difficult 
6a 
Table 9.3 Number.of persons from different regions participating in individual research 
training-programs at CCIAR centers 
Center Years 
Sub- 
Saharan 
. Africa 
Number of participants from 
Average 
Middle East Latin Industrial no. per 
North Africa Asia America countries yr recewtly 
CIAT 1968-84 
c1m 1966-82 
CIP 1978-83 
lm?m 1973-82 
ICARDA 1978-83 
T=‘~SAT 1974-82 
.I 1979-84 
i - * A 1970-83 
ILCA 1975-83 
LRRP 1962-82 
25 
176 
16 
2 
: 
0 
212 
44 
28 
1 
211 
5 
5 
48 
5 
0 
1 
0 
6 
35 
350 
35 
16 
; 
0 
17 
0 
405 
1265 73 135 
409 52 70 
135 9 50 
5 6 5 
0 4 10 
2 0 15 
0 0 5 
6 17 25 
0 21 30 
14 25 100 
TOTAL 507 282 868 1836 207 445 
Table 9.4 Number of persons,from different regions participating in post-doctoral programs 
at CGIAR centers 
‘er Years 
Number of participants from 
Sub- Average 
Saharan Middle East Latin Industrial nom per 
Africa . North Africa Asia America countries yr recently 
‘.- 
XATa/ 
zrtii 
I CKISAT 
LCARDA 
1 ITA 
LLCA 
IRRI 
GPRIb/ 
TLRADE/ 
TOTAL 106 7 282 77 210 110 
1969-83 0 
1966-82 3 
1974-82 9 
1978-83 0 
1970-83 33 
1975-83 2 
1962-82 2 
1975-83 14 
1972-82 36 
0 
6 
0 
11 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 37 9 . 15 
13 18 48 15 
32 9 2% 20 
0 0 10 5 
17 2 23 10 
0 0 4 5 
169 5 41 20 
51 6 0 10 
0 0 64 10 
=/ Total is 38, allocated in proportion to CIATOs overall geographical distribution of 
trainees. 
y/ Research collaborators at the professional level. 
:/ Total number is 100, distributed across regions in proportion to the 1983 distribution0 
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for each nation to coordinate its responses to the offersof training thatA% 
receives from the different centers with which it cooperates. There is 
considerable demand for more higher degree tralningc which is costly. 
In a number of countries. the scientific standards of the centers are so 
far ahead of those of the national agricultural knowledge system and 
Institutionso that it is difficult for the countries to derive fUP benefit 
from the work of the eenters, In other oountriese only the degree trainbplg 
possibilities are pemeived to be of real value, 
‘Training at the centers has clearly strengthened agricultural research 
and the agricultural knowledge systems in many nations, and has played its 
part in the increases in output that many of them have realized. This is 
especially true where research Is initiated on a coaxnodlty for the first times 
asfor example cassava and potato in many countries or where a country ’ 
undertakes rapid expansion of a research ‘area (gee FeatureI, 
In most casaso the centers se3ect~particfpants who have$‘beenl nominated 
by governments or other employers in response to invitations from the centers. 
This two-stage process helps to maintain standards. &me degree-related - 
participants are proposed by donors. 
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In the early 1970s Bangladesh was known by some observers as the 
agricultural Rbasket case” of the world* Massive food aid shipments were 
keeping the country afloat. Since then food aid has been halved9 other 
eereals imports have been reduced by 25 peroent and production of wheat@ a new 
crop9 has increased sharply. Situated on the threshold of the tropical 
worlds’ wheat region9 for a long time it was believed that wheat could not 
grow on a large scale in Bangladesh. But the events of 1965 to 1980 changed 
that perception: the area of wheat increased from less than dOI to over 
42S9000 ha and 
Training, with 
this success. 
production increased-to over 1.0 million tons (sea CR. 7). 
the assistance of CIHMYT9 was a crucial part of the reason for 
In. the middle 19603 after the first. introduction of semi-dwarf wheat@ 
senior CIMMYT staff reviewed wheat research and production in Bangladesh and 
recortnnended many changes including: (a) replenishment of seed stocks by 
importing varieties like Mexfpak 6g9 and Super X from Egypt, (b) increased 
wheat prices9 (~1 appointment of a technical coordinator for the crop9 
(d) expansion of training9 (e) initial concentration on selection rather than 
breeding, (f1 additional research staff for off-station trials, and (g) 
development of seed certification, A tralning.program for Bangladesh 
researchers was established with funding from the Ford Foundation, which 
periodically also reviewed the progress in wheat production. 
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Between 1968 and 1973, five Bangladeshi reaeaxchers were trained at 
Cm in the crop improvement areas. of plant breeding o pathology and 
product ioa. In the next five years B an additional eleven persons were 
trained, seven in crop improvemeat. It was agred that, with the support from 
the Pord Foundation, CIHMT would train agronmists aud farm managers for 
Bangladeshhs agricultural research rysten besides subject matter specialists 
in wheat extenai.Qn agmmOmy, and a tstal of 17 persons were erarind in 
experiment station management and 19 in production agronarty between 1968 and 
1984. 
f-- 
The expanded vheat research program started in May 1975. By this time 
the breeders, production agronanists and pathologist trained at C%MKYT were 
wrking in a team. A 1979 visit of CIMMXT researchers expressed concern over 
‘._ ._ 
the fact that there was much greater dependence on a single variety, namely 
gonalika than was really safe for the country. Selection for material more 
resistant to leaf rust was reccmmended and the ~ltidiscipfinary team 
necessary to implement this and. other recommendations was able to undertake 
the wrk. 
A propoeal for the establishment of a wheat research center under the 
Bangladesh Agricultural Research Institute (BARI) was made in 1980. Xn all, 
-38 technical offisekr and’ 34 office and field assistants were provided, boo h 
the pro jest o A resident advisor from CfMKfT toas also requestai. Inform1 
L._ 
training provided through frequent vlitr, consultationa, and review of wheat 
work0 supplemented the wbeat ecientirtrs own initiatives and efforts. 
Cbservatione made by CIHMXT scientists, Ford Foundation staff and others, 
high$ight the intimate rapport which existed between Bangladeshi scientists 
and their advisors. 
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According to former participants o the stgengths of CPMHTT’s training 
include the team spirit, the collegial atmosphere, emphasis on learning by 
doing and the professioaal, values imparted indirectly by the behwior of 
senior scieutiats-cum-trainers. This is not to belittle the contribution of 
substantive skilf-building in various disciplines e 
The veaknessess on the other hand g include the repetitive nature ‘of 
experiments, incomplete coverage of the crop cycle and the ‘lack of theoretical 
rigor in the curriculum. The need for relating training content to the 
specific problems and retmarces of developing coua+ies was also voiced by 
many part ic ipauts m There was a feeling that the analytical skills were given 
less importance than technical skills. A recently returned participant from 
&fMYT mentioued that s while at CUMTT, he did everything with his ovn hands 
whereas on return, he would start ordering others around. Short team 
training at CIMMYT also had the drawback of disqualifying the participants 
from going for a longer term of training abroad. Despite these limitations, 
some of the people who underwent training in the initial period shoved 
remarkable commitment to vheat research. 
I 
Examples vere given by participants of how they had utilized their 
skills aft,er coming back0 It ier to the .cr&it of the wheat research cent.er at 
EAR1 that,. in general, it is oae of the most cohesive groups having an 
exceptionally cordial-work atmosphere. Among sme 49 roeanhere trainees, 
the vheat research program has lost only about 18 percent. The econa&s and 
farming eystans areae have been left relatively under-coverd, although a 1978 
review recommended several activities that uould have helped in this .area, 
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The CIMMTT-CIDA program provided, for traidag of four Bpa6bp scientists a 
year o The trainees in farm management course8 were generally from the 
Bangladeqh Agficultural Development Corporation (DADC) which played an 
extraordinarily vital role iu seed multiplication and distribution. An 
innovative feature of the seed distribution program of BADC ie a project k 
which farmers select a particular variety of their choice and are given a 
kilogram of seed in the pre-sowing period. The Federal BepubPic of Gemany 
has been helping B&DC through providing small machines that improve the 
quality of eeed processing. But dttributiou points need to be spend in acre 
areas. Equitable aud efficient sed distribution, particularly on credit ,, is /- ,’ 
required for small-scale farmers e 
Coordination within BADC with regard to crop-orient-d program may need 
to be reviewed and etrengthened. There, has also not been much effort to 
provide the potentially valuable links between the ,&eat research program of 
India and Bangladesh o CIMMTT could posribly try to facilitate more 
sooperation. 
In any research program, mobility of officials forma an important 
ingredient of learning a8 well as management. In the past, the reimbursement 
oftravel texpensee took ar long ‘aa oue ‘year. At euch junstur eq , aundry 
advances .from CIDA/CIHKTT staff .proved .extrenely effective in overcoming 
bottlenecka with regard to the :-travel of wheat scieutfrts. 
The revard mrystean needed considerable etrengtheuiug and improvement, It 
is creditable that, while the wheat program received epecial awards in the 
earlier years from the government and from private voluntary organizations, 
Xhene,vete,.oot many,. staf f. members who had: been given accelerate! incr,ement+ 
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This is one area which coutiuues to require attention by both BARI vanagememt 
and the public service authorities. 
A National Wheat Research Center vas establishd in 1982 and is eov on 
its way to becoming a self-contained rwearcb nucleus focused on the site 
a’lloted for the purpose. about tea years ago ,iu N.W, Bangladesh.. Tbe*role of 
wheat in the food basket of the next cent&y in the,country will be shsped 
from here, 
Leadership is an important requirement in order that any research 
program take off. In Bangladesh, CI@KT training played a crucial role in 
developing that leadership An the vheat program. The:man..identified as the 
leader of the wheat program vas considered “too young” by the provotion 
committee in 1974 and was successfully promote3 to principal scientific : _ 
officer only after Dr. Borlaug.of CIXHZT.avare of his .potential, wrote t,o the 
Secretary of Agriculture. The frequent visits, range of skills in vhich 
training was offer.ed .and .team spir,it engenderd by the training .program have 
been important in helping Bangladesh build an effective vheat research team. 
RNDPEaR116LE 
-._.. 
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One consequence of the selection process has .been tbe small proportion 
of female particpants in center training and fellowship progrms. Altbougb 
there are many fastors influenciug the situation, not all of than lie beyond 
tbe centers. themseRves. While it has not been possible to detewsiue the exact 
pePcentage for each center, the eight percesat female trainees out of the total 
mmber participating iu TILE progrmss between 1962 and f9Sl would 
sees typical., The centerso in strict tenma, have bees eugaged primsrily 4x1 
the development, of manpower rather .tban -buman rwoaces per se0 
Some participants, initially in the transition to the ner and different 
environmeut of a center, find it difficult aud startling, but tbwe reactions 
are soon overcome. The principal continuing difficulties are those of 
language. English is perbaps the principal language of agricultural science 
intersatioually and it is of most of the centew, but increasingly, centke . 
aPe either providing-some training inr other languages or providing suse 
languag:e tra$nipg nto ‘:participants *ho wo~jc& .other languages. 
By their own reports and those to whom they report in national organi- 
z&ions, the effects on the participants of training at the centers are 
profound 0 The training experience iacresses knowledge and skills, employment . 
of inteflectuil and.:physidal labor, siotivation, determination, -ppupose and 
‘i- - 
sonf idence. Continuing oontact with the cister- aftezwards offsets isolatioa 
and helps”participauts to feel that they .;aPe valued_,citireus of the 
professiona% world. 
The subsequent careers of participants suggest that, through thwe 
effects, most are a0fe to serve rwearch and development in their nations more 
effectively, even .thougb many+-are promoted out of active r:esearcLand..raree 
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move to comnodities and disciplines different from those ia which they wepe 
trained at a center. 
Centers undertake training to advance their cooperative programp to 
build national capability in research,and other sectors of national 
agricultural knowledge systems, and to identify suitable candidates for their 
own staff and those of other advanced institutions. 
k.. 
Each center has links in training with many countries.(up t&&3 
countries in some eases) and each of the countries contacted in the TAC 
training study has links with an average of about seven centers, which 
approach it separately, even if they are offering training in similar fields. 
This can lead to difficulties; for.example,, ih studies of.fmning systems 
research methods, The centers.are aware of these problems and have taken 
steps to lessen them. One~reoent concrete action was ah agreement by all 
CGIAR centers operating farming systems training activities in Africa to keep 
one another informed of their respeotive courses and to carry out joint 
activities wherever possible. 
\ .-.: 
Since the centers cannot met all the perceived needs of the nations for 
training on topics in which they,have comparative advantage@ they promote %n- 
countryn training, While. these have.. some c-advantages B they also tend to dilute 
the benefits of being imersed ih the..-atmosphere ofan international center, 
which is available only-.at the center itself, 
Centers simply cannot meet all expectations in respect of opportunities 
for thesis research for higher degrees - in which they have outstanding 
15 
cCiPnparati3e advantage. To do smre in this d&e&ion they will need more 
staff, more accomodation ‘and more -money. 
6 9.4 Advantages of Center Training , 
Since centers (unlike most other kinds of training institutions, 
including universities) are able to see their training participants as ‘future 
-continuing cooperators in research and disseminations they do all they can to 
keep in touch.with and to support them0 and,so increase the return on their 
investment of funds and effort in trainingo Qne center has set up a formal 
association of alumni; all send 
former participants as they can 
center for workshops or to help 
f’- 
much of their published material to as many ‘< ::
reach. Participants may be invited back to a 
in training others. These contadts are often 
very valuable to the former participants, not only for the information they 
convey but also because they imply continuing reoognition and support. This 
helps to offset the sense of professional isolation, and the risk?of 
obsolescence..that is so gEeat in the ,small and fragmented. agricultural 
knowledge communities of many developing oountriesI particularly where foreign 
exchange for books, journals and travel is scarce. The annual report of a 
center may be one of the ‘more important sources of information that a 
participant has. Indeed, this continuing contact and support may be one of 
the significant .reasons why the participants have become a distinct and 
leading group in so many countries, 
The leaders of national systems value training at the centers for a wide 
range of reasons , some of which were also given by participants themselves. 
Of course, most countries wish for all the. training they can get, particularly 
if the costs can be met from external sources, but cost is probably not the 
i.‘ 
L._. 
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primary consideration. It is not always easy for a hard-pressed service to 
release staff for training, even if there are no external costs, or to 
guarantee participants jobs when they return. 
Training by the centers has certain unique characteristics. It provides 
a continuing link, through fonaer participants, with the centers and their 
work, and thus with the continuing advances of agricultural science generally. 
It improves the quality and performance of the participants, except in those 
rare cases where people may have been trained beyond the capacity of their 
nations’ to use their training. In these ways training by the centers has 
improved national agricultural research capabilities in many developing 
countries. .It haszalso had:effeots~on.development, which are now considered. 
Some nations.have used training at the centers to strengthen the>links 
between the different parts of the national agricultural knowledge system. 
When Indonesia began to cooperate with IRRI, research workers, extension 
leaders and district.managers..were sent.to IRRI together. Before, they had 
not known or cooperated with each other, “They returned from IRRI hand in 
hand i n Evidently, the authorities felt a need for research-related training 
in other areas of the agricultural knowledge system besides in research 
itself. Moreover,~this soon led to win+ountryw rice productionand 
improvement courses in “fndonesia, assisted ‘-by IRRI. The output ‘*of rice 
(supported by,appropriate a&ions outside the domain of knowledge) began -to 
increase; and it seems’that the unit costof the‘output decreased. Indonesia 
is today self-sufficient in rice. 
The former partieipants encountered in the case studies were generally 
impressive individuals. Of course, they are a highly selected group, but it 
CH 9:8P2%/85 
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became clear that the effects of training on most participants are profound. 
Many of the participants explained that the experience had changed them as 
people as well as professionals. They spoke not only of advances in knowledge 
and technical skills, but also of dedication tc both intelleotual and physical 
work, motivationa determination, purpose and confidence. Many, particularly 
those who had attended production courses; had beccme trainers themselves, and 
had organized such courses in their own countries, 
These assessments of the effects of training at a center were 
consistently confirmed by supervisors in most of the nations - often using 
virtually identical language. A few, while recognizing these general effects, 
suggested that work at a center could accustom people to techniques and 
equipment that could not be used or were not available when they returned 
home, but such remarks were sometimes colored by experiences with students who 
had followed higher-degree courses in universities in industrial countries. 
In the broader perspective, the relative exclusion of-women professionals from 
participation in center training and* in turn, from emerging agricultural 
knowledge systems can have only a deleterious effect, perhaps especially 
though not solely where women’s participation in food faming and marketing 
are highest. 
The center participants include many leaders in agricultural science and 
development, clearly differer& in many countries9 from the majority of 
professional workers in those fields. Of coursa, many developing countries 
have produced distinguished leaders in other ways but, even in those casesI 
the CGIAR participants significantly add to their human resources for 
agricultural science and development. 
..: /_ 
i .., 
\.< 
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Many reasons were givenfor these effeots (section 5,4). One ofthe 
most general was that much of the experience was practical, particularly in 
production and breeding courses. To work with a crop in the field.from sowing 
to post-harvest operations, or to learn a specialized technique in the field 
or laboratory, turns theoretical knowledge9 acquired from reading and 
listening (from “the study of agricultural science as a branch of literatures 
as one senior obsemer remarked) into practical ewetenae and understanding. 
Such an experience provides a basis for genuine confidence; and it makes for 
far more effective research workers, Few research workers seem able to do 
/- -, 
effective research on a crop unless they also know how to grow it themselves. 
9.5 Changes in Types of Training 
Given the data at hand it is not possible to quantify all the trends 
that have occurred over time in the training offered by the centers but 
geveral are evident, One is the trend toward a lower proportion of training 
in production courses in favor of a higher proportion of training in reseamh 
methods. A second is the trend toward a greater proportion of total training ‘. 
..- activities outside the headquarters of the center, or so called “in country” 
-_, 
training. 
Figure 9,1 shows the-increases that have occurredin number of.in- 
country training participants.of.just one center over the past.several;,years. 
This kind of training with cooperation .between national programs~and .the 
centers is, of courses essential and must clearly be encouraged~ until a 
I nation’s agricultural knowledge system is strong enough to wage training for 
itself. Indeed, it nust be an objective of the centers to hasten the day when 
in-country training becomes in-country business. But fn-country training uust 
CH 9:8n3/85 
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often dilute some of the special effects of training at a center that were 
considered above, The “call systen (by which trainers from a center respond 
.to a call from a country to visit training participants at critical stages of 
the crop cycle) and the systematic training of trainers to create d-tic 
capacity are means of offsetting this potential loss. Some centers support 
in-country training by bringing the in-country trainers to headquarters from 
time to time as visiting scientists or as 
country trainers with senior professional 
/I-‘- ‘.  The contributions of the centers to degree-related training have been 
trainers0 AU 
staff 0 
support the in- 
. . . 
modest, but the centers are potentially able to offer unique opportunities for 
advanced training, on topics important for developing countriesI and in 
appropriate environments, and the graduate student participants have made 
valuable contributions to centers’ programs. The centers are held back from 
doing more in this area by lack of finds and by the constrafned.senior staff 
time required to provide adequate supervisionc particularly when theses have 
to be written. 
_ .-. .’ j
They cannot fairly relinquish their tasks to their university partners, 
unless these partners are .involved in the supervision of the work as practical 
collaborators dn~:the xienters. But for many academicsr and for .some centersP 
this route offers:diffk~u%ties. In-some centers, many of the scientific staff 
-are dedicated to their research responsibilAties, and not all of them see.the 
supervision of higher degree.oandidates as.8 natural extension of these tasks, 
This is a question of attitudes, from the senior management down, and it is 
unlikely to be resolved solely by including academic supervisory tasks as part 
of the contractual responsibilities of center scientists, If the centers are 
to provide more d~egree-related training, ,as some believe they should, 
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additional posts, additional accommodatiom and additional funds will be 
needed. In some cases it may be useful to appoint experienced academics0 
where possible from the cooperating universitiesp as sabbatical workers whose 
duties include academic supervisions and some appointments have indeed had 
this character in the past. Post-doctoral researchers may also assume part of 
the task, as they do at ILRAD. The centers are not universities9 but they 
need some characteristics of university institutions if higher degree work is 
to be increased. 
In many developing countries 
higher education, but few of these 
contribution of the centers. Some 
there are substantial plans to support 
plans take account of the possible 
of the funds to be applied come from 
/- 
sources earmarked for bilateral technical cooperation in education and 
training, rather than from sources intended for multilateral support for 
agricultural research. It should be possible to resolve this emerging problem 
- particularly ,if the--mcipiemt countries themselves insist that the centers 
be used--for higher degree training in appropriate oases, . 
9.6 Coda 
G* 3he’CGIAR. system recognizes the need for developing countries to improve 
,’ their own capacities to conduct research and is engaged in many different 
,efforts to improve that capacity. 
* More than seventeen thousand people have been trained at the centers, 
* Former participants in training provide some of the most important channels 
of comunication betwen the centers. and the national-progmms~ 
\ 
. e 
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* The direct costs of 
consume about eight 
training and conferences .to enhance human capital 
percent of the core budgets. 
in their formal courses. 
training, reflecting the 
*The 
----; 900 
.._ the 
system has helped 
master @s holders, 
and WARM all have trained over 1000 participants 
II!!% has one of the largest programs for such 
ctontiauring strong demand for tech&xl training. 
the education of about 500 
knt not all senior scientific 
supervision of higher degree candidates as part 
PhD holders and about 
staff of centers see 
of their 
responsibilities. 
* About 3500 people from developing countries have participated in 
individualized training progtanrs at the .centers. 
La,. 
* People trained at centers are gekally wariUly praised by their supervisor 
and evidently have speciiil value to their camtries. .T!be countries wish 
for mre training by the centers though the types of training they desire 
tend to change as development proceeds, There is considerable demand for 
mre higher degree traintig. 
* Training at the centers.has clearly strerqtbened agricultural research and 
the agricultural knowledge system in manynations, and has played its part 
in the increases in outplt that many of them have helped to realize, 
c6 9 t %/2%/85 
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* The training experience increecZee~“knowledge and ~~killa, employment of 
intellectual and physical labor, motivation, detemuiaation, purpose aud 
confidence. 
* The relative exclueiora of women ptofeseionalt3 frem participation in cent- 
training and B in. turn, from emerging agri~ultural..knowledge mystem can 
have only a deleterious effect, perhq$ especially though not solely where 
womanPa ,participation in food ~farmirqg and marketing are high-t., 
* Since the centers cannot meet all the perceived needa, they promote “in- 
country” training O 
* Centers cannot meet all expectations for thesie reeeanh for higher 
degrees m To do more in this diration they will need mxe staff, more 
aecommodatioa and more money. 
* Countries value trraining at tbe,,.centexs for a wide sauge of rea$one. 
Training by the gmter~ bar certain unique charrrcteristies, It provide8 a 
continuing link, through former participants, vith the centem and their 
vork a It improves the performance of the participants and the quality of 
tbeir work O 
* ‘There isr a trend toward a ~-lower proportion of training in production 
COUP’I~S in favor of a higher proportion of training in raea= methodr. 
There ib) also a trend toward a greater proportion of tot&l trai.niag 
activities outride the headquarters of the &enter, so called “in countryw 
training. 
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10 l!ATIONAL WESBBEtCB CAPAWlT 
10.1 Introductioa 
The growth of national agricultural research spetena and international 
reeearch centers is a mutually reinforcing procetis. The international center& 
were built on scientific knowledge generata3 by national ey~tepe in industrial 
and developing countries o They arsembled gemplanm colleetiom from national 
programs and others, and systematically built networks upon them, becoming 
etronger as the national program which participated in them produced better 
materials. They hired research staff from universities and national program 
of industrial and developing countries a The national program, in turn, have 
gained much from the centem. .Thie is to the benefit of the centers, the 
farmers and others. International centers cannot have much *act on farming 
unless there are researchers to do ‘adaptive work at the national level and 
exteueion workers to exchange ideas with the .fanaem, The national system 
develop technology for farmem using materiala supplied in part through the 
. 
international network8 s together with centers’ and others *, methods and ideas. 
Without the capacity to adapt technical components to local conditions, there 
would be severe constraints to using center-developed t=hnology because it 
would fit relatively few situations well. 
The aggregate growth of national zeeearch eyetens over the.past quarter 
century has been rapid, but mne important activities caanot .raadily be 
carried out by tmne national iustitutione , and many national programa still 
have important weakneseee. It ie in some of .theee arem that the 
international centers-have played, and will continue to play, an important 
role. The international testing and movement of gemplasm can be handled more 
. 
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effectively by an international organization than a national reseamh program. 
Establishing and supporting international networks of research workers is 
another type of activity that may often be done best by an international 
center. Many developi.sg countries seemingly are still not investing 
sufficiently in agricultural research. Some system lack sufficient human 
resources to carry out effective research programs and endure institutional 
inefficiencies that 7prevent them from making go& use of uvailab%e resources., 
There are three principal wags by which the international agricul.tural 
research centers can influence national research capacity. First, is by the 
education of policy makers and the public at large on the productivity and the 
i 
importance of research, including studies of the retu&s to resean:h and the 
benefits generated by research in other countries. Secoui are projects to 
build national research institutions. These include special projects sue+ as 
IRRI’s long-term work in assisting in the development of the Bangladesh Rice 
Research Institute; and.C%P*s work to assist PBECODEPA in Central Ameri.sa,:~:as 
well as most of the work of ISH4W. Third are the rqukr eervigest which the 
centers provide to the national system, including collaborative research, 
training, storage and distribution of gemplasm, reseaxh methods, the 
findings of basic research, bibliographic services, publications, conferences 
and*eo on* 
All the eent.ers .have couxaittsd substantial resources to assieting in the 
dwe%opment of natfmial research institutions, both is dir-et and indirg:t 
ways. The need for such development was considered to be so important that, 
in 1980, the CGTAR established 1SW.B. Ita constitution states that ISIUR’s 
“ultimate goal is to enable developing countries to plan, organize, manage and 
execute research more effectively.” This chapter,is devoted to discussing the 
CH 10: 8/21/85 
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contribution of the CGIAR syst.gm to building national rwearch capacity, but 
-many of the support semices of the centers that are discussed in other 
chapters are not repeated here. 
The impacts on the national research Bystsms fall into three major . 
categories : (a) impact on aggrqate national budgets for reseaxeh: (bj impact 
on the allocation of research rwourew by c-dity, project and discipline: 
and (c) impact on the organization of the institutions for research and 
t ethnology transf era The latter category includes .Buch things as changes in 
instkutional structure, improved rwearch planning and management, new 
research methods, and improved linkages among rwearch, education and 
extension institutions, both domestically and abroad. 
10.2 Financing National Research 
The existence of the CCTAR has affected the level of finance available 
for national agricultural-researsh by its demonstration effect as well as-by 
,its effect on the expectations of national decision makes. -The publicity 
surrounding the green revolution raised the expektations of decision makers in 
’ ._. many developing countries about the potsntial benefits from agricultural 
research (chapter 3) o Economic analyew .of the eonsequences of ngY 
t echno.logy , including impacts on income distiibution .and nutrition, helped to 
quantify the returns to rwearch and to generate support for national 
agricultural research. Collaboration with the centers rained the produpivity 
of research and helped governments to see that there could be high returns to 
research in the future. The publicity and productivity effects not only 
inf luedced national research systens, but also helped to persuad,e foreign 
donors that agricultural research was a productive investment* 
CR 10: 8/21/85 
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Some observers have taken an opposite position - suggesting that a 
rational national program would neglect domestie rwearsb capacity by “free- 
riding n on the centers8 espesially when there is one located within the 
boundary o There have also been suggestions that the international centers 
attranct’ed financial xwources from donors that may otherwike h-e been 
invested directly in the national systsmo. 
Evidence Collected in the SOuRtry ease BtrPdieB geRerafly Buppodis the 
former view,* Scientists who were active in Asian national research systems in 
,F-- 
: 
the 1960s say that the green revolution convinced many national leaders that 
research could really accomplish something significant. The Ford Foundation 
representative in Pakistan planted CIMMTT varieties on the field6 of President 
Ayub and several of his top advisors. The yields on those fields assisted in 
bringing home to the government that wheat rweash would be a.good invesf- 
ment (t Senior officials in Bangladesh (then East Pakistan) travelled on an 
%RRI-t~poneozed tour of the Philippinw and Yapan that effectively demonstratd 
the potential of IR8 and similar varieties, and of agricultural rweanh more 
generally. 
.‘“The Rockefeller ;and Ford Foundations have loq been concerned with, world 
food problems , and they took strong leads in supporting agricultural rwearch 
addrwsad to their solution. USAH) startd to support agricultural rweamh 
in the late 19606, partly in rwponse to public ,concerns about the food 
crises of Asia. The early successes of the c@atexs clearly influenced USUDBs 
decision to iRVeSt in national research. Over the past three decades, several 
donors responded to the food crises in various parts of the developing world 
CR 10: 8/21/85 
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with, inter alia, additional sUpport for rwearch, The performance of the 
food production sectorB of Asia has clearly justified that support a 
AS yet, there has been much less evidence of research benefit in 
Africa, where the investments were made later and the base of commodity- 
specific knowledge was generally lower but a as shown in chapter 3 there BRS 
been significant growth in domestic eyetens, IXTA became involved in root 
.-- ., 
crops improvement in Cameroon in 1977.. This involvement has led to a greater 
appreciation on -the part of govemment of the value of rwearsh ad 
development and has resulted in about a five-fold increase in government . 
expenditure on root crops improved between 1978 and 1984. The Cameroon 
National Root Crop Improvement Program has been strengthened to the point that 
it .iB nOW Belf-B~U~~l%.~ e 
Data on ‘the stability-of funding of reseash in national systems are 
even more sparse than they are for recent levels of funding. An interesting 
~hypoth~esis that -coUld’.be addrwsed at sme data-,richer stage is that stsbility 
of :fun&ing f0.r the.-centers -has positively influenced stsbifit,y.of funding in 
.-. 
national research systems. Authorities from the developing countries have 
observed in this study that erratic funding haa produced national research 
that is perfunctory, half-hearted and replete with half-complete5 and 
abandoned p.ro jects , and may have Beenmore damaging to,rwearch productivity 
thau the inadeqUacy of the general ..level of sfunding o 
6 
10.3 Besearsh Priorities 
IO.3 .l Commodity 
A key issue for any research systm is the allocation of research 
resources between different commodities e disciplines, institutiogbs and 
projects. Allocation between different cossmdities has rsseived much 
attention by analysts generally and, within the CGTAR, by TAC in particular, 
The centers were in part a rwponse to a perception that too little rwearch 
was being done on food productioa and consumption. Their activities have, it 
BeBpB, indeed induced more national rwearsh on the key food crop8 (see 
section lo,9 below) m I 
The inducement effect is clearest where countexpart rweamh programs 
did not exist prior to center involvement. -For ertample, mby .couatries had no 
organized researsh pxogram on cassava of other root and tuber crops until they 
came into contact with IfTA and CTAT. A total of 23 national root and tuber 
crops improvement programs have been developed in -Africa since 1971, 
stimulated by IITA”s work on cassavaS yams, sweet potato-, and coe@yama 
. 
Table 10.1 shows some aspects of CTAT’s participation in a number of new 
cassava res earth programs. Only India had a national cassava rweanh program 
before the centersC programs were established. Wheat rweanh programs in the 
Philippines, Thailand and Burma have been analogously stimlatsd by CIIMMpII~s 
tropical- wheat: rwearch. 
Collaboration has led to increases in ,the siee of existing programs in 
‘many countries 0 Tahle 10.2 show that, in Baqladesh, rice rwearch 
investment was considerably smaller than that for jute rwearch during the 
early 19606. By the 19706, Bangladesh policy makers were investing much mere’ 
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Table 10.1 Some links between national cassava research activities and CIAT 
‘_ Receiving 
genetic CIAT lines ViBitS by 
CIA% material released CIAT staff 
trainees from CIATE/ or grown since 1977 
Thailand 
Indonesia 
Ph~lfppines 
Malaysia 
China 
India 
Brazil 
Paraguay 
Bolivia ,r- 
j Peru 
Ecuador 
Colombia 
Venezuela 
Panama 
Costa Rica 
Mexico 
Haiti 
Dominican Republic 
Cuba 
Guyana 
24 
12 
11 
14 
0 
5 
94 i 
3 
5 
10 
12 
86 
14 
7 
9 
31 
4 
20 
12 
4 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
,S 
S 
‘S 
No 
S 
No 
E 
No, M 
NP 
SM 
No 
No 
S 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yea 
No 
No 
NO 
Umknown 
No 
No 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Unktiown 
'Yes 
No 
18 
8 
18 
10 
2 
11 
34 
6 
6. 
7 
18 
NA 
2 
6 
:: 
6 
17 
14 
-1 
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in rice research, and a fW donors eaabled the country to obtain the foreign 
exchange needed to build its capacity for rice rwearcb. 
The analysis of commodity rwearch expenditures for 25 developing 
countries described in section 10.9 below B~OWB that, during the 19708, there 
was a strong positive ‘association of national commdity research expenditurw 
with research expanditurw on the same sontmdities by the centers o That is, 
aational research investments increased more rapidly for cossmdities being 
researched by CG'UR centers than for 'ken-center" commdities. 
Young nationall systems oftea rwpond strorqgly to the activities of the 
centers, rapidly building research capasity in a particular area, perhaps 
leaving behind their capacity itk other crops or ecologiw. For exsssple, 
Sgria’s. research expanded about three-fold between 1978, when it handled 144 
0 projects, and 1984 when it ‘had 343 projects (El==Akhrass 1985, pJ8) e Research 
on field crops corrwpondiq to ICARDA~s activities made up .about 42. percent 
of the projects .z&J9’(@, while by 1984 hmxde up 73 pesk%t& 
But with development, national priorities are reassertd. The 
experience of Bangladesh again is instructive. As aotd , Bangladesh greatly 
expanded its r.ise research activities between 1965 and 1980. During .the...late 
1.9706, nstioual authorities and donors became aware that t~hnofogical 
development for other crops wan falling behind, and a major effort was made to 
strengthen another inetitution , the Bang lades8 Agricultural Research 
‘i ., .._. 
Institute, vith reeponsibilitier for research on o&bar major food crop@, 
Expenditures on other food crops far exceeded those on rice by 1980 (Table * 
%0.2) l It could be argued that IBBI’e influence initially “dieforted” the 
uatipnal prioritieein this case. Alternatively, however, thel.argument:-can be 
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Table 10.2 Allocati’o? of agrfcudtural research expenditures in Bangladesh 
(Tk M current) 
Crop/ 1950-a 1 96ha 
Institution 1960 1965 1967 1974 1979 1980 
R&X .2 .3 1 7 28 40 
Oeher food crops, 02 02 noac 12 77 129 
Jute s2 05 2 2 10 11 
Tea 6 noae noao .2 6 5 
4.. . /.;, 
Sugarcane n.a. 01 .1 4.5 10 14 
BARC 0 0 0 nba* 5 11 
Livestock noa* .6 .3 2.8 n.a. neam 
z/ Annual average0 
Source : Pray and Ahmed (1984Jo 
8 
m&de that tile eucceoefulPy fun&ttin~ rice rMiear%h inrtitute wu a gltmng 
sehulue for the eetabliehment of, the negded national iapacity fox teaeazcb OB 8 
other crops o 
lome cases have been citd aa lcs of eeneem wsrowdhg out” local 
r ee e~rch . In pore icubr b couutrier that host centeb face particular 
challenges iu detemiuiug appropriate domertic institutional reeponma o IlUI 
reaearcb appears to have been a partial subrtitute for aatioml rios x+eoeaseh 
iu the Philippines, in tbat invcrtment in rice reeeatkh would probably have 
increaeed more rapidly in the l brence of &I. The Philippine Council of ,/--- 
Agricultura% aud Bestircer Research Aud Development (PUgPI had, uutil --... 
RXAntfy, decided Bbt Pi.Ce WAI A pP&Pity II CPOP Ati, AI BUdi, AlbCAtd it 
fabler relourcee than for priority I cropr ruch ~8 PILLike* The Pnivcreity of 
the Philippines Inotitute for Plant Breading, the major iurtitueion for crop 
improvemeglt, until receutly undertook no rice reaQ&Arcb~ end the Puiveraity”6 
Department of Agronomy hrr done Only A_%ittle. The eupreased view of .t.he 
leadership .of the Philippine Yinia.t;$y- of Agqisulture .im that virtually ~$1 .eb 
tba tic@ rerpeareh thAt im Pequird iS AvAi%ab%A &?m fpa=, %eti 
Philippine rice breederr work for IITA and PBIU, The net effect ia a rice 
brecdiug program at the Univerrfty of the Plailippiaw thrt ie probably weaker 
than it WAB in 1970, but the premeace of m prori.dw A totd rice researsh 
effort apg%icable to’ the”Phi.lipp%nw- much l~rgat, than: it ps0d.d be in itA 
abeener, 
Rice +eo@arch ia Colombia hu been eitd ae aaothez ~x~npla of eeaxsm 
mplACi!ig nAtiOnA p+ogrmM (Trigo, PiaiCro, end 8AbAtO 19833). The evidence 
here ir not 80 clear, however. The rhare of crop rwrareh reaourcer goh to 
rice increared from five percent in 1964 to nine percent iu 1969, and 
\. .-_ 
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renained constant at that level to 1983. There Appeam to have been a 
substantial shift in reSeAPCb priorities in recent yeare from irrigated 
lowland rice to upland rice. There is also evidence that the quality of sane 
of tbe rice research program may have declined due to the departure of the 
most experienced rice breeders to the c&term. 
The pull -of research resources toward food crops which the ceatexs have ’ 
stimulated sesm generally to be a movement toward a more efficient allocati;on 
of resources, especially because food crops were so neglect& by colonial 
p,. .', governments o Some of the sr.ecific commodity program instituted with center 
'.. stimulation have attracted comment because they absorb significant reseatch 
resources on commodities which make up A small share of the value of output o 
For example, Table IO.3 shows the increase iu researchers on potatoes in -the 
. PRRCODEPA countries e The tropical wheat research progrsms in the Philippines 
and Thailand, and the maize research program in Bangladesh are other examples; 
Clearly, there are cases where the centers have effectively ,encouraged 
countries to increase their research on food crops. It is useful’to rsme&iber, 
bowever, that there are a number of large national research systems and 8-e 
: .L..: .’ small ones in which research by the centeta has apparently had very little 
effect on research priorities. For example, in Brazil there hss been a 
gradual shift of resources toward export crops. OR belance, the degree of 
induced distortion, for the developing countries AS a whole, has probably been 
worth whatever negstive. effects it might have Bsd because df the stissalatioln 
it hAS given t0 entire nAtiOnA SyStmS. 
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Table 10.3 Personnel of national potato program& 
before PRECODEPA and at present 
Country 
1977/78 ' 1983184 
Full PAPt Total Full Part Total 
Mexico 2 2 4 8 .%O 18 
Guatemala 2 2 4 1% 20 31 
Honduras 1 1 3 8 1.1 
COStA MCA 1 1 6 3- 9 
Panama 1 1 2 4 5 9 
Dominican Republic 2 2 12 5 1s 
-T--5- -E -z-z= Ti =-5x 
._ 
Note: AI1 salaries are financed entirely from the respective national 
budgets. 
Source: CIP (1984) 
18.3.2 Research priorities within cosumdity programs 
The examples of the centers and their specif t successes have‘inf luenced 
the structure and -goals of many national commdity programs, ease in 
relatively subtle ways, others more overtly, Even before IRRI was 
established, some rice research programs of Asia bad absorbed the lessons from 
Japan, Taiwan, and Korea that fertilizer-responsive varieties could raise 
yields. .Under the auspices of the FAO, they startd the Yapouica-Indica 
crossing program in 1954, with the aim of developing varieties responsive to 
fertilizer. The production of semi.-&ssrf rice varieties -such as Ilk8 bhiftsd 
/- nAtiona researchers fl attention away from Japoaica?Indica cros8es during the 
-_ 1960s. The semi-dvarfs were tested under higher fertility levels end 
fertilizer responsiveness was adopted by some breeders AS A breeding 
objective. Indian authorities report that there was A .shift of resources from 
unirrigated to irrigated rice research. After IRRI started to screeu 
nurseries without insecticide protection, many national progrsms followed 
suit. The national rice research program in the Philippines also started to 
breed semi-dwarf’varieties for irrigated conditions, but soon decided to’let 
IRRI ‘work on lowland irrigated rice while it concentrate! on upland rice. 
l 
. 
. . .._ CIMYT’s emphasis on breeding maize varieties rather than hybrids had a 
significant impact on msny XW$iAe reSeAtcb programs in I&tin /UsePiCA and Asia. 
For example, the Burmese maiee~bresders bad concentratei unsucoessful1y on 
hybrids until they started workin& with CIMMPT. Now they are direct+ their 
breeding efforts almost entirely to the production,of composites rather-thAn 
. 
hybrids e 
In other cases there were major changes in many parts of the research 
program. Research on potatoes in BarrglAdeSh changed drssmtically. Insted -of 
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seleeti~ only from the-best-yielding Dutch varieties, the progrsm StAfled' 
selecting from the collection of locsll varieties And tropical varieties from 
CIP . Completely new researeb programs , including difdused light storage, tme 
potato seed and a clean seed production program. were also added,, 
10.3.3 Solving famers’ problems 
Perhaps the most important impact of the ceutezs on reseaxb priorities 
bee been the orientation of researchers toward solving farmers d problems - 
Oft~th%S under the banner of farming systess reseamh (See cbepter 161. 
This shift of research efforts is probably impossible to qua&ifyl but 
national research and administrative people who have worked with the systen 
over a lengthy period persistmtly’point to this as one of the most important 
contributions of the centers. The researchers in the centem provide 
prestigious role models for national research workers which may often be for 
the good. The centersprovide reinforcement And rewards for prsctical work by 
their national partners in the form of attesdance at conferences and 
publications of the,desults of rpp%ied research, The training programs ‘at .the 
centers also stress applied research in the field. To quote the then bed of 
EMBRAPA: in the past “most of the reseaffh in Brazil . . . was not oriented to 
the fanners’ problems . . .This [the idea of working on fawers e problems I, in u~y 
opinion, is much more important than the cultivars becAuse.o.you are teaching 
us how to ‘fish inst-ead of-,giving us the.*fi.sh.” (Alves 1984, pm &23) 0 
;The Nile Valley project of Egypt and Sudan in which ‘KAPPA is sentralfy 
involved is a good example of encouraging nafiouaf scientists to work on 
farmers” problems in farmers* fields. This effort, aimed at testing 
technology to insreaie yields of faba beans on fame@' fields, has provided 
an opportunity for research workers from the two countries to COIWAUCZ field 
CH 10: 8/21/85 , 
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research under farmers’ COnditiOUSs t0 hteP?Et With eSCh otber And with 
international scientists. 
The fact tbat centers have such little direct contsct with extension 
services means that any desirable influences on reseolkh systems are not 
readily replicated in extension or in the linkages between research and 
extension systems which, in mAny countries (8d especially in AfricA), remain 
~~XWOUE And ineffeCtUAl, 
10.4 Znstitutional Structure 
The centers have been encouraging national research organizations to use 
their model of interdisciplinary tesms working on the prsctical problems of 
farmers since they were established, 8Ud have hAd considerable success in 
popularizing the model. However, the time and effort they devote3 dirsctly to 
institution building WAS judged to be insufficient for building national 
research programs at the necessary rate, and PSNU was established to focus 
specifically on that need o Thus,, the centers have had informal AS well AS 
more formal influences on the institutional structure of national progrsms. 
. . . . . 
10.4.1 The centers as models 
A number of nation81 iustitutioas hme used the structure of the centers 
in designing their own activities. EMBUPA, the Brazilian agricultural 
research corporation, estAblished A series of commodity institutes organized 
in multidiseiplin8ry tesms AS the basic structure for its new U8tiOml 
agricultural research system. Thia structure was Adopted on the basis of what 
Brazilian scientist had read About the center8 and seen in visits to then. 
Bangladesb And Indonesia have built rice research institutes modeled on IREI 
CH 10: 8/21/85 
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with tbe Assistance of XRRI personnel stationd in the countries. ICTA in 
Guatanal.8 was organized follo&ng tbe farming systsms research model developed 
by CXMMYT and .others o In tbe cAse of several crops wbere little bad 
prepiously been done - such As cassavA And potatoes in many countries, - the 
centers helped bring scattered researchers together into st=ctured 
iutermction for the. first time, 
IXTA has influenced considerably the organfzrstion and’nran8g~ment of 
agricultural research in AfricA. The multidisciplin8ry Approach of IOTA has 
been adopted in many nmtioeal research progr8ms in Africa, particularly those 
in Cameroon and IVigeria o Farming eyetens reseamzh is, ia Bigaria, mn 
innovation which took its roots from the IOTA Farming Systems Program. This 
has inf luencsd the organiA8tion of reseorcb. in all the national agricultural 
research institutes (Okoro and OnuohA, 1985, p.75). aud as well, biigeribm 
research institutes now org8nize regular in-house rAviewsa 
In addition to countries which copied entire commodity research pro- 
grams, many have imitated parts of cosumdity programs. bn example of this is 
the Indonesian Genetic Evaluation AUd Utilization progrrmr (GEU) that was 
established in 1975. ft was formed in response to the ned to coordinate rice 
breeding-aact.ivities ‘in-order to:r,espoxl better to outbreske of brown 
p 1Anthopper B It--took both the;osme and the institution8l~structure of IRR.T.“s 
GEU. grogrem m 
Pa contrast to the organisation of A single commdity reseaxb program, 
ISNAE WAS set up to b@%p improve the working of national Peeearth systsms As A 
whole. ISUAR Assists countries in the identification of needed changes and in 
‘promoting .tbe-needed changes .by providing. neces.eary informAtion for decision 
:. 
‘I 
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making, pointing to opportunities n helping to design alternatives, and helping 
to lower the costs of institutional chsnge by facilitating donor support of 
the process of ,;change. 
ISNAR has recommended institutional end organizational change in 12 out 
of the 18 countries where its review and planning missions have been 
completed. Since it has tried to meet the specific nes$s of those countries, 
the proposals suggested have varied widely, New organisations bwe been pro- 
posed to improve cqntrol over resources and program mattem, to facilitate 
more effective management of available resources; and to .ipBrove interortions 
,- ._. 
with policy-making bodies in the Dominican Republic, Costa Rica, Kenya, fvory 
Coast, Guyana and Papua New Guinea. 18NU advised Sri hmka and &tlawi that 
they could improve their resource allocation and program coordination through 
the creation of research councils-or their equivalent. tidagascar and Rwanda 
were advised, that they.could generate improved relations with client groups 
and increased accountability of research activities through new governance 
mechAnism8 for edSting h3titUtiO~se Changed internal orgaairations to 
improve management possibilities And -the more effec,tive use of resources 
constituted the core of proposals in Piji and Horocco, and have been part of 
the broader institutional recommendations in the Dominicen Republic, RWUL~A 
.._ _ 
An'd &dAgASCAt. Reduction in the number of stations and rationalization of 
research etation networks barn been proposed AS A way of improving the use .of 
available resources And.tbe AffActiQeUASS Of rASt!APch AffOrtS ie &bdAgASar, 
Fiji, Western Samoa, Rwanda, and Moroc’co. 
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Feature: The Dominican Repebfic qeriemm 
The experience of the Dominican Republic is’ an example of ISlUR’s 
eusceesful assietanec to a syetm iu the process of institutional change. 
ESNAR involvement in the Dominican Republic rtafted in 1982 when the Secretary 
of Agriculture invited ISNAB to organize a miasioa to review the govenmient 
research.:systt. A’team of six people vieitad the Dominican Republic in early 
1884. They worked with a team of local countezparts to’ develop a proposal to 
create a uew semi-autonomous agricultural rmearch institute iu place of the 
research organizations that were under the Hiuistry of Agriculture at the 
time. This new institution would have the power to promote people ou the 
/--- 
_. basic of merit, and the flexibility to use its budget for effective, high- 
priority pro jectre. This would increase the productivity of the eyetam by 
increasing the motivation of research staff aud providing the more productive 
research workers .with more reaourceso 
I 
The next step was to develop a pfopoeal that wag acceptable to met 
interested parties in the agricultural eector. Three areaa of action were 
invo Iv ed : first, the proposal had to be accepted by the research system and 
the’,gecretary -of Agriculture ; second, becauee‘of the high rate of turnover in 
top level.8 of the research eystem, a process of infomation sharing was 
require& to obtaiu the commitmeet of the newcomers: f iually.# a$ diacuerion 
progressoed o nev interest groups such as universities, extension organitations 
and donor ageucie8 bad to be involved. These twke were carried out by the 
focal working group, with ISEAR participation through periodic vieits to 
provide advice on epecific iesuee. Bs the decision to implement the uew 
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institution seemed @mnineut, PSNAR, at the request of the Secretary of 
.Agriculture, placed a pexmanent coaerultant in the country to work full time 
with the working group. 
The last step was to couvince the legislature (a) that research was .a 
valid part of the solution to the food problem facing the couatry and (b) 
that the creation of the new organization wax8 the appropriate means of 
achieving an effective research orgauizatioa. Two iuatrumentr were used to 
work with the legislature. The working group and other officials from the 
Ministry of Agriculture contacted lawmakers on an individual basic to brief 
them on the nature and objectives of the new research institute. The second 
instrument was a national workehop to discuss the pros and corm of the 
:init.iative to createthe new..inetitute. The participants included the 
ggricultural committees .of the Rouse of Representatives and the Senate, the 
present and several past heads .of research and extension and other influential 
I 
people connected with the agricultural sector. The workshop relied heavily .on 
case studies construc,ted 80 a8 to highlight the problem of the present 
etructure of agricultural research and the reasons why the new organization 
should be more effective. ISlUR helped to organize the workshop and provided 
materials in the form of case studies, and members of the original missiono 
participated ar reb)ource, person8 o 
The workshop proved to be highly macces@ful. The result :wa$ the tacit 
support of the .agricultural committees of both the House and Senate,..and-an 
agreement to the modifications that should be made in the proposal eent by the 
President to Congreee O 
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Implementation of the above-proporalr haa followed a different pattern 
in each ca8ee Implementation ie proceeding with full IS&R participation in 
several countries: e,g *, the Dominican Republic, Kenya, Piji, Madagascar, and 
Rwanda D iIn others the propoeale have been accepted and are being implementd 
essentially through local initiative with little or no involvement on the part 
of ISNAR: Papua New Guinea, Weetern Samoa, and Guyana. Pinally, there are one 
or two where no significant action is taking place, for esanple, Coeta Rica, 
The extent of implementation is in part due to the timing of the original 
missions and in part due to the particular characteristics of the political 
and adminietrative processes of the countriesl involved. 
10.4.2 Inetitut.ione for ~germplaem work 
The IBPGR’s basic function is-to promote and coordinate.an-Antexnational 
’ network of genetic resource centers to further the collection, coneewat2on, 
documentation, evaluation and u8e of plant geqlaem and'.to increase the 
diversity of germplara available to plant tbre&era (chapter 8.2) B .%BPGR haa 
been responsible for the development of new national genetic conservation 
programs in about 50 countries- and the development of national genetic 
resources committees in 25 countries. It baa assisted national programa to 
develop.their getmplaem collection through grants for collection of materiala 
and for storage facilities, training in the collection, characteriaation and 
preeervation of genetic xmterialr , conference8 on the latwt method8 of 
/r= 
1. 
‘.L. 
preeeroing germplasm B and data banks on gewpksm availability. Tht 
assistance hae been channeled to national institutions and haa served to 
etrengthen their capacitiee to carry out such work. 
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10.5 Research Planning and Management 
10.5.1 ISNAB 
The objective of ISN4R”s management training activities is to strergthen 
the managerial capabilities of agricultural reseaxh officials. More than 130 
individuals, most fromAfrica, have participated in research management 
training programs D PSK4R has also undertaken in-depth surveys of management 
training needs in Cameroon, Sudan and Zimbabwe and will use the results of 
those surveys to develop a better focus for training and case studies for 
further courses D 
In response to prob leme that came up in many of its country rewiews , 
I 
ISRAR has devoted considerable attention to developing professional - 
organization and training plans for several national research programa. ISNAR 
worked in Kenya with the National Council of Science and,‘Technology and the 
Ministry of Agriculture b to identify the characteristics of current human 
resources in agricultural research. This analysis led to a national staff 
development plan for agricultural research and to a plan to strengthen the 
Faculty of Agriculture at the University of Hairobi. The Sexvice has 
cooperated with the Kenyan authorities in the fonuulation of both plans. 
ISXU has provided staff inputs in Thailand to an interagency commission 
investigating conditions of service for personnel ,in the Department of 
Agriculture o The task of this commission is to recommend procedural changes 
that will encourage larger numbers of Department personnel’to serve at 
research centers outside Bangkok o On the basis of fhe ISNAR work, the 
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commission- has-moved&o exploze fwiBU!d xmxLaitment~..BtenddB &md new career 
paths for Department personnel o 
ISNAR has semingly been cautious in collecting or making data available 
for’ discussion in relation to strengthening national research and extension 
institutions~ capacity to reach and seme women farmers. In a number of 
countries with which ISlU has been working, women are major food producers in 
their own right (e.g. p Kenya and Papua New Guinea) or few a significant 
proportion of agricultural research and extension personnel (eogog Thailand), 
Both cases may pose -special. problem of human capital enhancement and require 
attention in proposals for structural reorganization and planning reform. 
(5 
‘. 
10.532 ILCA’e role in providing data processring 
One of ILCb’s more important products to date has be- the analytical 
services that it provides to national agencies which have large data bases- on 
animal production, but lack the human skills or computers to appraise such 
data. National researchers analgae the data at XILCA &th the assistance of 
ILCA ~-s.taff 0 The XWUftB of these &3QaffBW allownational agencies to make 
informed decisions about the continuation, enlargenent or reorientation of 
their livestock development progrsme. The results have also been ueed to 
assist in the preparation of livestock projects funded by major donors and 
lenders Tsuch as. the WoPld Bank., 
:.The need for this kind of information is clear: livestock numbers, 
f,’ 
F 
“‘-I 
yields and, a fortiori, manag-ent gr06tieel B in traditional herds are usually 
shrouded in even denser veils of ignorance (and, worse, of self-confident 
assertion) than apply to smallholder crops data. Improvement upon the scandal 
of agricultural and food statistics in most of Sub-Saharaa Africa is.8 
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necessary, and inexpensive, precondition for significant policy improvement 
and therefore for agricultural research design.,.” (Lipton 1984, p.30) o 
10.5.3 On-farm trials and research priorities 
On-farm research programs have been promoted by the centers and others 
and are ‘being used by national researchers as an input into the research 
planning process. One of these systsms is used at IOTA in Guataala where on- 
,--’ I 
farm research dominates the whole,research system., Farming eyeteas research 
is viewed favorably in Panama, and in several E, African countries where it 
has had considerable impact in influencing research styles and orientation 
(chapter 16). There are also examples of much less formal types of 
interaction between farmers, plant breeders and social science staff, helping 
to set new priorities. One example relates to the work of CIPMT staff in N. 
India. The Pantnsgar University maize research progrsm integratd farmer 
surveys and on-farm trials into its work. This led to revision of the 
extension. recommendations on pesticide and fertilizer applications. The 
blanket’ recommendation that farmers spray thiodan to prevent stm borers was 
withdrawn and the recommendation for N, P, and K was reduced- from 80:60:40 
kg/ha to 8O:O:O kg/ha. Research priorities were changed considerably. 
Research was increased on appropriate plant populations, and on leaf spot. 
More use was made of local germplasmo Concentrated research activity was 
shifted from Pantnagar, which was atypical of the major msiee growing regions, 
to Bulandshalkur in the ,middle of the U,P. corn belt (Biggs 1983) 0 
The survey of yields of deep water rice by personnel of the Bangladesh 
Rice Research Institute Economics, Farming Systens and Deep Water Rice 
programs provides a further example. They found that the actual yields of 
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many farmers were higher than the goals set for the fnstitute ?a current 
breeding program, am-l 80 redef imd the, yield targets upvardo 
10.5.4 Experiment statiou mnagemeret 
Cm”s otstioa managers Bave worked vith people responsible for 
experiment station .m&agament in more than 25 national programs. Eight years 
agop CIMKTT introduced a formal training program offering practitioners an’ 
opportunity to share some of its experience, Technique8 evolved from this 
&rk are now being applied in Ecuador, Tanzania8 Pakistan, Turkey, Thailand 
and the Philippines. r- .’ 
10.6 Research Methods 
The centers,heve played ‘an important rdle..in enhanckg research methods 
in developing countries e Many of the methods were innwated at the centers 
but many others were first developed eleevhere and spread by the centers 
through their traiuing programs aud outpost& staff, Among the large number 
of tbese methods now in use in developing countries, same representative 
examples are presented. 
One of Gtbe’mo-at importantnev research>approaches which centers ihave 
developed..and po&.arired is. the whigh volume crossing approach” - .the 
procedure of making;, a large-uumber of.,croeees. and exposing then to heavy 
prestsure from relevant pests and diseases0 Heretofore the standard plant 
breeding approach featured a feue earefully chosen crosses which were grown 
under protected, experiment station conditions. lpow the many-croesw-ad- 
heavy-pressure approach has become the convention for most mall grains 
programs. arouud the,,vorld o 
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The t echniquea that centers have developed to screen lines for disease 
and peats resistance are among the moat commnly mentioned new taubniquea ti 
the country case studieap Hoat of the centexa have developed au& techniquea. 
ICBISAT’a technique to acreeu pearl millet for downy mildew, ergot an& sane in 
tbe same geueration is one aueh example, Centem have alao developed PW wayr 
to multiply eriating peata in order to put heavy aelection pxearure ou cerogr, 
For example B t echniquea for the maaa product ion of dovny mildev inoculm vere 
developed by the Philippine and Thai national programa with CIMMTT 
,,a-. 
collaboration o Techniquea for inducing heavy pest.preaaure are* of course, 
used only vhere a particular peat already exists in an ecology. Having 
cooperatiug reaearchera in different ecologies permit8 evaluation of reactions 
to pests that do not exist in the home ‘ecology of a reaearchero 
The centers have alao developed important laboratory procadurea for 
testing grain quality. CIIOSTT methods for ,testing the milling and baking 
qualities of wheat have been spread to maay countries through the training 
programs. Almost all of the milling and baking laboratories’ in Latin Amerisa, 
for example, have some C-trained staff. 
Laboratory and other methods for analyzing aoila and plants hme been 
developed at IITA, and knowledge of these has been impart& to researchers 
through annual training courses jointly organized by IITA and .the University 
of Guelph, Canada, The methods have been compiled into munualr that are 
currently uaed in laboratories in 46 Sub-Saharan countries aa well am in 
Brazil, Peru, Belize, Indonesia, Sri Lanka, Papua N&v Guinea, ‘Thailand, 
Halaye ia, India, Hawaii, and Canada. Similarly, method and inatnrmentation 
for the assessment of’ soil erosion and physical degradation of tropical roils 
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have beeu developed and are now being used iu Braril, Ghana, Nigeria, Peru, 
and Tanmaia m IITA has also .dmeloped methods for acreenieg herbicider that 
have been adopted in laboratories in 22 African countries. 
lo,7 Profeaaioua~ Iuteraction sbud Servicee’ from the Centem 
In addition to the~rctfvities,dts~rrad above tkmt inprove the 
efficiency of particular reaemch 6yatms on occasion, the eentem provide 
professional iuteroctions and regulmr rerviser thet increme the productivity 
of uationaf rerearch ay6tenbe Some of theaa service8 involve comnunisation 
. 
linke betvee!n reaeoreberr from diffegant countrieeo Confereucer rponaored by, 
‘the center6 on important -topica are l mean6 for rweanhen to keep current in 
their field, to goin recognition and prwtige, md to exeherrge idaas with 
co 1 leaguer e The international gemplamm networks provide national, bredem 
with the beat variatiea from mound the world. Center’ publications provide 
both a source of mw infomatiee,. mathodr mad ideu, mm we%1 am 1 place for 
the “problem-oriented’ rueereh wrkaxt to pubIAmb end gain twtigni~ion - as 
contrarted to publication in the more “lrrxnd” journafr. 
Network- l rrangwrntr rrmciatd with the ceatem hrnre been mentiond 
at reveral plum. olrwdg. afrr mo8t eomwn dorm are tlmgenetie meted&e 
testing networks diacuraed iu chapten 6 aud 2, Any ruerxsher in a network 
cm. auggast,~meter~~le- to be Paeluded. Hwrmeheza %e the netwgk partieiprte 
to the exteut that orsh individual feela ia beat. 
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PBATtJRB: PRBCODBPA; A MTIOE6UY-Brm RRGIOBAL -ITT m= 
Programa .Regioual Cooperative de Papa (PREODEPA) , was formed in 1998 
and now includes all nine of the Spanish-speaking countries of the Central 
America-Caribbean region. What especially distinguishes PRPCODEZPA is its 
structure and functiou as a co.llaboration between equals, of which the 
interuatioual ceuter is only one, It is a wmechauiam rather than an ,/ - : 
‘.. institution” , composed of national programs and CIP. It does not interpose 
another institutional layer. 
National potato programs make some commitment of resources. in order to 
belong to PRECODRPA. Each national program sends tvo representatives to- the 
Permanent Regional Committee - the national coordinator of potato research 
and the country.8 director of agricultural reseaah. The committee agrees on 
projects of regiona,l, interest ,and .ap,poiats a Coord$nator and .tw sther 
representatives who form the Executive Committee which is in charge of 
‘.._ executing projects and arranging for their periodic external review. CIP 
provides specialist assistance and training upon request. A problem is 
considered to be of regional interest if ,at least tvo countries .agree it .ie .a 
factor limiting production or per. capita conaaraption of potatoes:The regional 
committee assigns priorities to problems by consensus, divides research 
’ responsibilities among its members accordiug to intereet and comparative 
advantage, and decides on training and workshop needs and participants. 
The mambers fund their ovn national -staffs and projects. Under a five- 
. 
year .agreement, the Swiss Development Corporation funds the regional component 
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rof the operating budget dravn up by tbe Committee: travel, .training and atme 
uon-peraonnel %ooling up” costs. This funding .has averaged around $250,000 a 
year D . 
Seven of the nine projects eatabliahe8 in 1978 still continue, with 
several others since added. Projects originally executd in the respective 
leader countries have spread to others as local expertise hss developed. For 
example, Honduras has become a partner with Guatemala ixk the development of 
rustic storage. #exico and Costa Rica, originally raaponaible for seed 
production, have been joined by Cuba (a new member in 1983) o Other pro jests 
and leader8 include nanatode control (Panam8>, fte blight resistance 
(piaico), tuber moth control (Cuat+ak 8nd -Costa Rica) s dewfopment of 
potatoes for warm humid tropics (Cuba) s and a ragiOu81 sociog:onQmic project 
(Guat&la). 
:.PRRCODEPA was ret up to build rrational research. capabilities and to 
-t8ke advautage of the poasibi%itiea of ragional apeciilization and -horieoat&l 
transfer, by encouraging nation81 initiatives in setting programs and 
priorities, and working with international researchers a This offsets any 
tendency to create 8 penunent dependence on the internation centers and the 
.reaentment against -pat ernaliam that it may errgender,kand helps to overcome 
bottlenecks in moving nev technology into production. 
According to &nuel Vilkreal, Coordinator of Y@miso’a IRational POt8tO 
Program and past PRRCODEPA Coordinator, ‘@the basic philosophy underlying 
PRECODEPA ia that countries with strong resource limitations and similar 
8groecologie8l, socioeconomic , and cultural conditions can advantageously 
divide among themselves the task of developing technical solutions of 
f 
/- 
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productivity bottlenecks in food crops s ,and .ahare research results.” (ISIPBEL 
1981) 0 The Central America-Caribbean region largely fulfils theae conditiona 
with respect to potato production, a minor .crop iu thie area* Such 
apeci8lia8tion and horizontal treeafer eaa afao use iutemation81 center 
reaourcea to better advantage, since the center ouly needs to interzt with 
the region81 specialist(a) for a given,,problem ratber th8n at lover levels 
with each relevant national program, 
PRECODEeA has promotad both nation81 inatitutioa.building and ragioreal 
apecializat’ion and exchange. There have been sharp increases, acme would say 
excessively so, in potato research and extension staff in member countries, 
entirely fiuanced from national budgets, and the greater stability of 
persounel in the potato program thaa iu beans .and msfze progrcrms o -the tare 
principal food crops of the region. 
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There are a number of other netvorks focused on specific research 
prob leme (Table 10.4). Eramplea include the r-ion81 research netvorks for 
potatoes that are fuuctioning in the Andean countries, iu Central Africa, in 
Central America and the Caribbean (see Feature on PREODEPA) aad iu South 
Asia* in which CUP has been instrumental, A netvork on soil fertility and 
fertibi&r evaluagieu on rice is coordinated by IRRI, as ia the Asian Farming 
Sys t -a Netwrk Q IBPCR coordinates 8n exteuaive netvork of genetic collection 
work by joiut program planning and a common rweazch core. 
Typically, participanta in these networks meet once or twice a. year to 
discuss reaulta and modify ongoing work. Leaderahip rotatea 8mo9g the 
part ic ipanta, sometimes being provided by an elected steering committee. A 
center frequently provides funds for network activities and acmetimes also for 
research but, more often, the main research funds come from national ,aourcea 
or donors. Other centers achieve aomevbat similar effects -through regional 
programs. For -ample, CIXHTT hes siz regional maize progrsana, five regional 
wheat progr8me , and three additional region81 progrblsur in econamica. These 
undertake many of the same activities as those of netvorka elaevhere, 
One advantage of a research network compared to individual research _ 
activities ..is that experiensea at various locations can partially substitute 
,for variation over time at a single .losation and thereby speed the research 
process o This is effective vheu the erperiencea in similar locations within 
&be. -networks are comparable ., ft is a particular advantage of sm8ll.ragional 
aegvorksl or even emafler sollaborative projects. Cne year“8 work in three to 
five similar locations may possibly substitute for three to five yeara vork in 
one location, at Beast for reactions to weather and other factors that vary 
over time. 
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Table 10.4 Some in&national agricultural research 
networks with center participation 
Network 
Center 
ptiicfpant/ 
coordinator Region 
Year 
Countries started 
Proyecto Adino Cooperativeo de 
Investigation en Papa 
Pmgramm Regbnal dq&&.ioration 
de la Culture de fa Pommz de 
Terre en Centtale Afrique 
-. .i 
Prograrna Region8l Cooperative 
de P8p 
South hi8 PtOgtam for POtat 
Research and Development 
PrO~apla &Oper%tiV%de 
Investigation en Papa 
Asian Farming Systems Networks 
International Network on-Sol1 
Fertility and Fertilizer 
Evaluation onRice 
CIP 
CIP. Central Afr%ca 
CIP 
CIP 
ceutral America 8 
and Ckribbeaa 
South hi8 5 
Latin Amarica 
Asia 
Asia, Africa 
4 
15 
19 
1974 
1976 
. . 
1982 
1983 
1978 
1982 
. . 
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There are other services that uational ayatsma can use on request, The 
centers provide germplasm upon request to rwearchera vho h8ve a apesific 
problem they are trying to aolve. XPJU is working in shuttle breeding 
programs with the Chinese and Korean national program8 and several others to 
provide faster multiplication of new auxteria!so faaz also usw its facilities 
to advance and rapidly aaaltiply photoperiod-aeuaitive liuw for rratiogal 
progr8ma upon request. These collaborative endernrore speed up the aelestion 
process, and alao subject linw to certain types of stress that are not 
otherwise as easily and quickly h8nd%ed. 
N.8 Some Pros and Cons o,f the Centers in Fostering Capacity 
The impact of the centers on national research capacity could be judged 
against the hypothetical rituation that voufd have obtained if there were no 
international centers. The..main impacts of the centem on national 
agricultural rw e8reh ayatiama apgear B fr& general obaewation~ to .be: 
encouragement of investment in teeear&, shifting rweazzh priorities toward 
food coaanoditiea 8nd iacreaa&ng research output through better organization, 
improved management, improved research t achuiquea , the prov&ion of gefanpfaam, 
improving internation acientif ic comuuaicat’ioa -through-d8ta base services, 
infe?2n8tion81 meetings, and publications. The poaaible:a~ative effects 
iac%Pade:2 diversion of national funde away from rweasho i.e., a substitution 
of center for national rweareh (not aupportd by the an8lyaia deasribed in 
section 10.91, capture by the centers of funds that vould otherwise have gone 
to n8tiOn81 program, and "pirating" of same of the best national scientists. 
<F-T- 
t 
‘L4 
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The intensity of center involvement varies considerably across coun- 
tries. In a number of cases researchers or liaison scientists from the 
centers work in: a research program over a period of time (Table 2.2). In such 
cases, the national program receives a full line of services - personal 
contact, joint research, training , couasunication with other scientists at 
conferences, etc o . In most countries, however, none from the centers is 
stationed in the national systsss full time, afthugh there are frequent -bits 
by staff (Table 10.S)o At the otber extreme, s-e national systsms are almost 
entirely isolated from the system. 
f-- ‘“,, 
There are some alternatives to the centers. In the past the Rockefeller 
and Ford Foundations epitomized good and successful bilateral progrsms in 
providing experts to national progrsmsr but have largely ceased this practice 
since. t,he establishment of the centers. Bilateral programs of the World Back 
with a research -emphasis also .have offered an effektive alt eznative mode of 
operation for some countries at different times. What was the International 
Agricultural Development Service (IADS) now a part of Winrdck Int.ernational, a 
creation of the Rockefeller Foundation, was organized specifically to assist 
national research institutions. There are numerous other consulting firms and 
non-governient organizations able to provide advice on managerial and 
programmatic aspects of research. The PA0 also worka in this area. gatious 
face decision problems in selecting from amorsg the various types of assistance 
offered by these diverse orgaPigation8 including the international centem D 
The primary alternative sources of new research methods for tropical 
research are the stronger developing country research programs .and industrial 
country reseat& institutions financed by foreign aid agencies. The cent em 
offer sex-vices that seen to be efficiently competitive with these 
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‘-Table lOa5 Visits 'oy staff of some centers to national programs, 1983 
Number of visits by center staff members to 
researchers and national programs 
Center Afrfea Latin 
America 
Asia North Africa 
Middle East 
CUT 19 148 13 
CIHMYT 145 291 122 
CIP ' 16 99 48 
PBPGR 24 19 16 
IPPRI 16 11 3% 
IITA 310 65 24 
ILCA 121 I II2 
PEW 24 0 2 
ISNAR 39 8 15 
IRRI 4, 7 262 
5 
$9 
16 
i 
8 
14 
,O 
4 
19 
a It erna t ivee o In the absence of the centem B it is plausible that fewer 
techniques would have been developed and s in the absence of the center 
networks, that- these techniques wuuld have spread less rapidly. Cuba provides 
an i 1 lumina t ing examp le. It has extensive ties with and is receiving 
equipment, funds and training from many countries in E. and W. Europe. 
However.s Cuban researchers interviewed in the case study were .emphatic that 
the tropical agricultural focuo of the centers uas central to domestic 
res earth advancement in Cuba o The centers are perceived to provide relevant 
technological components and research techniques not available to them from 
elsewhere. ,.. / 
‘There have always been communications between researchers, and there are 
many network8 outside the CGIAB eyeten. Besearchers communicate through 
professional organizations that hold meetings and publish journals, National 
research institutions such as the USDA and the tropical agricultural research ” 
organizations of former colonial powers support formal and informal netuorks, 
They also store and dis.tr.ibute germplasm - sane of it through ,rsgular varietal 
testing programs B Bilateral and multilateral aid donors ,aleo have provided at 
times, or continue to provide, communication through conferences and publica- 
t ions, and g ermg lasm o But each of these alternatives is partial and \ 
int,ermittent, in part because the centers now exist and have been welcomed in 
taking over some of the coordinating roles once executed by others D 
There are distinct advantages of the international centers over most of 
these other organitatioas, First, relative to international professional 
organizations, the centers have a larger set. of researchers focused on the 
problems of tropical agricultural production and the type of research they 
encourage i6 generally oriented toward the practica.1 problems of famers. 
,’ 
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Second, relative to support from national organizations, centerprovided 
funding and participation is less influenced by political considerations. 
Third, relative to tbe networks sponsored by aid donors, there is more 
stability of activities over time. Bilateral aid in particular can shift 
quickly with changing political vinds. The intematioxial center concept 
provides some paotectiom against such shifts. 
10.9 The Influence of the Centers on National Spemiing 
on Research and Extemiou and on Productivity 
.bs described in .chapter ,3, national -expenditures on xesearch sand 
extension rose impressively between 1959 and 1980. In real terms agbd in terms 
of the number of :scientists, expenditure grew in all rqio.ns. Research 
~“inteusities”, defiaed as the percentage of the value of production spent on 
research, abo rose, typically doubling;between 19,SO ad 19X), It was 
precis.ely .,dux&sg .this period that$uesearch sp&d$ng ..by the +.temational 
centers wae initiated and expanded strongly. This growth has ekendersd a 
debate about the influence of the spending by the centezs on investment by 
national program8. 
/ ,- f : 
! c, 
.Some observers have- inferred frou:the contenporaneous rise in.both;that 
the centers bave induced more national spending. Others hcwe argued that, as 
with any form of aid, center spendiug tde to displace national effort, whose 
growth would have beeu meu more marked were it not for the presence and 
growth of the centers. Support for thir view point is dram from the history 
of. particular national commodity programs iu countries hosting an 
internationa 1 c enter. Still others. argue that, while all~centem -:may-‘:loot hm;e 
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displaced national efforts, their funding by the donors came at the cost of 
reduced effort in bilateral and other forms of multilateral assistance, As a 
consequence, no net addition to research effort Bas been made. In short, the 
range of opinion that abounds spans virtually ‘every possibility. 
/- 
These issues are both important and complex, Their importance for 
providing a clearer understanding of the global role and implications of the 
centers needs no amplification. The fact that different observera can use the 
same facts to reach opposing conclusions suggests that .a number of underlying 
forces are at work; and only by’ endeavouring to.capture their influence can 
the true relationships be untangled. An attempt was made with the study to do 
this but neither the data nor the theoretical constructs are completely 
adequate for tbe task. .’ The findings that are overviewed. here must, therefore, 
be regarded as preliminary and further investigation is surely varranted. 
In order adequately to address the inf,luence of the centers, it is 
necessary to di$SggrSgSte all research expenditur.e data by commodity. 
Interest focuses as much ou the center% influence on spending on specific 
commodity research programs by national agencies as it does on overall 
L...- research spending. This is because the centers’ research, while covering all 
major food crops, by no means covers all the agricultural research interests 
of national programs, However0 very few countries can provide a breskdown of 
research expenditurw by commodity, and certainly fewer could offer this on an 
annua 1 baa is. Even where it is atteaptsd, -arbitrary allocatioas to individual 
crops of expenditures on such areas as soils, irrigation, pastureo and 
fertilizer must be made. In this analysis (reported separately in a Study 
Paper by Evenson 1985), estimates of national expenditure oa a particu’lar 
commodity vere made by allocating the reported total agricultural rwearcb 
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budget on the basis of data about ~$ublkcations obtained from the”Commonwealth 
Agricultural Bureau and an adjustment for expenditure per publication using 
. 
weights derived from a Brazilian study and applied to the other 24 countries 
in the sample. To the extent that relative costs of rweamh on various 
commodities differ or countries vary their share of research in a particular 
commodity over time, the constructed series will be in error o Furthermore, if 
spending bj tbe centers induces changes ti the share as weI.1 as tbe total 
level of research, the rwults will fail to capture this. 
Data for commodity research expenditurw by country generatd in this 
manner are summarized by region .in Table 10.6. The rwearch expenditures are 
expressed as a share of the value 6f output. Four points emerge from this 
table: (a> The rwearch intensities across commodities are very uneven,: (b) 
the research intensities for a commodity vary widely across regions; for 
example, rice research in Latin America is twice the level of rice rweard in 
Asia, (c) in almost every corsoodity, the research intensity in Africa is 
higher than other regions, (d) the share of the centem in total research 
funding varies widely, Globally, the centers@ research rsprwentsd 15 and 2% 
percent of cassava and potato rwearch, but only 4 percent of rice research. 
This suggests that either the centers are over investing in roots and tubers 
relative to cereal research or that national programs are underfunding roots 
and. tubers and, the centers are compensating partially for this, or that the 
marginal return -on center research in roots and tubers is significantly higher 
than in cereals, .Only by formulating and testing such bypothwes will a 
clearer understand’ of the ce9aterse role emerge. 
It is not possible to;include all countries in this analysis as data for 
many of the variables used were not available , and so only 25 countries are 
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Table 10.6 Research spending by national and International programs: 
Average 1972-79 for 25 developing countries (percent) _I 
Commodity 
Wheat 
Rfce 
Maize 
Cassava 
Beans 
Pototoes 
Groundnuts 
Beef 
National research expenditures Spending by centers 
as a share of as a share of total 
value of output research 
expenditures 
A.fricaa Asia’ tatinC 
1.30 0.32 1.04 4 
1,05 0,21 0.41 7 
0.44 0.21 Oe18 11 
0.09 0,06 00 19 15 
1065 0,08 0060 11 
0021 oe19 0*43 2% 
0057 00 1% 0,60 -2 
IL,82 0.65 0.67 2 
,--. 
s 
a Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria, Sudan, Tanzania, Tunisia, Uganda, Egypt* 
b Sri Lanka, India, Taiwan, Pakistan, Indonesia, Thailand, Philippines 
‘Korea, Malaysia, Turkey 
c Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, Peru, Venezuela 
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included; eight in Africa, ten in Asia and seven in Latin America. Together, 
tbe8e 25 countries produce over 90 percat of the total value of agricultural 
,production in the developing countries excluding China. 
For the analysie of the influence ‘of the centers on national spending8 
two sets of data were conetructed, The firat iuvofvea ohrervations for two 
periods, 1972-75 and %976-W, for the 25 eountrier O For thi8 rat, ‘data 08 
various measures of foreign aseietance vere available enabling the iaf%ueats 
of foreign aid on domestic @pending t’o be considerti. The sestmd set $Lm. 
annual obeervatioua from 6962 to 1982 but includes only a limited number of 
var iab lea . In both eets, observations are for a country, a commodity aud a 
._ 
year. Tvelve cwdities vere analyzed; ten from the centers’ portfolio8 
(rice, ‘i&eat, maize, sorghum, millet, caasava, beans, potatoes, sveet potatoes 
and groundnuts), together with soybeans and sugar. The approach taken ua~ to 
i 
.specify a set of variables that vere expect& to ekpkin the level of furding 
of national reeearch and extension programs. A statistical analysis was then 
undertaken to determine the importance of eaeb of- these variabler, after 
alloving for the influence of the otberr . Elational re@eaxh expenditures by 
c-dity, and total erteueiqn expenditures were specified in millions of 
constant I.980 US dollars for each country. The explanatory variables fell in 
three.categoriee: . economic, ..,.international and political. The eonanic 
variablea featured were: the ..va%ue,of eommdity production, an inder of 
diversity among cropping patterns acrorrs geo-clinmtic regions, the relative 
soste of research,& extenc1ion~ and an index of land scarcity. The 
international variables intended to capture the influence of centers and 
others included: the cumulutive spending by the centers on a commodity 
including an interaction effect vith the total area in crop8 to allov for the 
likely qomplicating inflqnee sizc.of the couqtry,.the research invertmeat by 
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neighbouts in similar geo-climstic regions and a variable denoting whether or 
not a country is host to a center, The political variables employed capturd 
aspects of: the extent of international trade, an index of farmers * tw of 
trade, the agricultural labor force as proportion of the econasically active 
population in agriculture, an index of urbanisation of the population, and au 
index of political violence. Allowance was made ‘for the fact that the amount 
of foreign aid is itself influenced by the level of domestic reaeax%h spending 
. as well as being a determinant of that spending. 
_.-. 
‘, 
Detailed interpretation of the econanetric results is available in the . 
separate report by Evenson and also in Evenson, Pray and Scobie (1985). Only 
an overview of the empirical estimstes is offered here. The overall effects 
F 
of centerBe .inducad, investment ‘are strongly complementary, Apparently in part 
in -response to centers @ cumulative investment. in research on a cmditye 
national programs also invest in it - generally in a maker that rapidly (in 
from one to .five years) matches the .total amount investd by the CCXAR, The 
analogously associated changes in national expenditure on extension are 
usually an order of magnitude smaller. 
- The influence of the centers on domestic spending on both research and 
extension was found to b.e strongly related to the size of the country. Larger 
countries can benefit more from any given unit of research output from the 
centers simply because of their greater area of crop produktion. Hence, in 
absolute terms, they are encouraged to expand their own research funding by 
much more significant .-amounts following .an increase in center fuadinge Hot 
only do larger countries increase their spending by greater absolute amounts 
but their research expenditures per unit of crop area also rise. Larger 
iountries apparently find it more worthwhile to expand research intensity than 
do ems11 countries. Very small countries may reduce their reseafih efforts in 
the face of increased ependiq by the centers, draviag8nore heav%lp on support 
from the eenterso 
In contrast to the murked rise in national funding from an increase in 
cater expenditures B there reused very little net increak3e in rweareb 
e%penditurrs following a rise in general aid for reseazeh. For World Baok 
aosistance to pesearch there may be an even more severe displacement effwx 
although a Bank loan for extension has a significant stirprplus effect on 
national ext.enBioa apexding, ’ 
f- 
The- ovewiew thus far refers to non-host countries. For boot countries 
there was no clear-cut relation betveen center aad national cpeudiug. There 
vas some suggestion that the effect has beem positive but there is ‘a 
difficulty in implying any causality. It may be that the centem have been 
',, . ..- 
-_ 
located in boot cou%itrics with a greater proclivity for ertponding their 
agricultural research spending. When neighbouring geo-cfimatis regions 
ieereare t$efr fmeoreh effort b a country is typically induced to raise its 
own research effort0 to intarna%%sa the benefits stemming ,from the greater 
regional research output. Similarly, where exports of a commodity become more , 
.ktportant 8 research and atansioe effort ir increased, and, in particular, 
i L.. 
grmkeh output -.induc38.. more research -speadinge Typically, a 10 percent rise 
b-the value 6’5 output is accompanied by a. 6‘pexcent~incresre in research and 
@Xst~B iOU.B~eld.XQ. 
On a smsodity by swdity basis, #peading by the centezm 0108 found to 
have a significant affect on national program spend.iq on all the cereals 
except millet O while the effect on other staples as a whole WBB sigwifkant, 
individually, only in the case of potrtor was thrrr evidence that #peadi,ag by 
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national programs is related to the expenditure .of the centers D Addit iotil 
cumulative spending by the centers was found .to have induced more than 
proportional spending on cereal research by national programs. .Por both 
cereals and staples , strong complementarlty with rather than displacement of 
national effort was suggested by the econanetric rwultts e 
An annual data set on comnmdity research..in the same 25 countries for 
the years 1962 to 1982 was used in a further analysis addressed to the effects 
of research spending on production. The value of output of particular 
e.. I 
commodities was related to: measures of national research and extension, 
,I 
international research spending, area of the crop barrrested and measures of the 
use of irrigation and fertilizers. 
It is highly improbable that the influence of centers would be the same 
in a.11 25 countries, as generally centers will produce tghnology more closely . . 
matched to the circumstances of their host countries than to dissimilar, 
environments. This will affect the productivity of the center’s contribution 
and its interaction with national research and extension programs. A variable 
was defined to capture the extent to vhich a country’s production of a 
particular crop takes place in the same geo-climatic zone as each center’s 
principal location. 
For any given ,level of research funding, it is of interest to,-ask 
whether there -are positive or negative interactions between national and 
center funding o They were indicated as being generally positive for bean8 and 
sorghum but negative for wheat, cassa’t;a and potatoes. In similar geo-climatic 
regions, the effect was positive only for wheat. In similar regions the 
centers’ technologies should more nearly match the requiresente of the 
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aational programs o so that center funding ,may not :interg: t significantly with 
national funding to raise crop productivity. In short, the inter= tion 
effests measured between Center research and national reseazh 8nd national 
extension spending provided general mapport for the notion that there is a 
substitutive rather than complementary effect between national and center 
efforts in similar zones. 
Clearly, the productivity of national research and extension efforts 
varies tremendously across countries depending on organization and lePdershipB 
and the 'economic and political setting. The results pooled across the 25 
countries must thus be regarded cautiously. Of major significance in the 
,preeent context is the contribution of “the centers o 
It is instructive to -overeiev first the results ‘for the tvo broad 
groups : cereals and staples. In both cases, national .and center spending 
raises observed productivity, the latter the more so ..in regions of greater 
g&o-slimstic s’&@wity. Total center spending as a proportion of the value 
of output is quite low so that a small rise in cereal productivity over the 
entire cereal areas of 25 major countries isqlies a very substantial ispast. 
Furthermore, the value of increased output far exceeds the research and 
~pr.eBW&Sbly..alBO~ other -aBBoCiat~d COBtB. .‘YFor example-.the value of a 0.3 
percent rise in cereal output might be, say, $1301~ a year globally wbi1e.a 10 
'percept rise :in spending on cereal research by the centers vould represent can 
-annual cost of only $7m and an implied marginal intenxal rate of return of the ’ 
order of 100 percent. A rate so high follovs from tbe fact that the 
contribution of the centers occurs not just in one country but over entire 
regions e Besulte for individual sereale were, however, found to be rather 
aerrat.ic . In .the staple crops within similar regions, there were found 
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significant impacts’of center spendtig on cassava, beam and potatow, 
Cassava research has not seesingly raised productivity outside its own 
regions, hovevei. 
In summsry, the evidence BhOWB that spending by the national programs is 
positively related. to Spending by intexnatiozml centexn. The centers” 
prOdUCt include germplasm, research methOds, information and training, Thwe 
form intermediate inputs in the production of adapt& technology by national 
eystelas. The productivity of their OM investment is enhanced by the presence 
_-.. , Of these inputS. The effect is greater in countries with a larger cropped 
area because a unit of research effort generatw results that can be more 
widely applied. In small countries, there is much less additional spending in 
response to the centers. This suggests that the Centers should continue to 
foster meChaXZiBm8 which raise the productivity of research in small countries 
and so encourage them to increase their research efforts. 
The influke of spending OFA particular commditiea presents a varied 
.picture. In general, the spending on cereal research has eng&der.ei a greater 
corresponding response by national programs than has research on staples, 
although potatoes are a notable exception. It Been8 that research on #tap lee 
has still-to build up the aecumulatsd stocks of knowledge that have come from 
the longer and:more intensive histcirg of cereal rweaxh.. This result 
reflects the long lags inherent in crop improvement rweaxh, especially on an 
international scale. Bovever ,.there are featurw of.both the supply and 
demand for staples which have implications for the level of national rwealch 
funding. They are often produced under small-scale, partly subsistence 
conditions in more remote rural areas; the ability of thwe producers to 
influence the allocation of resources at the national level is frequently very 
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limited e Furthermore, the demand for staples does not rise with increased 
incomes to nearly the same extent as does the demand for cereals. The share 
of the budget Spend on. Btaples falls sharply as income rises. In contrast, 
the demand for cereals for both dir=t and, even more crucially, for animal 
consumption is rising rapidly in developing countries. This, combined vith 
their greater importance in trade, lead8 to higher rwearch expenditurw than 
for staples in most regions. 
In contrast, the effect on productivity of centexs. spending on staples ,.-- 
in developing countries has seemingly exceeded that of cereal rweanh. This ‘,L 
may reflect the opportunities that have exist& to make initial gains in 
previously neglected crops. In both cereals and staples, the centers0 
contribution to improved productivity is greater in gee-climatic conw similar 
to <their own. The generally.high ratas of return associate3 vith the rwearch 
investment .by the centers should signal the need for suetai.ned spending on 
: res.earsh o 
Finally, it bee to be stressed again that investment in research and 
mteusion, and the grovth of agricultural productivity, are governed by the 
complex interplay of economic and political forces, vhich occm in a wide 
cyariety of social and cultural settings. Understanding of these forces is 
less than complete and the data are less than ideal in their coversge, detail 
and quality. For these reasons, it would be premature to accept as definitive 
these overviewed findings B They do, bovever , reprwent a first attempt to 
‘\ '\ 
estimate the effect of the centers on both funding and productivity vhile 
allowing for the impact of several of the other econanic and political forces 
that might reasonably be expected to influence these two key dimensions. 
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10.10 Coda 
* The growth of national agricultural r’wearch eyetens and. 
international rwearch ceuters are ‘mutually reinforcing processes ,, 
International centers cannot have much impact on far&&g unless there are 
researchers to do adaptive vork at the national level and extension workers 
to help to take ideas >to farisers 0 
.l.., * The aggregate growth of national research eyetens over the past quarter 
century has been rapid but some important activit iee cannot readily be 
carried out by some national institutions and many national programs stqlf 
have important veaknwsea. The international centers continue to have an 
important role here, 
- . 
* One of ILCA’s more ixuportaut products to date hw beea the analytical 
services that it proqides to national agencies vhich gave ia& data bases 
l... 
on anims 1 production. Resqarchers analyze the data at ILCA with the 
assistance of ILCA staff. The results have also been used to assist in the 
preparation of livestock development pro jecte o 
* On-farm research programs have been promoted by the centexs and are 
being used by national reBeaZ?CherB-.a# an input into the rweanch planning 
process, 
* CIMHYT’a station managers have wrked with people rwponsible for 
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experiment station management in more than 25 national pr,ograme o Same of 
the techniques evolved are nov being applied in Ecusdor s Tanssnia, 
Pakistan, Turkey, Thailand and the Philippines. 
( 
* Cue of the most important new research approaehes which centers have 
developed and popularized is the procedure of making a large number of 
CPOBBeB and robing them to heavy prwsure from relevant pest8 and 
diseases e Techniques for the ITM%BB production of downy -mildew inoculum vere 
developed by the Philippine and Thai national programs with C%MTT 
collaboration. CDMTT methods for teat& the milling and baking qualities 
of wheat have been spread to many countries through the training programs. 
,y-- 
* The centers provide professional interactions and regular services 
that increase the productivity of national rwearcb syetess, They play an 
important role of linking national agricultural research rystsms together 
through research networks which may take a wide range of forms. Some are 
networks focused on specific rwearch problems. IhPCR soordinatw an 
extensiva network of genetic collection work. Cne advantage of a rwearcb 
netvork compared to individual research activities is that experiences at 
various locations can partially substitute for variation over time at a . 
.single. location, Collaborative -programs speed up the selection process, 
and .eub ject lines to certain types.-of strws that are not as: essily and 
quickly handled othervise. 
+ Intern&&ma1 research ceuters can influence national rwesrch 
capacity (a) by indicating the importance of research, (b) through projects 
. 
to build national institutions, and (c) through the regular services they 
provide to the. national systsme o 
68 $0, 8/2%%85 
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*. The existence of the CGUR haa considerably af fectd the level of 
finance available for national agricultural resean:h. Collaboration with 
the centers raised the productivity of researcp and helped to convince 
governments that there are high returns to research. 
* The Rockefeller and Bord Foundations have 10% been concernedwith 
world .food problems, .and they took strolrg leads in supporting agricultural 
,,-- research addressed to their solution. Asian food production has clearly 
- . . justified that support. There ie less evidence of reeeazch benefit in 
Africa, where the investments were made later and the base of ccmnodity- 
specific knowledge was generally lower. 
* The inducement effect on reeearch*priorities ie clearest where. - * 
counterpart ~commodity .researcb programs did not exist -prior to center 
invo Islemeat.. Par example, only India had a uatiotil cns~ava research 
program -before CUT was established o Co-lfboration has led to: increases in 
the size of existing programs in many countries. National research 
- : investmente increased more rapidly for commodities being reseaxhed by the 
CGIAR centere. For example, Syria'@ research on field crops correspoxiing _ 
to’ PCARDA”r activities made up about 42 ,percent of the projects ,in 1978,, 
while by.:.1984 it made up 73 .percent O 
* Some case8 are cited as examples of centers “crowding out” local 
research, especially in countries that host centexs. IRNI research appears 
to have been a partial substitute for national rice reeearch in the 
Philippiees B for example e 
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* Some.of the specific commodity programs instituted with center 
stimulation have attractd comment because they absorb significant research 
resources’ ou comnmditi’es which make up a small share of the value of output 
(e.g. potatoes ita the PBBCOBEPA countries) o* 
* CIMKYT’s emphasis on breading maize composites rather than hybrids has 
had-a significant impact on many maize research programs in Latia America 
and Asia. 
* Perhaps the most important impact of the centers on research 
priorities has been the orientation of researchers toward solving farmers” 
ptob lens o Besearchers in the ceziters pr6vide preetigioue role models for 
nat iona 1 r es earth workers. Training programs at the centers also strew 
applied research in famerr’ fields, The Nile Valley project of Egypt and 
Suds! in which ICAPDA is centrally involved is a good example of 
encouraging,national scientists ..to.,work on faxaters’ problems in famners. 
fields. The centers have actively encourag use of imeeiL4p'lirum-y 
* Some national institutions have used the structure of cegtters in 
‘.des,igning their oun,activitiee. For example, E4BMPA in Brazil establiehed 
a aeriea of conmodity institutes organized in multidisciplinary teams as 
-the basic structure fez its new national agricultural reaeanh syrt@m. 
* ISNAE assists countries in the identification of desirable organizational 
changes and needed support. It has recommended institutional and 
organizational change in 12 out ‘of the 18 countries where its major review 
and >p.lanning mie.eiona -have *been camp let ed . More than 130 individuala, most 
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fronl Africa, have participated im %MSs research lEBanaggment trwg 
prograna 
IBPGRhasbeen responsibleforsonw2 ixcportantnewinstitutions -the 
developmntofnewnationalgenetic conservaticnprograms inabout50 
countriesand~ 
25countries. 
The main IIpsitive 
systm appear to 
inpacts ofthecentersomnational agriailtural research 
be: enccuragemntof investment in research,shifting 
research priorities'toward food cmmdities, and increasing research outplt 
throughbetter organization, inprcwedmanagemnt, ixprovbd resmch 
.techniguesp the.provision of.gemplasm, iqxcving intemational.scimtific 
cmmnicaticnthraqhdatabase~emices, internaticnalxmtingsp and 
publicatims. The possible negative ef&ts incl.ude: som5 divers& of 
national funds zwa~fromresearchcoveredbycenters, capturebycenterso2 
national staff to the centers. 
In the absence of the centers, it seem likely that there would have beebl 
fewer Bnprov~.farmingtechniquesdevelcpedamd~ intheabsenceofthe 
center netwcrkr these.techn&ues wotid have spread:kss .rapidly~ 
ming on.research by the intematicnal centers~~~..i.nflwnce the lev69 
ofspendingbynationalprcgrms. The centers provide genetic materials, 
research methods, training and infomation. These represent,inter@iate 
inputs into theproductionof new knowledge andtechnelogiesbymational 
PVS?=. 
* :Wh’ere these products of the centera are closely .tailord to match the 
ecological circumstances of the col~borating countries, the presence and 
spending of the centers may displace national research efforts, =, On the’ 
other hand, the provirion of theee product8 by the centers could be 
expected to provide both greater opportunity and capacity for natioual 
programs t0 test D adapt, mOdify and diBWmin%te t~heOlOgieS relevant to 
loca 1 conditions m 
* xAn .analysis of tbe factors determining national, spending on~rwearcb 
and extension was Undertaken. A wide range of econanic, international and 
political variables which might be expected to influence national rpending 
was included in order to isolate the effect to the centerme activities. 
&Data for A2 -e0mmo&i.tl’es in 25 ,cauntriee were used., 
* .An,incr.eaee in the total spend& by the centers on field crop 
-r.eeearcB was found to be associated with increased epending on both 
research and extension.by national program e Investment in research by the 
centers appears to have a’greater enhancing effect “on nationa% @gendkg 
than other forma of aid. 
* The amount by which national spending rises in response to increased 
\*..- 
,,-effort sby.3thexent’ere ie etrongfy infbeeced by the;.size of&e-:countryO 
Countries with..large areaa of crops can capture more.~benefitr..‘from the 
products. of the centers eimply~because there in/‘%. gr‘eater rc&le?i?f 
production to which to apply new technobogiw. mey inIxsme~rthebr fmding 
both abeolmte%y and relative%y more th?&n mall countrier. %?he risk of 
displacing national efforts ie much greater in small countries. 
+ ,~acreaeed,research effort by neighboure in mnaller. gee-climatic,ao,n~ 
47 ,’ 
also eeemingly induces greater national research epeuding a8 countries have 
spanded possibilities to capture relevant technologies, 
* Research epending by both national and international agencies raises 
agricultural productivity. In general B a IO percent rice in the 
expenditure by nations aad centers on a particular conumditp kbeequently 
raises aational productivity by about 1.1 and 0,3 percat, respectively, 
Became the results of center research are applicable to wide regionr, the 
implied marginal rates of return are very high - of the order of 100 
/-. percent e 
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Why have pricer fluctueted’f Why does the dirtribution of grim from mw 
technology differ 10 mmkedlpt 
Relaxing the biological sonetd.nts to production baa been an isportent 
force ila the world food eeommyo Pfz murt cordme (;o be 60~ denmding the 
rurtaimd effort0 of both the natiosel and inttarationel componeutr ef the 
global rereareh oyetemc Hovevtzb to undt~tand (a& infhmnco) the 
conrttmptioe of food, botb in its %evel and re%i.abiUty, requirea attmtion to 
the economic, political and inrtitutioml enviroments EeBft, the i~mmr 
tranocead thou of technological change, BIT me Production, coaomgtion, 
distribution, doreign trade and pricer ef fed reflect tcog~anic, political and 
institutfonal factorr am well l a the tefzInaolo$iea% circmnrtanstro 
It has become increuhglp evident that the rupply of relevant 
technology ior food production ir a r&ltction of conrciour dtcfrrioar made 
about the level and nutwe of heatmeat in ~emmasb~ In an 8nal~gow muma, 
the economic aad inrtitutionrl rotting ir itreif a rd&otPon of deliberately 
ehoran polici@s B .-8usrtherm+t, the deval.epmmt et giebm fAmxies 8 .tqethelg 
with a greater body of evgdenet hu hPg;hl.Qhtd the fret that it ‘ir not only 
those policisr directly related to or ~xtiag from the agricultural and food 
sector that are of importance. A broad zaagt of economic policies, be thy 
monetary, fircal, trade ot httrnrtfoaa% polfciee, .inf futnet the’, productglesb, 
dfrtiibutfon, consumption and pricis$ of food* There poXicier have a dirmt 
and important bear on: (a) the rupplg of teehaologierl chmt; (b) the 
demand fek teehaological shasqe; and (6) the~Aq+ect of teebaolopical ohoogeo 
Reorerch wbi& lea&Is to aa improved mdw~tandiq of the nature and role of 
polieiem, and helpo to alleviate the conrtraintr they iplpoee, ir an iqottent 
elemaat of global agricultural ruerrch. 
3 
lP.1,2 Diversity of issues 
Agricultural aud food policy mbodies the collective efforts of nationibf 
and international agencies to influence the enviroment of producers, 
consumers and traders. Such intementioh is directed at achieving such social 
goals as isproved nutrition, higher rural i.n- aud employment, greater 
selfsufficiency, and *roved food secxxity. Researchonfoodpolicy 
involves (a) thedevel~tofanalytical, schemeswhich, whmbolsteredwith 
mpirical evidence, revealtheccqlexmtar ities and conflicts between the 
various objectives; lb) identifyingthe instrumehts~ghtichboth 
/^- .. 
national and international intervention policies cab be inplmented; and (c) 
. . . 
guahtifyingthe effect of changes inpolicyonsocial objectives. 
In order to undertake such research effectively, food policy ana&sts 
nust concemthemselveswith issues ranging fromfoodproduction,the 
generation and diffusion of new technology, the enhaucmeut of the physical 
andhuxmstocksofcapita%, the 
roles of trade ahd international 
rmltitude of policy alternatives 
out-. The wide sccqe of the 
-..., I'
distribution and pricing of food, aud the 
policies. Iheverycase,thereisa 
whichdirectlyand indirectlyaffectsuch 
issues aud the range0fpotentia.t instruments 
make the resulting analyses corrplex. There are ho easy alterriatives, Scme 
indication of the sccqe of,.food policy questions can be gauged.from the 
following~exaqle, 
Znmanyd~elap~g~tries,overvdluedexchange rates have been.81 
characteristic of at&&s to accelerate ecorxmic devele through i,MuEi- 
trialization. The results have been to lower the price of tradeable relative 
to non-tradeable goods. Iqorts are made cheaper (although their qua&%&s 
..cn 11:8/23/85 
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are often restricted), and exporting becomes less attractive. The 
implications for the production, consumption, ax18 trade of foodetuffs of this 
economic development strategy, seemingly unrefatd to agriculture, are 
manif o Id a 
The strategy will tend to hold down the local price of tredeable 
foodstuffs, providing protection for low-income consunera . But depressed 
prices will dissourage domestic production and result i&less incentive to 
invest in agrieulture, be it in research, edusation, extension or phyeieal 
capital o Such investment will appear less attractive when agricultural output 
is und erva lued o Besourse allocatioa between the sectors will zespoti [CT 
‘s.- 
accordingly, 
At the same time, output, employmetit and income growth in agricultur-e 
will be held back. This will encourage migration out of agriculture - ,a 
tendency. further enhanced by the attraction of higher urban wages, a result ‘of 
labor uhiona capturing part of the rents generat& :by *duetrial protection. 
With a rising urban population and declining* or at best stagnant, &md 
production, pressure will be placed on the government to irrport food to hold 
down prices aud wage costs, Continued poverty will result in pressure for 
: : 
‘. ..- 
food subsidies for somep or even all, of the population, certainly in urban 
area63 o The:-combined effest of increased food imports and subeidies on 
consumption will .be to place additional pressure on both the internal and 
:external aesounts of the eouubry. Balanct~:of payment difficulties will be 
worsened by a decline in agrieulturel exportse 
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To hold-down the budgetary costs ) the government may instigate forced 
deliveries of food by local producers, ironically at prices- significantly 
below those which it pays foreign producers for imported supplies. when 
foreign exchange crises arise there will be little scope to cut food imports 
made “essential” by the other strategies being pursued. Imports of capital 
goods can be curtailed, reducing the growth of the capital stock; and imports 
of raw materials will be retained, reducing the utilisation rate of the 
installed industrial capacity, Employment and output in the industrial sector 
will tend to be destabilized. ,.-’ 
This simple example semes to illustrate the breadth and complexity of 
the issues in food policy analysis. In countries where agriculture is’ an 
important eector, the connection with the. r.est of the econany will be 
significant and complex. Food policy research ,faces a dauntingly diverse. menu 
of important issues. 
11.1.3 Design of technology _ 
Of particular importance to the vork of the CGIAk is the role of policy 
research in the design, generation and diffusion of new agricultural 
--..,.. 
t echno logy a A significant contribution of such work may be to assist 
biological research workers to justify their work s and to orient their work to 
achieving a broad spectrum of social goals O Some examples will serve to 
illustrate this role of polisy research. 
In an attempt to raise nutrient intakes, plant breeding programs are 
sometimes directed toward enhancing the nutrient quality of a crop. This may 
involve both a long and difficult task and sane tradeoffs with gains in 
productivity . Higber protein conteat in rice, for example, generally only 
‘6 
comes at the cost of lower yields. Could an equal gain in nutrient intskes be 
achieved by altering the mix of srops? What is the gain if incre’tied ‘output 
alone is the target?’ How will the production of other crops be affect&T 
What are the effects on employment and incomes and hence on the demand fat 
food? Bow are these changes distributed between the poorly and the adequately 
nourishedt Are there other instrnments (maternal and child careB health 
services or food subsidies) that right be used to address the nutritional 
needs of a specific group? How effective are these? Are they dost-ef f icient? 
Such are the questions to be addressed by the polisy analyst. 
Concern has been expressed about increased variability in the yields and 
output of food crops. A natural and immediate reaction is to focus on the 
genetic improvement and the associated agronanic prscticts. Can varieties be 
developed with greater ability to withstand disease, inadequate fertilizer or 
water, extremes of heat, etc. But the problem calls for a much more complete 
assessment of the causes and magnitudes of instability, combined with a broad 
perspesti.ve on the wide range of possible instruments. Would -other changes in 
the fanning system offer less costly ways to enhance stability? Could the mix ‘. 
‘L. - 
of crops be altered? Would more reedy access to fertilizer and pesticides 
reduce variabfility? Would investment in irrigation schnnes lower the risks? 
. 
Would.. srop insurance ameliorate the effects of instability? .Would holding 
additional buffer stocks or greater reserves of foreign exshnge be an 
effective means to lessen the variation in consumpt,ion? -Would isproved access 
to domestie water and fuel supplies release labor for crop psotection tasks? 
Would concentration on achieving higher yield.afone reduce the need to expand 
production to more marginal areaa .and so lessen the variability of output? An 
,apparently -straightforward technical matter is,.--in .f&ct, r-amenable to a host of 
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potential .approachee .that may be made more explicit in effective policy 
ana lye is . 
In a cassava growing area of Colombia, large-scale, fanners achieved high 
yields from .monoculture while, alongside, small-scale farmer6 used complex 
multicropping eyatema that yielded much leea. An. initial re=tion of 
researchers was to emphasite the ned -for improved cassava varieties tailored 
specifically for multi-cropping 6yst6ms of the.small farms, ft. sewed that 
not only should yields be an objective of the bresding program, but plant 
architecture, timing of maximum foliage density , and length of growing cycle 
should all ,be reflected in the breeding strategy. It was argued that only by 
incorporating these criteria -into the breeding strategy would technology be 
produced relevant to the circumstances of the small faxma,. On closer 
inspection, however,. it was ‘learned that these farmers used a multicropping 
system as it lowered,.the,.need for pesticides 8 although the total net returns 
.were:much lower than ;from intensive moaoculttares Because of a -subsidized 
credit scheme., there :was excess demand for credit * This .was handled .by tbe 
use of non-price rationing methods which excluded the small-scale, politically 
powerl&36 , illiterate farmers. Without credit they could not acquire the 
inputs needed to produce high-yielding crops of cassava for a profitable fresh 
market p ,.%a such circumstances, it is conceivable that an inereeee in. the 
interest rate ‘on. agrieultural..working -loans -.would raise. theL.output and net 
incomtis .on small farmr:much sooner‘and.much.more substantially,,than breding 
for a cassava type to suit 6 multicropping system. Only through the Cffecti-xe 
collaboration of breeders, agronaaia ts , and econamiste would such ise’~~e be 
addressed B 
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bAttempts are currently mderway. fo reedy. the poor performsact of 
African agriculture. Appropr,iate etqs will only follow correct diagnosis, 
which itself will require assessments of both the tsnhnical and policy 
environments o Has the slow growth and declining output per head been due to 
lack of relevant nev teshnologies? Does much of Africa, in fact, face 
shortages of labor rather than of land? .Das enough attention been given to 
the policy and practical wlications of the fasts (PA0 1984a,b) that women 
contribute an wtimstsd &o-thirds of all hours spent in trditional African 
agriculture B three-fifths of the hours spent in marketing ‘and) in amst aress 
are the primary producers of food for domestic coneunption? Has the.spresd of 
new’te&nology been impeded by policies that undemalue the output of 
,/’ 
agriculture? Have tboee discriminatory policies themselves alterd the rate 
and direction at which new technology has been generated? 
Since .its inception , the CGIAD has been concerned to try to enour& that 
the main share of any benefits stemsing from tschnologieal advances is 
raptured by .poor~peop.le. By quantifying the,,ef fest of a technological chqe 
on the demand for )factors e labor4ncome and eonsumptiqn patte&s:san provide ‘a 
better understanding of the links between technology and income distribution. 
In short, a concern for equity must involve,reseaxh on both technological and 
policy issues. 
(12.2 ‘-.Policy Research in the CGIAR Syaten 
12;2,1 Xistory and objectives 
From its inception , the Consultative Group was concerned with issues of 
food and agricultural policy, particularly insofar as these iwinged on the 
generation and diffusion of technology for food production. A seminar on 
CH 1.1: 8/23/85 
socioeconomic research in the centeti was convened in 1973, and the matter was 
subsequently taken up by the TAC o In’ July 1974, the Chairman of the ,SAC 
presented a recommendation to the CGIAR for the establishment of .an 
international center to undertake studies in key policy issues relating to 
world agricultural development, particularly to food problems. At its meeting 
in October 1974 the TAC proposal had been further considered but bed failed to 
receive a clear consensus of support. Xt was agreed that the CGIAR would take 
no further action at that time, although it wns recognized that sme 
.individual donors may wish to; in that event ,’ the CGIAR expressed interest .in 
maintaining close links D Finally, after the results of the pending world food 
conference were known, and in view of the pioneering nature of such a venture, 
the Group agreed it would be prepared to reconsider the question of 
sponsorship at some *time in the future. 
.PFPRI was .fonsally ,incorporatsd in ,early 1975, receiving its fuding 
.from.a group of three donor members of the CGIAR. In 1978, the 
.sponsors sought ‘to .have the Institute?s funding transfer’rsd to the CGIAR.and, 
following a TAC recommendation, this was accomplished ia 1979.. The TAC c 
reccnnmended that IFPRI’s mandate should give principal emphasis to problems in 
developing countries , and that it should focus on the linkages and 
interrelatiooships between the farm-level problems of the adoption of new 
technology, and wider sosioeconanic aspects .of agricultural development, 
U,2.2 Current research on policy in the CGIAR system * 
Research related to food and agricultural policy is undertaken by (a) a 
majority of the individual centers, (b) IFPRI, and (c) TAC and the CGI.AR 
Secretariats Social eeientiete are on the staff of 11 of the 13 centera 
(ILRAD and fRPGR being the exceptions)D 
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Policy research in the centers’ 
There are basically three different types of organizational arrqements 
for research on policy matters at centers other than XFPRI. (Uhile ISNAB’s 
work does involve social science’ research and is relatd to policy, 
specifically to the funding and management of reseamzh, it is not included 
here; see chapter 10) O The organizational approaehee can be classified as 
Systems, Disciplinary or C-dity. 
(a) Systems Approach: Social science work is included as part of a farming 
systems group. This model is used by ICARDA, IITA, PLCA, and IRRI, (the 
latter having a small portion of its econanics resources in the Farming 
Sys t&s Program). 
(b) Disciplinary Approach: Social science work is eoxnlucted by a separate 
department of economic or socioeconanic research. This is the case in CIMMTT, 
CIP , IRRI , ICRISAT and UARDA. In addition, PLCA has a Livestock Policy Unit O 
Much of. the york undertaken by the centers with disciplinary deyxninations is 
actually closely linked with farming systssus reaeareh. 
(c) Commodity Approach: Tn this model, adopted only by CIAT, all social 
science-work is conducted as part of multidisciplinary .tesms- each. addressing 
research for a part.icular comsrodity (tropical pastutee, beans and caesava> o 
The primary focus of social ecitwe research in these eenttrs is the 
generation aud diffusion of new technology. Understanding the technical and ’ 
,/-- 
economic circumstances of producers ) using that info-tion to guide the 
development of new technology, estimating the payoff to alternative rtetareh 
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strategies, collaboratiug iu trials on station and .fazms and docmeetiug the 
adoption and consequences of new techuology, are the activities which form the 
core of the social science research done by the ceutera. 
Overall, aside from IFPBI, here has heap little work directed specifically 
at food and agricultural policy per se. To ewage in such work is generally 
seen as diverting resources from the imdiate targets of biological research. 
It was felt for a loug time that such matters were solely the domain of 
nat ioual governments and that, to be seen to be addressing domestic policy 
_- . questions, vould imply an intrusion into sovereign affairs which might 
._ 
jeopardize good vorkiug relationships with national programs aud their 
political masters. An international center could legitimate19 collaborate 
with the scieutists in a country and inf hence their aism and methods. This 
was seen (perhaps naively) as a politically neutral activity. To engage in 
direct contact with policy makers was seen as risking accusations of 
political meddliug, 
In practice, howeverS the individual ceuters have fouud themselves faced 
_.- vith a continuous need to assess the policy euviromaent iu a country, just as 
,: much as they must assess the agro-ecological circumstances. This has lead --I 
m&e of them to examine systematically the structure of incentives facing 
producers, and consumers of the particular crop in question. The work on maize 
and wheat by CIMMPT in a number of countries is a notable example of this type 
of policy research, -1Ct does raise a difficult question for the centers: 
should they endeavor to improve,crop technology iu.a setting which is 
agronomically favorable but where the structure of incentives is so 
unfavorable that any widespread adoption seems unlikely? Do they tske the 
economic climates as giveu? There is no definitive answer to such a problem. 
., CH 11: a/23/85 
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$conomic climates can and do change and, by umiertskiug this type of research, 
a center is better able to know where its work may have imgact aud thus to, 
. allocate its om resources efficiently, and at the same tinre to engage in 
discussions with national polity makers on the basis of coucrete analyses. 
A number of the centers (notably CTAT, CTKMTT, CD, PEA, and IRRT) 
produce periodic statements of statistical trends in output o prices, trade and 
soasumption for the crops iu their mandatese These are particularly useful* 
The recent issues from CIMHTT also contain carefully researuhed ‘and doemented 
essays which synthesize important global developments for the crops. There is 
a very wide potential audience for this material and it plays a useful role. f-- 
The other centerr might consider preparing such statenents and giving them ‘, .. 
wider distribution. At present a number are produced and used only within - 
center m 
As a result, of continued close seientif ic collaboration, both economists 
and biologists at the centers have had informal coxkts with those 
responsible for setting polisies o Frequently, these contsts have arisen as Aa 
logical consequence of poteutial teshuofogicaf advances. The introduction and 
spread of a new variety may depend heavily on the supply of inputs, the 
delivery of vateti B the provision of transport and processing facilities, the 
. prices paid+to producers, or the availability of credit. By generating 
pstentialfy significant advanses) the technical possibilities facing a country 
are altered o This creates dioequilibria, the very essence of technological 
change, and sells for a whola series of responsea, many fal%ing directly in 
“<... 
the domain of public policy. 
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Through this indirect mechanism, the seuters B while focusing primarily on 
the generation of new technology,’ are, in -faci, legitimately involved iu 
discuseione on policy iesues. In some casee, thL has encouraged them to 
undertake some epecific research activities related to policy matters, aud to 
launch some new iuit iatives, such a8 the policy unit at Xl&A. 
-- 
This recently formed unit ha8 three objectives: (a) to.,identify major 
polisy questions relating to African livestock develogmeut; (b) to.sooduet 
research ou selected issues; (cl to bring the results to the .atteution of 
those makiug policies for the eector. Current wrk include8 a etudy of the 
size and composition of public expenditure8 for the livestock sector and the 
consequences for African consumption and production of increased ivporte of 
dairy products. The first major study completeil was an analysis of the 
markedly different ,performance of the livestock sectors in various African 
countries from 1965 to 1980,. explaining differences in the rate8 of growth of 
livestock production. Information &out the relative importance of technical 
and policy constraints in different settings can ‘be of value to .both the 
‘center itself in setting its priorities for biological research, and to .- 
-_.. nat iona 1 policy makers. 
Such undertaking8 .by iudividual centera, muat inevitab.ly etinmlate debate 
about the role -and acope of policy rereamh iu the CGIAR system as a whole and 
the best way to conduct the policy research that -is found to be germane to..the 
CGIAR mission. There will .alwyo be iaeuee that are directly linked to 
particular technologies or regions and which consequently lend themselves to 
being addressed by the individual centers. It ie arguable that the future 
impact of the centers may well be higher to the extent that both the 
scientific ,etaff ,and the leadership are constantly informed of changes iu 
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economic climates and global trends that affect the countries and crops in 
their mandates. The risk of ouch efforts is that they ‘become piecemeal, 
sporadic attempts built on an inadequate base of analytical capacity and 
experience in policy issues Q As some of the important issues are more global 
than local, a proliferation of policy research in the center8 vould inevitably 
suffer from some duplication. To ensure that tbe maximal contribution is 
obtained from resources devoted to policy reseafeh iu the CGUR syrtena, 
continued scrutiny vifl be needed to determine the best allocation of efforts 
between IPPRI and the individual centers. 
Blaile less than one-third of the total social science staff of the CGIAR 
system is in IPPRI, its mandate is designed for it to undertake the majority 
of the research on policy mattera. ‘While the micro-esontiic focus of the vork 
done at the centers has alvays been seen as valuable, the TAC felt that 
many policy issues arising from the work of the center econcmiistr, and maeto- 
ecouomic ,policy issues such as emdity trade and price policies B vere 
neither adequately addressed nor appropriately uudertaken by the existing . 
cent era . For this reason, the rystxn vas seen to have a weakness to be 
remedied by the iuclueion of IPPRI. 
IPPBI’r work, is organized in five research progg-km8: 
.- Agricultural Grovth Liukages and. Development Policy 
- Food Data Evaluation 
- Food Production Policies 
- International Food Trade and Food Security 
- Food Consumption and loutr it ion Policy 
CH 11:8/ 23185 
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In 1982, a loug-term plan vas’developed iu which the work of each of these 
programs was integrated and focused on six principal questions: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
What food policy adjustments are needed in response to rapid growth in 
food import demand by developing countries% 
What policies will allow technological change to play it8 central role 
in raising food production in developing countries2 
What combiuation of faw produst incentives can achieve growth and 
equity simultaneously3 
What relative weight should be given to alternative agricultural 
commodities in future production patterns? . 
What policies are needed for technological change iu agriculture to 
stimulate the growth of income and employment necessary to alleviate 
rural poverty% 
How can food security be provided to the world’s poorest people in t&e 
face of unequal distribution of income, fluctuating production, and 
high costs of storage? 
With the creation of IFPRI, the CGMB nystan now ha8 the capacity to 
review both the on-farm and intrahousehold constraints and the policy 
constraints to greater food production and improved welfare. There is a 
natural epecialiaation which follows from.the comparative advantage that the 
other centers have relative to IPPBI. Many of the on-farm issues are highly 
locational specSis or .relate to the regions for which the individual centers 
have their mandates0 
One of the criteria for. guiding the evolution of the CGIAR system has been 
to contribute to areas pf research not adequately addressed by others. 
Research on basic foodstuff8 had frequently been neglected in developing 
countrier o and the effortrr of the CCXAR have almyr, been seen ae soatributing 
to filliug thils gap. Given the critical role of the agricultural setor in 
ecoaomis development, there haa probably beeu substantial utierinveatment on 
research in agricultural and food policy in developing countrie.ee. Xe a manner 
aualogous to the role of she centeri in filling gaps in biological reeeamho 
fFPRX ha8 a role to compensate for some gape iu policy reeearch, By 
soucentrating a critical aqrr of skillr and retsource in a centralized agency, 
XX’PBI is able to undertakethia ~0.1~ iu a presumably cost-effective mannero 
The CGIda Secretariat and the TAC 
Pinallp, both the Secretariat aud the TAC pertidieally aponeor studies 
related to the a.lloocation of research effort, the ertdlishment of priorities, 
and the evaluation of the impact of reaearsh. .These have inplicationa for 
policies, within the CCL48 8ysteu8 for other international agencies# and for 
aational governmento o 
11,3 Contributions 
11.3.1 Evaluation and attribution 
In this section the tealieed contribution of reeeanh on policy withti the 
CGUR eyetem;ilr.~addreswxl. Such an erercire ir beeet.with.even greater 
difficultier than tbo,e confronting the evaluation of the inpact of naw 
biological technology. The spread of a new variety doea provide ame taugible 
evidence of tecbuological advameg and at leaat ecane data on arem and yields 
are wually available or cau be e&i-ted. Identifying even the extitence of 
a new policy can, in and of itaclf, be a difficult task; ioolating what itB 
impact may have been is fraught with pitfall@. Of particular importance ia 
the :question 6f attribution. gven.to aek what the impact ofspoliey*r-eaah 
./ 
,./ 
‘r ‘._ 
‘i. 
. . .a... 
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by the CGIAR eysten has been is to raise queetione about the legitimate role’ 
of the syetem in relation to sovereign etatee. . Policy reeeanh can only have 
an impact if its fiudings lead (a> to changes inplemep~d h actual polieier, 
(b) to the avoidance of unwise policiee or (c) confirmation that eristiq 
policies are beat. But such results depend on decision8 by national 
governments and. to attribute any actual impact to the CGIAR could easily be 
construed as politically inrrensitive, and by 8-e ar evidence of meddle in 
national affairs o More particularly, it ie eeldom’realistic to try to 
,---- 
segregate the effects of particular .pieces of policy advice or analyeie from 
all the other inputs that go into policy formation. For these reauoas, it im 
deemed appropriate to view the impact of research on policy aa coming through 
‘the generation of new knowledge about alternative policies and their outcomes, 
and the contribution that euch knowledge.makee to informed debate eurrounding 
policy decisions. 
11.3.2 ‘Policy studies 
In this section0 some selected emmplee age dtisuered to illustrate the 
role that policy reeeurch ie playing, the -nature of the link8 thbt have been 
forged, and the contribution of the new knowledge to policy making. 
. . Contribution of biofonical reeearch to ~olrcv maktgg 
, 
Ae stressed in oection .l102.2a the principal role that the biological 
research centers have played in policy formulation hae not come from direst 
involvement in go licy r e8 earcb D Bather, in the.‘proceer of developing nw 
technologies for rpeeific .areau, both racial and particularly biological 
ecientiete from the eettterr have engaged in continuoue discuedon and achange 
of ideas with thoee reeponsible for policy formation. Thir in I natural 
product of the sollaborative work of the centew with national rcientific 
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programa a %‘Both the need for andi:the iffectiveness of such activ%t%es are 
greater, when the adoption of relevant tahnologies is be%ng impeded by 
constraints that would be amenable to release thsough modificatiohs to policy. 
, A stroug collaborat%ve scientific effort Shat ir generating potentially 
s%gnif%cant advances w%ll often form the bae%s for d%scuss%ons, albe%t of an 
info-1 nature. Bhen the *nitode of potential gains %a produetiou or 
productivity is appree%ated o and the d%st~%ht%cm of the costs and benefits 
uuderstood, policy makers became ~increas%ngly aware of the costs isposed by, 
say, inadequate access to inputs, lack of processing, or subs%d%sed iaportr, 
For example, adoptiion of a new technology may be *eded by trying to force 
the use of certain inputs through restrictions tied to ‘credit. Once the 
magnitude of the potentHa ga%ns is establirhed,’ the new tazhicrl 
possibilities can lead to a change is credit policy. 
.The existence of fert%f%ser-respons%ve varieties has. iacresssd the detived 
demand for fert%lisazs and led-a.number of Asian countr%es to allow greater 
imp.orte..,and to foster domest%e pr.odoct%m %n.-order to .capture mre fully the 
potential gaius %la output offered by the new tmhnologye 
The same argument spplies to frrjgatiorr, The returns to %uvtstment %n 
‘irrigation scheme8 l rq eahaacrd by tbe ptesrace of h%gb y%eld%ng rices and 
this change. %a the tecbrr%c~%~~gorr%bil%tfer Peduces.:cbanges %n the publ%c 
%rr%gat ion policies o Tbr ueista~r of neu pasture species which raise the 
productivity of marg.%ns.l acid sotls &messes the returm to itweetment %EI 
roads and iaduces clbaager %a t0e policies toward %mvestmemt in iafrsstrrrcture. 
The presence of a nev technology for processing casuva %s leadieg to 
changes in Colombian public %avestmeut with the establirhnmnt of pilot 
processimg plants and #ans .for over 300 p&r&s imvolv.ing capital investamt 
of US$3 million per year for five years, 
The rate of these induced changes in policies may be accelerated by 
specific research studies undertaken at the centers, and by engaging in direct 
discussion, a in the case of the policy seminars cox&cted ky CIBIMYT. These 
were linked strongly to CXMMXT*s work in generating new t~logy by heing 
focusedon what do policy makeks need to know about ‘farms and farmers in order 
to facilitate the development and use of inproved technologies. Seminars 
organized on a regional basis were held 
. Bangladesh and the 
enlisted, and case 
agriculture. 
Doininican Republic. 
studies presented on 
-Evaluation of returns to research 
Another channel through which 
in the Philippines, Cclcmbia, 
The skills of outside specialists were 
public policies related to 
the caters have had an indirect influence 
on policies is through studies that evaluate the return to research. These 
are of two types. 
. . . . . 
In the first type, estimates are made of the expected returns to research 
.at.a center that is either planned OK mderway, but has yet to have an @act 
.on prcduction. ‘*In 
to past.inv- 
-ed. 
the mzcorid, measurements are mde of the econmic xetum 
in. rdsea~ch and the Ustribution of any net benefits -is 
The first type of study is aimed at inproving the allocaticn of research 
resources within the centers themselves in order to increase the productivity 
of research, ioeol to ensure that. the mximl amunt of new and relevant 
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knd%ledge is. generated by a givenamount of research msaurcese To the extent 
that the centers are effective in doing tht, there may be two indiret 
effects of relevance to the national programs. First, greater productivity 
from the resources available to the senters should al&w wider and more 
effective collaboration with national programs and may help them by enhancing 
the productivity of national research programs which, in turn,al.lows them to 
capture funds more successfully from bilateral and other international 
agensies O The second indirect influence arises from the dwnstration effect 
of the use of analytical methods for assessing the payoff to reseanh, Per 
example, the interest expressed by the director of the Mexican agricultural 
(7. 
;. 
-_ 
research system in drawing on work on research project appraisal done by 
CPMHTT is ~evid%nce of this type’ of effect’on research policy. 
Much of the-work on the expectedLpayoff to research is logically for use 
with‘in the, ,centers - it is their research policy rather than that of national 
programs’ which is .the-primary target e Both IBRI and ICRIgAT have made major 
ef&arts An this field ,Y&RRI &aminingitbe pay&f to researeb .acros,s, different 
rice cultures, and ICBPSAT eramining the congruence between its research 
effort and that suggested by a broad range of agronmic, social and econasic 
indicators. This work coverd all the crops and the regions in the ICBISdT 
mandate. In its..long-rang.e $lanP CIAT examined. the expected rate of rehrfa to 
~inves~tment in- each of tbe major crop program o Bowever, in general, the 
centers do,not appear to.have devstd as much syst.esatic and sustainned effort 
to research assessment as seems warraxtd. 
‘,< 
The second major type of assessment study concerns the payoff to past 
research, based on actual cbste .and realized gains. This is important wrk in 
+hieh the .centers have. undoube-edly under.invest d . 4ot ..only <would their. own 
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claim on resources be s.trengthened by more V~~~POUB documentation of the 
magnitude and distribution of the benefits and costsI but the demonstration 
effect for nations1 programs could be potentially significant. Low and 
variable levels of funding have characterized many national research systems. 
Careful studies showing the returns to collaborative efforts, whether they be 
in breeding (as is the case of rice in Latin America and Asia) or research 
methodology (as in the case of on-farm trial work by C%MK’fT iu Panama), can 
provide informstion that should be valuable for formulating research policy in 
nat iona 1 programs o 
Nutrition oolicp 
Biological research can affect the supply of nutrients by the selection 
of commodities for study, and by improving the nutritional quality of a given 
commodity. The powerful effect of research on basic food stag lee, the essence 
of .the CGL4.R approach, on the supply of nutrients has been well documented ., 
Concerns that the improved cereal technology resulted in a reduced supply of 
proteins in India were largely allayed by the .work at ..ICkXSAT. The centeraP 
varying positions on nutrition were recently brought to gether. in .an XPPPI- 
organized Inter-Center conference on Nutrition and Agricultural Research 
L./’ (Pinstrup-Anderson 1984). 
Given the changing views of the role of protein in alleviating 
malnutrition, and due to the trade-off between yield and proteiu content, it 
is now the stated ,policy of the centers to give only secoe8ary.att.ention to 
protein conteat. Implicit in this position is the .argument .that the cost of 
- achieving unit increases iu the total supply of protein through research is 
lower by focusing on high yielding and widely adapted varieties than through 
breeding for higher protein content or quality. Again, the smrk of ICRISAT in 
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quantifying these isiwes has beeu valuable”for guiding national research 
b 
policyeand avoiding’an excessive diversion of resources to the improvement of 
protein content e 
Notwithstanding the critical comments on this topic in chapter 8, it is 
notable that CIMMYT has had a substantial (now dimished) program of research 
on quality protein maize. It appears that this has been an outst’anding 
technica. achievement, as varieties with enhanced nutritional value and 
equivalent yielding levels have been developed, and are currently released in 
Guatemala. This baa been a difficult project B however, absorbing signif icant 
fuod s . Given the experience and analyses of other centers, it is not evident 
that the contribution to total nutrient supply (or intake by protein-deficient 
groups) is higher than it would have been had those funds been dedicated to 
. _; 
yield-increasing technologies. Expenditures on nutrition-related research of 
this magnitude demand scrutiny of their expected contribution to nutritional 
.goals relative to alternative uses of the fads. In this particular case, the 
CIMHYT strategy influenced the allocation of effort by the Guateualan national 
program e Resources devoted to tbe testing and promotion of quality protein 
maize had alternative uses which conceivably, with the wisdom of hindsight, 
could have had an even greater contribution to nutrient supply. On the other 
hand, several countries that had initiated research on soft endosperm opaque 2 
maize following tbe pioneering work at .Purdue University reduced their 
activties and relied instead on CIMiIT-deoeloped germplasm. 
Inout oolic ies 
Research done by IFPRI on irrigation in S.E, Asia stimulated 
considerable discussion in the Asian Development Bank and the Philippine 
National Irrigation Administration. Estimates of long-range investment 
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requirements are being used in planning by these institutions. The results of 
the study have influenced irrigation investment policy toward small-scale 
diversion schemes ,rather than the traditional large-scale resewoirs. 
Also in the Philippines, research results from IPPBI about the impact of 
rural credit markets on farm output and incomes have been used in revising 
interest rate policy. 
IPPRI’s collaboration with Mexican analysts contributeil to changes in 
.,--- the design of the crop insurance program for rainfed areas o A broader 
collaborative effort with the Interamerican Institute for Cooperation on 
Agriculture resulted in a conference on crop insurance involving analysts and 
policy makers ,from many sountries. By the careful documentation of the theory 
and administration of crop insurance,and of experience with schemes in a 
variety of settings, the conference papers alert* policy makers to ‘many- of 
.the pitfalls , and.have encouraged a number of countries to undertake careful 
evaluations .before embarking on large and costly insurance eehemes, 
Research on mechanisation done jointly by A/D/C and ICRISAT provided 
.___ information for Indian policy makers in their decision on inport policies for 
agricultural machinery. 
Initial research by IPPRI on the costing and sequencing of investments 
in rural infrastructure has been completei, and the,results incorpordd ia 
long-range planning by the state government in Andhra Prsdesh. 
Through collaborative work with the Bangladesh Institute of Development 
Studies, IPPRI has examined the role of food-for-work schemes as a mechanism 
gH ll:m3/$5 
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for developing rural infrastructure. This has led to a number of change@ -%n 
the management of the schemes and a beightened awareness of the opportunities 
. 
for using food aid to achieve a productive ispact o 
IFPRI’s direct collaboration in Bangladesh has provided information for 
the goverument to restructure its fertilireer policies, dev%s%ng stratqiee 
that could sustain an irmeasiq~ trend in fertiliter consmption without the 
fiscal burdeu of subsidies. 
Food subsidies If- / 
. -.. 
Subsidies aimed at lowering consumer prices are prevalent in developing 
countries. Brth their fiscal and econasic costs are often high. Research can 
contribute to better understanding of hop to inprove their cost effect.ivenees 
in addressing the needs of the poor while minimizing the fiscal. costs, 
negative effects on growth, and disincentives to domestic -food production. 
IFPRI has made a substantial investment in research on food subsidies with 
detailed -studier in 12 countries O Tbe 1arges.t -single country study .has been a 
collaborative project in Egypt. This work featured: 
(a) collaboration with a national institute; 
(b) close ties developed with policy makers at the ministerial level from 
the .outset; 
(c) IlPRI staff bared :.in tbe sountry.. to maintain Close contst ,and. provide 
overall project rupezvirion; 
(d) a major collection of primary data from households covering hood. pursbas- 
ing and consumption patterns in both rural and urban Egypt; 
(e) a broad mandate that bae covered the impact of subsidies on consumption 
and household income distribution, foreign trade and exchange, monetary 
and fiscal management 3 ..inveetment and agricultural. product ion. 
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FxAmRE: couABoRAT10x Ix P0Yd1Cx REmmCm FQOD SUBSIDI~ 1111 BGPBX 
In early 1980, discussions were held between Egyptian officials and 
USAID staff concerning the food subsidy scheme. Among the questions raised 
were 
- What are the full eeouomic costs of the scheme? 
- Rov,videspread is access to rationed and subsidized ..food? 
- Hov are hokehold consumption patterns affectedl 
/-x 
._. 
- What are impacts on faw households and ‘their decisions about 
consumption and production? 
- What are the effects on foreign trade in the subsidized products and 
other products? 
- Who really benefits from food subsidies? Where do the costs fall? 
A project design team ias appointed by USAID, and IPPRI was invited to 
participate.. The team developed .a research proposal during a three-week visit 
to Egypt and, most importantly, established contacts with many key Egyptian 
,... 
officials. They included the Deputy Prime Minister for Econanic Affairs, the 
,. _, .,’ Deputy Minister of EconomyTo Deputy Yinisters of Agriculture and Planning, the 
Minister of Health, the.Director of the Institute of Nutrition, the Director 
of the Pnstitute of National Planning as well as senior professors at the 
University of Cairo. These contacts provided a basis for lomger tew 
collabotation by involving national policy .makers from the very start* .They 
also gave the teem the chance to discuss the possibility of collaboration in 
the actual research with a number of institutes and universities. 
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In late 1980, letter8 of agreement were rigned with the Enetitute of 
National Planning and with the Deputy Miuirter of Ecoucmy, This eigniug came 
only after visits by IFPRI’s directolpb project leeder .&- the IFPBI 
researsbers aomiuated for the project0 ‘6w of these re8eaXCher8 hd 
previously undertaken releearcb relatd to Egyptian agricultural and trade 
policies o Further di8Su88iOna were held in the Ministries of Agriculture and 
Planning, and with the Institute of National Planning. The Deputy Hini8terr: of 
Eeonamy proposed that all contact.8 with other minirtriee should be chauueled 
through hi8 office B and thie greatly facilitatd the contecte with the 
Ministries of Planning, Investment and Econcmy a all of which were under the 
direction of the Deputy Prime Minister for Econanic bfhh. Contg:te with ! ‘: 
theXini8try of Supply were etreugthened; theee proved to be valuable 
throughout the project , a8 this sthirtry play8 a key role k the acguibit ion 
and distribution of food. 
From February 1981 until duguet 1982, two IFPRI etaff .&mbere were 
resident in Egypt r?ceiviug logirtic support ,.from the Cairo Off ice of the Ford 
PounQat ion o Though a reoearch 12entrwt pith the h%i.tuge of ~aQiona% 
Planning, a major household eurvey wae conducted coverig 3000 houreholde in 
rural and urban area8 of the country. i. 
~:Followiug the aessesiuatiou of Pre8ident Sadat.,.iu .198f ,- chauges. were 
made in the top echtilonr of government. Boweveze the project had esteblished 
a wide.netwrk of contacts and:had .ouffici-ent support.. to rurvive the political 
re$huff ling with 100 eeri.oue r~tba~kr. 
In September 1982, the major analyeie commenced in Washington and 
constant cont8ct ~08 n&stained with key minietea, and deputies. Draft8 of 
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reports were sent to them at every stage, By July 1983, major pieces of the 
project were largely complete and the project feeder and the three aenior 
researchers visited Cairo for a 8ePie8 Of eemiuars and workshop8 in the 
Inetitute of National Planning. A full day presentation by the project teem 
allowed for discussion of the method8 aid finding8 with over 60 people from 
the Egyptian and expatriate research community and key policy maketa. This 
was followed by a series of private meeting8 in the office8 of the Ministers 
of Investment and Foreign Cooperation, 8nd Econcxny; the Deputy Hintter of 
Irrigation and the Under-secretaries in the Winistriee of Supply and 
,.’ Agriculture; ‘These small meeting8 of one to three hour’8 each with the tetmt 
were conducted in a frank and open mauner , and focused on the implications of I. 
the findings for a wide range of policy question8 related to the food economy 
of Egypt. 
These meeting8 reflected the intereet of the policy makers in the .8tudy 
engendered by the long series of person81 contcrto that had been made over 
the preceding three years, The question8 being ‘addreseed were known to the 
ministers and deputy minirters prior to the anaEyees, of&en hmiag’been 
_. suggested by them. During theee meetings, -the policy makers made further 
.- .~ suggestions about presentation and further analyses. They were particularly 
anxious to use the seriee of studies to make projection8 about likely outcome8 
of poesible policy changes. Such questions included the liukage between 
eubsidies and wage8, alternative method8 for targetiug, and the di8tributional 
consequences of changes iu eubaidy policy. ‘Further discussions with US&ID 
staff and visit8 to Cairo and to Warhington by Egyptian ,officials led to a 
mutually agreed set. of policy aaalyees that were undertaken at IFPBI. The 
results of these were, in turn, discuseed in Cairo by IFPBI staff. 
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In eu&n8ry thir project ha8 8exPed te highlight eeveral elements 
eesential for effective food policy re8earcho The8e include: 
- the long gestation period required to build a baee of confidence ax@ 
collaboration with national policy maker8 and re8earcher8; 
- the u8e of a core te8m of senior , experienced fOOd policy ana%y8t8; 
- the importance .of primery data collection; 
- the need to examine many facet8 (agritxaltural and fiscal policy, 
-monetary policy and exchange rate8, foreign trade), in order 
to addke88 adequately policy questions related to the food econany of 
a developing country; 
- the need for sonstant eontact with senior officials; 
- the contribution to training , to project supemision aud to goodwill 
and confidence that come8 from resident staff; 
- the role of seminare, workehops and private meeting8 for enstping that 
the results and limitation8 are clearly understood by the policy 
maker8 ; 
if--- 
‘\ .-. 
- the flex4bility to beL able to re8pog% to -&beir euggeotionre and to 
COnduCt follow-up analy8e8 addre88ing policy alternative8 'raised by ' 
r-- 
them. : 
EMDFEAmRB 
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An immediate and significant contribution of thL project was to 
provide, through a series of publication8 , a more accurate, timely and 
comprehensive view than had been previously available of one of the world.6 
largest food rationing and subsidy schemes o Because of its magnitude, the 
Egyptian subsidy program ha8 attracted much attention and criticism, the 
latter not always well informed. mPm’8 finding8 have provided a more solid 
factual base for aeaeeement of the scheme th8n had been available.- This has 
been of value not only in Egypt but for all thoee concerned Gith the design, 
funding and execution of subsidy 8che84e8, 
At each stage in this project , cloee Cont&ct wa8 maintained with senior 
officials and seminars were held to discuee preliminary findings, to guide 
future plan8 and to present the final results. A measure of the usefulnees of 
I 
the work to policy maker8 is their requests for additional reeealrh and .for 
estimation of the implication8 or specific options of policy change8 
i 
identified in conjunction with the researchers,. The results of these efforts. 
formed an integral part of the debate about future 8tratgie8s. As noted B the 
contribution of an international center to policy making by a national 
government is to be judged not by the adoption of its recommendations but by 
the new knowledge which research contributed to national debate and policy 
making . IQ%1 has attempted to en8ure that this contribUtion has been made in 
the case of food subsidies throplgh it8 workshops and co,nferencesD In 
particular, the bringing together of outside analysts and policy makers to 
share the experience8 of over 10 case 8tUdie8 with a broader eet of countrier 
has been an effective mechanism for coormunicating the results of IPPBI 
research, and providing a forum for exchange between policy maker8 and 
researchers. 
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Ftxthesereasons,IFPRIespecfaUyhasestakdisheda widenetworkof 
collaborators inministries ofplauning, econamiepolicy,devel~ finance 
and trade, as well as with central banks, produces orgauizations and 
universities. Obese contacts are in addition to work with other international 
agmcies such asUN@, J?AO,'WECl UWEA& IMF, and othei centers. 
Collaboration is facflitat~.~~~s~s,studyvisi~ and#&bations 
ind, for instance, fLPPRI'sresea%6%1r~rtshave~l~Redarepu~ionfor 
rigor audclearpresentation, Theyoften representadistillaticmam3 
23ynthesis~of researchmethods as well as their application to a relevant 
policy problem. marebeing increasingly used ingraduateteaching, 
contributimgto the fomationofhumaucapital for foodpolicyanalysis. 
Il.4 Coda 
inyearsofpoor 
arbitrary.levels 
margaL 
harvest,the global supplyoffood~e~gyhas exceeded 
of average per capita requbments~~ a+ignifi~. 
the 
* Thegainshavebeenunevenlydistributedacross countries aud regionsrand 
khrolgh t*. Thecontributionofnew~agriculturaltechnologyhasbe&~ . : 
unevaiand the sate of growth of food consuuption has,bemmchlower.and 
,mreasyiable insomecamtriesthm inothers. 
. 
* It is increasingly clear that greater food predueion is neither a . 
necessary nor a sufficient condition for a giveu country to *rove either 
thelevelor reliabilityof food consmptian. 
